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ABSTRACT 

Although Zosimus is recognised as a generally servile 

epitomator, it has in the past been customary to regard his 

statements about the baneful influence of Christianity upon 

the Empire•s fortunes as representing his own considered 

opinions. This dissertation attempts to show that zosimus 

copied these ideas directly from his main source, Eunapius, 

modifying them only in very minor ways. 

The first chapter consists in a detailed comparison 

of the remaining fragments of Eunapius• History with zosimus. 

It is shown that in many places zosimus made only very slight 

changes in his epitome which were due to the need to condense 

his source or to his own very different taste in style. He 

was prone to abridge or omit especially rhetorical or reflec

tive passages and those involving character portrayal. Some 

minor interpolations he introduced were due either to 

ignorance on his part or to a consciousness of the changes 

which the Empire had undergone since the time when his 

source wrote. The chapter concludes with a study of passages 

which seem to indicate a major divergence from Eunapius. All 

of these, it is suggested, conform to the types indicated 

earlier in the chapter. This part of the study then confirms 

the impression that Zosimus departed but little, and that 

rarely enough, from his source. 
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Chapter two carries the study to parts of Zosimus• 

work for which there are no remains of Eunapius. Although 

Zosimus• carelessness and incompetence are abundantly 

revealed some evidence is produced of a crude attempt on 

Zosimus• part, from time to time, to dramatise, or rather to 

heighten the drama of, material taken from Eunapius. 

Attention is drawn to some passages, notably those on the 

mime and on the auri lustralis collatio, which have been 

seen as Zosimus• own contributions to his work, but which on 

closer investigation seem also to have been copied from 

Eunapius. In this chapter also the evidence for other 

sources within the part of the New History that was taken 

from Eunapius is reviewed and dismissed. 

The decline of the Roman Empire is the subject of the 

third chapter. The various elements in Zosimus• ."theory 11
-

the decline of the cities, the rise of Christianity, the 

abandonment of paganism--are shown to be present in the works 

of Eunapius and to a lesser extent Olympiodorus. Moreover 

two of the cardinal passages in zosirnus• work--the digres

sions on Palmyra and on the Secular Games--are shown to 

have probably been taken also from Eunapius. This is not 

to deny Zosimus all originality as in his proem he emphasises 

the idea of decline in a way that Eunapius did not do. More

over his work belongs more to the genre of "world history 0 
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like those of the Christian chroniclers rather than of 

"secular history" like his models Eunapius and Olympiodorus. 

Nevertheless it seems that he took from Eunapius with mini

mal modifications the religious and political ideas which 

give distinction to an otherwise insipid piece of work. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Every study of Zosimus must begin with Photius• 

statement: 

Jl,f:Td.ypi(JJ~I r-?v El,v.J..nfou 7 n} / 

6vvro_µy / µ.ovov' 

d / ,::-· 1 
l °'q:> t ro L}-)d,. v ,q,., 

Although in this remark Photius does not take into considera-

tion the first2 and last parts3 of Zosimus• work, neither of 

which was derived from Eunapius, his view must command our 

respect. For Photius, besides being a very talented scholar, 

had the great advantage, denied us today, of being able to 

read Eunapius• work in an unabridged form. 4 

No-one nowadays doubts that Zosimus did draw on 

Eunapius for the greatest part of his work (viz. 1.47-5.25). 

Whenever we can compare the historians• accounts we see 

Zosimus following that of Eunapius very closely within these 

chapters. Hence c. Muller referred to this part of the New 

History as an epitome Eunapii5 and L. Mendelssohn as an 

·1 a· 6 exi e compen 1um. Clearly then in any discussion of ideas 

expressed by Zosimus in these chapters careful attention 

must be paid to the work of Eunapius. 7 

Like many ancient historians Zosimus is of interest 

to us for two reasons. First, he is our main source for 

some periods--notably for parts of the third and late fourth 
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centuries. Secondly, he is a source of comment, especially 

on religious and political matters of the late empire. In 

modern times, this facet of his work has commanded the 

greatest amount of scholarly attention. But in the majority 

of these studies the authors have concerned themselves more 

with an analysis of what Zosimus says than with the question 

of whether the sentiments he expresses are original. 8 

In recent years there has been a great increase in 

scholarly interest in the ideological conflicts of the late 

empire. several articles and books have appeared not only 

on Zosimus himself but also on the broader background of the 

conflict between pagans and Christians. W.E. Kaegi in 

Byzantium and the Decline of Rome published a monograph on 

Byzantine reactions to the decline of the western empire. 

Zosimus plays a very important part in this book: he is the 

subject of a chapter entitled "The Climax of Pagan 

Historical Apologetics", in which Kaegi discusses at length 

Zosimus• idea of the decline of the empire. However 

Eunapius receives little attention in this chapter. 9 

In 1971 w. Goffart published an article in the 

American Historical Review, entitled "Zosimus, the First 

Historian of Rome's Fa11°. 10 With a commanding knowledge 

of both primary and secondary literature Goffart paints a 

vivid picture of the intellectual history of the fourth to 

seventh centuries of our era, and in this picture Zosimus 

occupies a leading place. Although Goffart tends to stress 
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the originality of Zosimus• ideas he does pay more attention 

to the influence of Eunapius on him'.· than many of his pre-

decessors, and so his article marks a step forward. 

Two recent specialists on Zosimus have expressed 

similar views on the problem of Zosimus• religious and 

political ideas. F. Paschoud in the introduction to his 

edition of Zosimus devotes very great attention to the 

historian's sources. His exhaustive survey of the literature 

leads him to minimise any originality in Zosimus. He asks, 

.. Faut-il done croire qu'il n•y a absolurnent aucun ajout 

personnel de Zosime dans l'Histoire Nouvelle? 0 And a little 

below he answers, "ce qui provient sans le moindre doute de 

lui, ce sont les observations sur la d6cadence de l'empire 

11 • • i I • 12 romain. 0 R.T. Ridley reached a similar conclusion. 

Since both scholars have carefully examined Eunapius• 
13 works their views have considerable authority. 

Yet Photius• comment, cited above, enjoins some 

reservations. Even a quick reading of Eunapius• works 

reveals a good many passages that reflect the same kind of 

religious and political ideas that we find in Zosimus.14 

Might Eunapius not have given Zosimus the interpretation as 

well as the material for his work? Only a detailed com-

parison of the historians• works can provide an answer. 

This dissertation sets itself the modest task of 

answering this question. The first two chapters explore 

the influence of Eunapius• History on the composition of 



Zosimus• work. The third is devoted to the origin of 

Zosimus• idea of the decline of the Roman empire. 
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Notes 

1 Photius, Bibliotheca codex 98 = 2, 66 Henry. 

2 :,11\ , A C / ,} \ "' IJ \ · . l',.... , , 
f x "E '"'t fa. i:: v -r 1 s , ()TOP io rJ.. rro r71 J: r-/\o(.U a Io v 

~~&1X~,~ says Photius Bibliotheca codex 77 = 1, 158 Henry, 
of Eunapius. Hence he cannot be Zosimus• source for the 
first 46 chapters of book 1. Despite exhaustive source
study of these chapters (see F. Paschoud, Zosime 1, 
xxxvii-xl) no general agreement about their source has been 
reached. 

3 J. Rosenstein, "Kritische Untersuchungen uber 
das Verbal tniss zwischen Olympiodor, Zosimus und sozomenus .. , 
Forschungen zur deutschen Geschichte 1(1862), 166-204 showed 
Zosimus• dependence on Olympiodorus in the last part of the 
New History (5.26 to the end). Photius reviews and sum
marises Olympiodorus in Bibliotheca codex 80 = 1, 166-187 
Henry. The fact that he does not mention it as a source of 
Zosimus shows how overwhelming was the influence of 
Eunapius. 

4 In fact Photius says that he had several manu
scripts of Eunapius• History, and that some contained a· 
"new edition". See Bibliotheca codex 77 = l, 159 Henry, 
and below, Appendix 2. 

SC. Muller, !1!S?. 4, 28 and 40. 

6 Historia nova 121. See also !E.!s!· xxxvi. 

7 So R.T. Ridley, "Zosimus the Historian", ByzZ 
65(1972}, 281. 

8 I.F. Reiterneier, "Disquisitio in Zosimum eiusque 
fidem'', Zosimus xxii-xl discussed Zosimus• ideas without 
considering the possible influence of his sources on these. 
He was generally followed in this approach by nineteenth 
century scholars, of whom it will .suffice to mention three 
here. G.-E.-J. Guilhem de Sainte-Croix, "Observations 
sur Zosime", Memoires de litterature tir~s des registres 
de l'Academie royale des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, 
Paris 49(1808), 466-SOO·concentrated largely on the question 
of Zosimus• reliability, especially in his account of 
Constantine. He was not unaware of the importance of 
Eunapius in discussing Zosimus• ideas (e.g. 483), but 
generally he did not consider the problem of originality 



(e.g. 468 ) • L. Feugere , "Zos ime" , Le Correspo:nd-:an t 36 
(25 September 1855), 921-943 wrote an essay dealing mainly 
with the decline of the empire. He did not mention 
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Eunapius at all. His tendency to regard Zosimus as a primary 
authority was due to his dating the historian to the early 
fifth·century (see 922-923; cf. Appendix 3, below). L. von 
Ranke, Weltgeschichte 4, 2(Liipzig, 1883)1 264-284 recognised 
Eunapius• influence on Zosimus (e.g. 283), but he regarded 
Zosimus• religious and political ideas as his own (265-266). 

9 Some recent monographs may be mentioned here. 
E. Condurachi, "Les ld,es politiques de Zosime", Revista 
clasica 13-14(1941-1942), 115-127 discussed Zosimus' ideas 
without considering the problem of their origin. While he 
recognised that Eunapius was a source of Zosimus (117) his 
comment on 11 l'indiffe'rence presque totale" of fourth century 
historians to the political problems of their times surely 
indicates that he did·not look very closely at Eunapius 
·(125). · N.N. Rozental, 11Religiozno-politicheskaja ideologija 
Zosima", in Drevnij mir: Sbornik statej (Moscow, 1962), 
611-617 considered Zosimus• account up to Constantine. The 
question of originality was not treated by this writer 
from whom Eunapius received only a passing·mention (611). 
z. Petre, 91La pens~e historique de Zosime 11

, StudClas 
7(1965), 263-272 considered briefly the possibility that 
Zosimus took over his ideas mechanically from Eunapius, 
only to dismiss it immediately (265-266); and Eunapius• 
works played no part in her discussion. Eunapius received 
no special discussion from s. Mazzarino in The End of the 
Ancient World, translated by G. Holmes (New York, 1966). 

lO AHR 76(1971), 412-441. 

11 Zosime 1, lxi and lxii. In Roma aeterna. 
'"" Etudes sur le patriotisme romain dans l'Occident latin a 

1•,pogue·des grandes invasions (Neuchitel, 1967), 68, 
note 182, Paschoud explained that Zosimus• awareness of 
the empire's decline (in contradistinction to the ignorance 
of Ammianus Marcellinus on this point) was due to his 
writing at a much later date. In the same breath he 
asserted that Zosimus reflects the views of Eunapius. 

12 R.T. Ridley, "Zosimus the_ Historian" ByzZ 65 
(1972), 281. 

13 See also R.T. Ridley, "Eunapius and Zosimus", 
Helikon 9-10(1969-1970), 574-592. 

14 Some of these passages will be quoted below in 
chapter 3. 



CHAPTER l 

ZOSIMUS AND THE FRAGMENTS OF EUNAPIUS' HISTORY 

Introduction 

The present chapter comprises a comparison of the 

remains of Eunapius• History with our text of Zosimus. The 

purpose of this comparison is twofold. It seeks to test the 

validity of the now general view that Eunapius was zosimus• 

source for the greatest part of his work; and it examines, 

insofar as the comparison of texts permits, the question of 

whether Zosimus diverged from Eunapius at any time within 

this part of his work. The second purpose of this study 

is to clarify the manner in which Zosimus selected and 

moulded the material at his disposal. Hopefully a picture 

will emerge of the historians•s method of working, and this 

will provide a basis for examining the parts of Zosimus• 

work for which we are without the help of Eunapius• text. 

The study begins with some examples of very close 

correspondence between the historians, then passes to con

sider successively Zosimus' omissions, the minor changes 

he made, and finally the evidence for major divergences 

between the historians. 
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The Present Text of Eunapius 

"Whence did the trolls get them, 
I wonder? 11 said Thorin looking 
at his sword with new interest; 
"I could not say," said Elrond, 
11 but one may guess that your 
trolls·had plundered other plun
derers, or had come on the rem
nants of old robberies •• ~11 

The Hobbit, p. 61. 

Photius had available for his perusal manuscripts 
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of two separate editions of Eunapius• History. 1 Yet, within 

a hundred years the emperor Constantine's excerpters were 

compelled to draw upon a truncated version of the second 

edition made by an anonymous· compiler. 2 The modern scholar 

must consult what remains of these excerpts, supplementing 

them with the occasional passage which the compilers of the 

Souda derived from now lost parts of the Excerpta 

Constantini. The relationship of these compilations with 

the original text of the historian may be represented in a 

diagram: 3 

Eunapius 

Second edition(?) 

Rhetorical handbooks 

Anonymous compilation 

Excerpta Constantini 

Souda 
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The fragments of the History which are preserved 

in the Excerpta Constantini are three or four times removed 

from the text which left Eunapius• hand. Nevertheless, 

despite corruptions and the occasional omission4 or in

sertion5 on the part of the excerpter they seem to preserve 

much of the original both in spirit and in matters of style. 6 

However, the fragments in the Souda are quite a different 

matter. Some of these are very short, and are obviously 

truncated. 7 In some cases the attribution to Eunapius rests 

on the statement of the lexicographer, and in other cases 

the perceptiveness of modern scholars. Since neither kind 

of attribution is infallible, the latter type of fragment 

must be used with caution. In this study the matter of 

attribution is dealt with only in crucial cases. 

How representative of Eunapius• History are the 

fragments? Clearly those that are taken from the Souda are 

a motley assortment. Many are character sketches, and there 

is a strong admixture of items of a philological interest. 

On the other hand, the Constantinian collection provides 

us with a much more useful array of passages. The Excerpta 

de sententiis yield a good deal of reflective and analytical 

material as well as some interesting anecdotes. The 

Excerpta de legationibus offer a few long and detailed 

narrative passages. Generally it is an impressive variety. 

With character sketches, anecdotes and with reflective, 

analytical and narrative passages all well represented there 



is every reason to believe that our fragments afford a 

reasonably faithful sampling of Eunapius• work. 

Some Closely Parallel Passages 

10 

Any reader of Zosimus who keeps a close eye on the 

fragments of Eunapius will note the occasional passages 

suggestive of a very close relationship between the writers. 

A representative example is provided by the historians• 

accounts of the downfall of Tatianus and Proclus at the 

hands of Rufinus: 

Fragment 59. 8 

·"' .I ) ,·, \ 
TOUTOV ITd.f cfff !(JJ:\{ °' Vd.V fl v -rov 

vt~V t>.~Tov 7Tp6KXrsJ Tor5vcyJ... • 

Sv i:h TO J t6f1-WT~pm-.J 6"i.NEKhft<f:it 

J.(/1 TOY ld.Tld.VO'IJ E ffl /\0v...(J..J, 

.:J / 1(1 ,\ _f' 
ot rrf n lp. Te,;.v rotJ rra<.wcs 

Zos. 4.52.3-4. 

A,, ' r ,,. 
60voi..pTrd-.Ot7'tVTd... TO OUfj{G.JT7JfJIOX 

er()\ t -r oU, Ti:Z n oi V'Q u J t T~ r 1 s. 
J / 

01 I< ~<ff I ff~prx JoefvroJ 

..... 



The excerpter has no doubt modified Eunapius• version a 

little. 9 The passages correspond quite closely although 

11 

Zosimus supplies two small details that are not in Eunapius. 

Eunapius tells us that Tatianus was sent to Lycia and 

Zosimus that he was sent to his "native country". A little 

earlier, at 4.45.1, Zosimus had spoken of Tatianus as hail

ing from Lycia, and this detail was no doubt in Eunapius• 

narrative at some point also. Secondly, Zosimus says that 

Proclus was summoned by letter y p/.,u.1v~ ... '5"i .... .uiToi..1-< a1.X[\fdn6cJ I 

whereas Eunapius uses the simple verb ;Yd..."V ttv • Zosimus• 

version adds a slight touch of colour, and is surely well 

within the bounds of an epitomator•s "license". 

Further examples are provided by those passages the 

attribution of which to Eunapius depends on a resemblance 

to the words of Zosimus. One example will suffice here 

while others are relegated to Appendix 1. 

Fragment 2. 10 Zos.1.57.3. 

Apollo] .. ~ l,' Jt Hh :ZKpt61v 
n , , , /r 

Tfd..vo!J f ycv . 1~PL1 r~ ,:,1. Kf)i o~ i <J(,:}AITlfl1ffTJftfv'd,) 1-{J.'I T0(1 6T~).J,.J<Y1" 

X,l..'f Jo" \oi.. rp S iSoo". 
,, \ / 

T~Uloli otx.c;;._N<;J.1 •• ., 

Eunapius• Rhetoric and Character Portrayal 

One of the most striking facets of Zosimus• tech-

nique as an epitomator is the way in which he tones down the 

inflated style of Eunapius. The effect is visible in almost 

every passage of Zosimus for which we possess the 
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corresponding fragment of Eunapius. Moreover, this process 

extends beyond a change of style to matters of character por

trayal. Accordingly, the following discussion will begin with 

three examples of purely stylistic changes, and then proceed 

to examine changes involving character portrayal. 

Both Eunapius and Zosimus highlight the guerilla 

warfare of the Gallic "headhunter" Charietto who inspired 

great terror in the barbarians who were ravaging the province 

while Julian was there. 

Fragment 11. 11 

" ,.. .. $' , ·3' ;, 
folvr~ cruv,lfUpfvov ftX£V ~ EIT 

}\)..o~ ITDctS·6 i (, Kd) 7TA ~ Bo S ~". 

... e/ c. r. e / / 
~ 1 KcA cJ. rrep 01 11u -d._ 'f:p101 Cfd,.tll 

I 

/ \ ) \ r /(' e / 
po>JrJ..ocs f m doo.od-. k1'11f t16'1'JS. 

O~IK{n T~V TWV ~(li l7).l~:" ·rypifdrl 

q>oopJ) A\~~ d!d.}{icred, f KJi p{tv 

ls rro>..~J o~:,w x~(ll(T1o,JCj 

Fragment llc. 
tr/ ' , A 
~aOK.t i y<1-.p TD T( OW/.J.J..... 

y,y~" TtJdij iZvol1 1.<..li iov 

e v JJ-."ov e1p16 s1r1 1-<11 h 

Jyxi'~olo'." TG\J ovAA ~(f rt UO\/fv.:d 

Jnl\{TUJ TTO~ U ff' l\o K ~ 1 t pos. 

zos.3.7.3. 

/ / . ' 
ovVf}Al)'1(Jol\/ TOOr~ A~tfTcU 

!";I Kd...9> tvrA.. G<NtiS'+/Tf.S. ·rr\i0vS. 

VtYbVcJ..(ff ) TOTE., J~ l~ 

J.{.J.l<S'tl\pl rrpon_'A Gwv O Xip1 (r rw"' ~d 

Zos.3.7.1. 
,,) / :j' ./ t::) / 

C'o.'11Jp TIS 'r' µfV'i.. oo-S 6W,M(1...101 

.:... \. " ;J/ \ \. C/ :J/ 
U frtf TOV.S. <AAi\c:X} i oClfc(VTotS f~uJ'.J_, 

Ko.'i T~v ~vciptM\J ;iv:Aoyov T() 
/ 

oW,MC7\ff . 
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Another passage in the Souda12 describes Charietto in terms 

that suggest Eunapius• style- Jvurr6o-rnos TQ rt rr}wvf"SovTI 

• In the passages cited above Zosimus• 

main purpose has been to simplify Eunapius' bombastic and 

metaphorical style in favour of a more direct mode of 

expression. 

In one fragment Eunapius uses a metaphor from physi-

cal science to describe the soothing effect of the general 

Arbitio on the pusillanimous emperor Valens when he was 

terrified at the report of the revolt of Procopius. In 

another passage he waxes eloquent over the downfall of the 

notary Theodorus who was led to believe that he had hopes of 

gaining the throne. Zosimus• version of each incident re

moves all the rhetorical elaboration.13 

These examples will suffice to show how Zosimus 

reacted to Eunapius• style. We now pass to the matter of 

character portrayal where the difference between the his-

torians is more marked and richer in implications. 

The Portrayal of Character 

The fragments show clearly that the delineation of 

virtues and vices was a major preoccupation of Eunapius. 

It is true that the compiler of the Excerpta de sententiis 

was especially interested in such passages; but many of the 

fragments that have been drawn from the souda support the 

idea that Eunapius appended a detailed character sketch to 
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his account wherever a new personality appeared. We begin 

with some examples from the Souda, then consider some people 

who are mentioned by Eunapius but not Zosimus, and conclude 

with a comparison of the historians• portraits of the 

emperor Julian. 

A lengthy passage in the souda preserves Eunapius• 

view of the emperor Carinus. The corresponding part of 

Zosimus• account can be supplied from a passage of John of 

Antioch which was taken over in the Excerpta de virtutibus. 

Our texts of both Eunapius and Zosimus are thus at least 

twice removed from the originals and any resemblance is 

likely to be less now than was originally the case. 

Eunapius 
I 

Excerpta Constantini 
I 

Souda 

Fragment 4.14 

Zosimus 
I 

John of Antioch 
I 

Excerpta Constantini 

John of Antioch fragment 162.15 

I' \ " ..... :, ., 
rrcJ..prAvd-. /\t.-i.J .. MJ... TrjS TfUf7)~ f ITOl 't ITO 

/ ) J' J J ,, 7 A / 
'fOVO\) > 00 [ ,.J 11 - \ K. ") l<Oie.J J f:i.~Jvpw ffv,JV 

Kd.T~ TJ npo6ti-E:l<fCUi<£vo:..l 

-.10..J-l I (J' {j ( 'I/ iW" a!v n;) . {3 .c),,p iJ ·JO _µj.J ,,,,,,/ 
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:'\. ,, ,.... c / (. ,(' /(' 
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7011 G(otkovpfVoti 1~ 1 rwv o,KJ.Sf?f'-E../w,J UJ', o 1)(""- Aoy1cr-.rw't; rrpo<novro.L.~ 

JJ ' > /,'( .._/ \ \ ,..... )/ 
ou ilJ t: IS'~.)£ ro. orrcv y E. rroM 11 ou:r1s 

KJ'1 }J1~y~roU i~-~ cp6~~i) Tf'().pdlv-

J '"' _f / ) \ /( > ' I fV kOIVOji Of l fTVOJ~ oi..._M ,crqn;Cf.i {S. T~"l 

Kt,pfvov TPucp{v . . ,tit14v1cs-& .. t.1 Jr ,wv 

J ;., / ~ A '- /.''\\~ A (/ 

OUI<. UTn-v\CfJ."I{ ?{\JTOU TO /o(oV\/\0.i I T<..lv' cfJ 

cir( >..(ycvT;J....) tn 1" .,vE1p£KIDV I o0K 

., e ,, (_ J / J /\ ' t 'd.~f,i.c}..Cf,j,.,.J W!;. t~cu}..no . .,<.m.JA,\OVTO 

r- / " J\/ J / 
CtCx:51JJAfliJ. 

1 
k{c;!.j fAVTTol.. t..J ptcrOLl 

iOti j-IT1) }ZOCl_j, 

Eunapius mentions three specific vices: homo-

sexuality, trials stemming from trumped-up charges and the 

arbitrary execution of nobles. Of these Zosimus refers 

indirectly to the first and combines the second with the 

third. There are several linguistic echoes of Eunapius in 

Zosimus • account, and Zosimus uses the verb rrpof/Sr<.podt0 here 

in a sense elwewhere favoured by Eunapius. 16 on the whole, 

however, Eunapius• picture of Carinus is not seriously 

affected. 
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The souda preserves a long tribute to the general 

Sebastian, 19 lines in Adler•s edition, but these are 

referred to only in passing by Zosimus. 17 Moreover, the 

fragments 39,18 66, 19 67, 20 69, 21 10, 22 7623 and 84, 24 all 

from the Souda, contain detailed character sketches either 

glossed over or very substantially reduced by Zosimus. 

Similarly, fragment 48, from the Excerpta de sententiis, 25 

seems to be part of a diatribe against Theodosius, apparently 

at the same point in Eunapius• account as Zosimus• attack on 

this emperor at 4.27, 28 and 29. Yet none of the specific 

points mentioned by Eunapius, the corruption of power, the 

fragility of human nature in the face of good fortune and 

the metaphor of the prodigal son, recurs in Zosimus. 

But the hand of the epitomator did not stop at mere 

abridgement of rhetoric: some information he omitted al-

together. Zosimus did not for example mention Ablabius• 

role as guardian of Constantine's sons, 26 although he did 

t . th • t• 27 men ion e mans execu ion. Both historians report the 

embassies sent to Julian on his accession: 

Fragment 15. 28 

0 0 ' \ ) I \ ,.l o'\ T; <.. Ti µ t Td.. T>)Y OVAhV U 
1

,.., 

' /'\ 
o(U T4} 

zos.3.11.1. 

->,o· J' ) .'\ 
v' Tl l c;( VT~ 

' .... -c;/ 
kolTJ.. TO L lffttOV 

t~ ~rrf6'"1)S w5, [~rri7v T~J 

(_l:,\A:&cs ~cs rf \)...ovTo riptot3E15 

Eunapius goes on to give details about some of the men who 
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served on these embassies; but Zosimus does not. Similarly 

Zosimus does not mention either Aelian, who appears in 
, " 

fragment 36, 29 or Marcian, of whose character a short note 

appears in fragment 44. 30 On the other hand, Zosimus does 

speak of the raid of !saurian bandits in 368, in which 

Musonius, the vicar of Asia, met a heroic death. Although 

he says nothing about the man himself, Musonius• virtues 

are carefully documented by Eunapius. 31 In like fashion, 

Subarmachius the drunken soldier32 and Hierax the impudent 

Al d • 1 t • Z • I t 3 J exan rian pay no par in osimus accoun. 

The emperor Julian fares no better in zosimus• 

account. Many laudatory passages about him have survived 

in the fragments of Eunapius• History, and they are all 

either omitted or severely curtailed by his epitomator. In 

view of this emperor's importance in the history of Christian-

pagan relations it has seemed worthwhile to examine this 

matter in some detail. 

The eighth fragment, 34 the proem of Eunapius• 

second book, introduces the account of Julian as the centre-

piece of Eunapius• work: 

J ~ ) "\ ,".:l 
'- t'V T£.U r:..JE.\J 

As in the mutilated proem of the first book (fragment 1) 35 

Eunapius is fulsome in his praise of the Apostate. zosimus, 

however, does not introduce Julian in such a way, either 

in the proem of his first book or at the beginning of his 
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third, the points which correspond in his work with the first 

and eighth fragments of Eunapius. 

Fragment 10 expatiates on the virtues of Julian as a 

ruler. The Salian Franks had become the hapless victims in 

a war between the Roman troops and the Chamavi. Julian, 

recognising their innocence, forbade his troops to conduct 

operations against them. For Eunapius the incident provides 

an opportunity to glorify the Caesar at some length, but 

Zosimus contents himself with an exposition of the bare 

facts. 36 

In fragment 13 Eunapius deals with the chieftain 

V d 
. 37 a omar1us. The latter demanded the return to him of his 

son, given as a hostage to Julian in surety for many Romans 

held prisoner by the chieftain. Julian returned ·the boy, 

remarking that he was in any case inadequate security for the 

Romans, and threatening dire consequences if the latter were 

not surrendered. Zosimus passes over all this in silence. 

Perhaps he was not interested in anecdotes illustrative of 

the Caesar's "humour", altho':1-gh such speculation is dan-

gerous in view of the garbled 

these Gallic campaigns. 38 
. . 

Fragments 16, 39 11,40 

state of Zosimus• account of 

41 42 18.3 and 22.1 deal with 

various virtues of the emperor: justice, clemency, modera

tion and foresight. But very little of this encomiastic 

material finds its way into Zosimus; and neither of the 

anecdotes in the second and third passages is related by 
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him. Eunapius• detailed description of the emperor's sense 

of justice finds in Zosimus only an echo at the correspond

ing point in his narrative: 

rroMa K~AW~ KrJ.'1 di kd.(w.s ()j K0VOJHJ6o\._5. 4-
3 

Fragment 23 treats events immediately after the death 

of Julian. The introductory sentence finds a verbal echo in 

Zosimus: 

Fragment 23. 44 Zos.3.30.1. 

TO~S. 

) / .J /' A 

t rr i kt 1 )-\. E v C\) S € v J.L E o ':] r [) 

rro)..~,~ 1-<-1" cl o veos J1c,1..1uy f 1\1'. 

But the resemblance between the two accounts stops at this 

point. Zosimus, on the one hand, goes on in the next sen-

tence to refer curtly to the elevation of Jovian: 

and then immediately launches the army back onto its path 

of retreat. Eunapius, on the other hand, follows up the 

sentence quoted above with a long description of the army's 

distress at the emperor's death, using the occasion once 

again to expatiate on the emperor's virtues. So eulogistic 

is the tone, so unabashedly pagan in its approach, with 
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its assertion that the emperor could while still a mortal 

mingle freely with the incorporeal inhabitants of heaven, 

that an anonymous Christian appended to the passage an ironic 

rebuttai. 45 The eulogy, however, appears to continue in the 

next four extracts that constitute fragment 24, 46 where 

Julian's self-control and his special relationship with the 
47 sun are mentioned; and also in fragment 26, where Eunapius 

produces an oracle of Julian's apotheosis, and refers vaguely 

to other sacrifices and prayers performed by the emperor. 

Thus it would seem that Eunapius devoted considerable space 

in his account to an extended tribute to the emperor: but 

that Zosimus was not prepared to interrupt his narrative for 

this purpose, contenting himself with the comment 
/ \ / >, J / ) / ' 

~~· JA-EXPI Tc_ yUrZTOS P,t-tr'Yji O'-pr<E<fa.S d.TTc_e::2:-.,'f") OU rroppi.u T7J'Y 

" . , ;, ,, ., ;, / 48 
1hpow'I/ ~Y(}'-CYviotv d-.ITWJ\{1rJ..i lo(oLT..{6'T1]()J.1 (cJX,o<T1)-l. 

The views of the historians on the emperor Julian 

have been treated at some length here not only because they 

illustrate an important difference in approach between the 

two, but also because it has sometimes been claimed in the 

past that Julian was Zosimus• idol and that Zosimus went out 

of his way to distort his account in Julian's favour. 49 

Such a view is most difficult to reconcile with the evidence 

presented above. Julian was Eunapius• hero• but to Zosimus 

he was a far less interesting figure. 50 
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Some Omissions of Zosimus 

Zosimus is also prone to omit in his epitome the 

occasional historiographical comment of his source. In such 

passages Eunapius set forth his ideas on history writing in 

general, and in particular on his own work. 

Fragment l is the proem to the first book, and 

fragment 28 looks like the proem to another. 51 In the former 

Eunapius expounds at great length his view that chronological 

details are not an important part of a history, while the 

second speaks of the need to rely on written sources for 

periods before one's own lifetime, and the obligation to 

record contemporary events. It would seem that neither 

passage inspired Zosimus with the desire to copy it. 

zosimus does not reproduce Eunapius• remarks on 

Julian•s account of his campaigns against the Alamanni. 52 

Naturally he also omits the remarks in fragment 41 which 

introduced Eunapius• account of the Huns; for Eunapius here 

states that he was supplementing an earlier account of this 

tribe while the corresponding chapter in Zosimus which cor

responds with this fragment presents the Huns for the first 

time. 53 

In like manner zosimus passes over in silence the 

material of fragments 7354 and 7455 • Of these the former, 

which may also be the introduction to a new book, 56 deals 

with the necessity of treating incredible events for the 

sake of a truthful narrative; and the latter explains the 
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difficulty of obtaining correct information about western 

affairs. 

Zosimus was as uninterested in the details of mili-

tary policy and practice which his source provided as he 

was in the latter's conception of the historian's task. He 

omits Eunapius• maxims on the need for experience and 

secrecy in strategy (fragment 18.1 and 18.2) 57 and he ignores 

Eunapius• criticisms of Valens• strategy in meeting the Goths 

in 378 rather than allowing them to expend themselves and 

th . . . 58 eir provisions. More noteworthy perhaps, in view of how 

much space he devoted to the Persian expedition, is the fact 

that there is no certain parallel between this part of 

Zosimus• history and the remaining fragments of Eunapius• 

account (fragments 21 and 22). None of the details mentioned 

by Eunapius--the wicker shields of the 11Parthians 11
,
59 the 

scenic games at Ctesiphon, 60 the abundance of food found in 

the suburbs of the city61 and the grumblings of the troops 
62 

on the retreat--1s mentioned by Zosimus. 

But far the largest group consists of the fragments 

in.which Eunapius discusses the sorry state of affairs in 

his own day. 

In fragment 4263 Eunapius launches into a long lament 

on the destruction caused by the Goths in Thrace and the 

adjacent areas. For once he restrains his tendency to em

bellish his language excessively, and the result is a 

splendid piece of Greek, full of noble pathos which still 
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has the power to move. But Zosimus reduces all this to a 
c t:";\ / <.I ,, c. Tr ~ ;,. } .\. f't pair of clauses: 1l l!Yp<f.K '1 n. oi.rroLl5'0\ w.au ·1 11o1.1ov,11. J<.,xt .,,. E rrl\r,pouvro 

pd.p~c{pwv T~ TTpo<5TTe,(SOVTc:A Af~opfvwv; oc:_ J? ~J.O-IA£,0S. o~~>..1p 

i\ ,{ ,, JI f " n. I /\ " ~-· / e e / 64 -rpo;tevovs 1 d'1J rryv l!!Jp,t,.1<71v ·rrcA<fd,;v roes t.. Ku d..S fwp ivos .. h 

Similarly in fragment so65 Eunapius alludes to the 

people of Nicopolis in Thrace who in the reign of Theodosius 

saved themselves from depredation by surrendering ~o~the 

barbarians. Eunapius comments that those who remained loyal 

to the government suffered for their fidelity. zosimus does 

not mention this, nor does he refer to the anecdote about the 

tragedian in the reign of Nero whose recitation in a bar-

barian city was followed by a destructive pestilence (frag

ment 54). 66 Eunapius clearly relates the incident to a 

pestilence in the reign of Theodosius, and while the exact 

circumstances of this are obscure, it seems possible to con-

elude from the remark 
\. \\ / /\. ) J / '1.. 

TO Ot. Kd..i T1VolS TGvV OVK. d.v07)Tt,.,Jv ·TfpuS 
/'\ 

TOVTO 
} / 

(..).,\Jo 81} I< E. Y d,.I 

that Eunapius was here speaking of a pestilence sent by 

heaven as a punishment to men, perhaps for impiety on the 

part of the government. 67 

Of particular interest are those remarks that 

reveal the contemporary•s pen. Eunapius speaks of the 

high cost of asses in Theodosius• reign, ending with the 

assertion that in his own day things had 0 gone to the 
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asses". 68 He tells also how the prefect of Rome, Perses, 

exhibited tablets in public mocking the ineffectual piety of 

the emperors. 69 Finally, in fragment 8770 he interrupts his 

account to digress to the time of Pulcheria•s regency and 

tell how Hierax, the killer of Fravitta, met his end. At 

the same time he describes at length the prevailing corrup

tion of the day, the simony, peculation and extortion of the 

provincial governors and the complaisance of the central 

government. None of these passages finds its way into 

Zosimus• work. 

Zosimus and Eunapius• Narrative 

Very few of the fragments give much idea of Eunapius• 

narrative, and it is accordingly difficult to form a clear 

impression of Zosimus• manner of dealing with this. The few 

examples we have, however, show Zosimus substantially 

abridging his source and sometimes doing so quite incom-

petently. In the following discussion examples of both good 

and bad technique will be given. 

Fragment 37 tells of the Gothic war that erupted in 

366 after the usurper Procopius had requested help from the 

king of the Goths in his effort to seize the throne from 

the emperor Valens. The latter managed to surround the 

barbarians that were sent to Procopius, and after disarming 

them he had them held under guard. The king's requests for 

their return met with a decisive rebuff from the emperor. 
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The fragment which is from the Excerpta de legationibus 

represents a substantial extract from Eunapius, and Zosimus• 

version affords some idea of his narrative technique. 71 

Zosimus• version of this sequence of events forms an 

admirable epitome of Eunapius•, presenting a similar struc

ture with the same introduction and conclusion. There are 

several minor divergences which are not difficult to explain. 

Eunapius says that Valens cut off the Goths' retreat, whereas 

Zosimus says that he prevented them from advancing; and 

Zosimus supplies also the detail that the prisoners were dis-

' \ J/J tributed to the cities Trd..fdo. ,ov <5Tpov • The first diver-

gence seems to be a slip on Zosimus• part, while the second 

was no doubt an inference from Eunapius• text. The main 

difference is the pruning away of Eunapius• comments on the 

high-spiritedness of the Goths, and the omission of comment 

on the reaction of the Roman people to the physical charac

teristics of the Gothic prisoners. Apart from these few 

points Zosimus• epitome is accurate enough. 

Fragment 42, 72 the most substantial part of the 

History that has survived, describes the flight of the Goths 

from the Huns, their milling on the far bank of the Danube, 

their reception into the empire and subsequent treachery and 

Valens' preparations to meet them in battle. Zosimus pre-

serves the same order of treatment as Eunapius, omitting some 

of the details such as the discussions at court, the discip

lining of the Roman commanders who repelled an initial attack 
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of the Goths and the long lament on the destruction they 

caused in the Danubian provinces. Zosimus echoes Eunapius 

at some points, varying his language slightly: 

Fragment 42. 73 jzos.4.20.5-6. 
, .... . ,, e 7 / > , J·, / J " 
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Again, his epitome is accurate enough. 

Although capable at times of producing a satisfactory 

epitome of Eunapius, Zosimus did not always manage to do so. 

Sometimes his version displays serious errors, and often he 

omits important detail. These points are illustrated by the 

following passages. 

The twelfth fragment deals with the surrender of the 

Chamavi to Julian. 74 Eunapius• narrative is very long and 

involved. It contains several speeches and a great deal of 

moral comment. Zosimus omits not only the moralisation and 

speeches75 but also the important fact that Julian had a 

clear, strategic motive in granting the peace treaty, namely 

to maintain the supply of grain from Britain. Zosimus also 

calls the Chamavi 11 Quadi 11 a most serious lapse on his part. 

He mentions that it was Charietto who captured the king's 
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son and thus provided Julian with an ace in the deliberations. 

Since this detail is not mentioned by Eunapius in this frag-

ment zosimus may have introduced it from another point in 

Eunapius• narrative; for it is known that Charietto played 

a part in Eunapius• account. There is a further divergence 

from Eunapius here too, in the matter of hostages. Accord

ing to Eunapius Julian asked only to retain the king's son 

and "the mother of Nebisgastus 0
, while Zosimus says that he 

kept the king's son and took also some nobles. such a minor 

difference is possibly a mere oversight: it is hardly suf

ficient to suppose the use of a supplementary source, 

especially as Zosimus• account of Julian's campaigns is one 

of the most slipshod sections of his work. 76 

Eunapius describes how Valentinian received embassies 

sent him on his accession at Nicea. Zosimus, on the other 

hand omits all reference to Valentinian•s dealings with 

these legations, implying that the emperor stayed in the 

city only long enough to take command of the army. 

. 29 77 3 36 3 Fragment • Zos ••• 

,_} 

Co'd--1 
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Near the end of the reign of Valens, at the point 

where he was turning his attention to the movements of the 

Goths and the Huns, Eunapius digressed to recall Isaurian 



depredations in Asia Minor which, some years before, had 

resulted in the death of the vicar Musonius. But while 

28 

Eunapius clearly indicates that the events of this digression 

took place some years earlier, Zosimus in his epitome merely 

inserts the story at the same point as Eunapius without 

comment on the chronology. 78 

Minor Changes and Additions Made by Zosimus 

some of the fragments that have been taken from the 

Souda are undoubtedly truncated versions of what Eunapius 

wrote, and this presents a problem to those who attempt to 

identify Zosimus• additions. The dilemma is evident when 

one compares the historians• statements about Fravitta. 

In fragment so79 Eunapius introduces Fravitta to 

his account. He mentions first the man's self-discipline 

which enabled him to master physical infirmity; he then speaks 

of his successful suppression of banditry, and concludes with 

the observation that the man was a pagan. Zosimus, in the 

corresponding part of his account, omits Fravitta's illness 

and self-discipline but mentions his operations against 

the bandits and his paganism: 

Zos.5.20.1 • 

.. .. ,. c., EA~ ·ry vc;.. JE XA \w_s 00 

1Tp0-
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If the Souda's version is not truncated here then we are 

faced with a rare case of verbosity on Zosimus• partJ But 

even so, Zosimus• words represent no more than a development 

of what we read in the lexicon. 

Like this, many of the changes which Zosimus can be 

shown to have made are of a very minor character. His 

account of the demise of Bargus the sausage-seller agrees 

closely with that of Eunapius, except that there is a slight 

difference in the moral drawn: 

Fragment 71.SO Zos.S.10.3. 
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A further minor change occurs in Zosimus• version 

of the quarrel between Eriulphus and Fravitta. The scene is 

an imperial banquet at which the two men are guests. When 

violence erupts between them the banquet breaks up. While 

Eunapius refers to this in the passive: 

S" / ' ' / } / 
••• 0 fo(..AIJ[Till p .. E.V TO 60)-l TfO\J{OV o(iolKTW..S .,.. 

Zosimus attributes it to the emperor. 81 

Zosimus also applies a remark that Eunapius intended 

to refer to one person only, to two. Eunapius seems to 

have considered only Marcellus as Constantius• henchman in 



Gaul, while Zosimus states that both he and Salustius were 

sent to keep an eye on Julian. 

F t 8 82 ragmen a. Zos.3.2.2. 
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Similarly Zosimus seems to have included Bauto in the 

laudatory remarks which Eunapius reserved for Arbogast. 83 

In several cases Zosimus appears to add exegetical 

comments which provide interesting insights into his mind. 

An example is provided by the historians• comment on the 

death of the empress Galla: 

Fragment 61. 84 Zos.4.57.3-4. 
(.. J'i, @wlbfftO) 
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It seems that Zosimus himself saw the allusion since the 

fact that Eunapius elsewhere quotes Homer without acknowl

edgement makes it unlikely that the poet's name was men

tioned here: 85 and it is by no means unlikely that Zosimus 
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knew his Homer. It is, however, interesting that the later 
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historian was moved to explain a reference that was dropped 

more or less unselfconsciously into the narrative by his 

source. It may reflect a lower intellectual level on the 

part of the historian or a difference in the intended 

reading public. 

Two such 11 notes 11 of Zosimus on geography are reveal-

ing. In fragment 29 Eunapius refers to the city of Nicea 

as N,;<rA1J.. T~-S Bi Buv M.S. 
86 

The phrase is worded in a way 

that is intended to differentiate between homonymous cities 

1 t d . d. ff t . a 7 f . E • ' d th oca e in 1 eren provinces; or in unapius ay ere 

were Niceas also in Corsica and Liguria. In the correspond-

· £ z · 88 
d N"' ing passage o os1mus we rea 1Kf.l.tcl... 

/\ ,... 
Tf0/\l5 T1}J, 

"Nicea, a city in Bithynia". In the later writer the 

differentiating character of the original is lost probably 

because it is no longer needed. Another geographical 

explanatory note reveals Zosimus• ignorance. 

Fragment 42. 89 Zos.4.20.7. 

c. ' >,, /Mr/,(_ rr / 
1J 6'oJ\l[XffJJ o\VTIJ xwpJ... d.KtdOti, J<olJ 17 fle(/0Viol 

J.<JI (9 t o-o.~)..(~,. ~ Mc{Kt dovf~ t<i1 

Zosimus regularly uses rr~1ovi'c.. for the Roman provinces of the 

Pannonias whereas in this passage he appears to have in mind 

the older Greek connotation of the word. 90 Such confusion 

is not surprising in one who wrote at a time when Roman 

control in the Danube provinces had become quite tenuous. 

In some quite subtle ways the difference in 
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terminology between the historians reflects their difference 

in epochs. In two fragments for which Zosimus provides 

close parallels Eunapius uses the term ~~61~£v1 of barbarian 

kings. In each case Zosimus substitutes the word 

c... / 91 a t / 
17yov,?-£v'DJ • Zosimus elsewhere uses f-'d...<flAEvi for barbarian 

leaders but he may have felt less happy to do so than his 

92 source. 

At one point Zosimus appears to add a comment to a 

historiographical passage which he copied from Eunapius: 

Fragment 9. 93 !;Zos. 3 .2 .4. 

~, ' \ / " ' 
T[ d\f,tA K<>Z I Kf\~IVOf,i,. T1)J. Tk)V rrpv 

~~T1J y [ll~)l fVo...z\/ Tryv d1fnff1V t'S C:. / I\ 

IT pcl..."f_ v£vTJ.. ooryp-x cp Ever, kct,1 fTOP)fAU 

) \_ / / / 

~\J 1To"vcrr1xo1s yzyp<>lITTif f;_{-3"\ou, 

~~ 1<..1.', F1 dE~-i rwv ouyy [ y pi cp:rw·,J 

~ / , c~ c. ..., ~ L. _..., "
1 / - r '- -'\ 8 \ ,.,, .\ 

.J..1Jfuplvr:s-1v, ouoc. vrrtp wv IK .. hJW..S ol._).U.. Vo(f~O-TI o E '7W , C'\Jt\O,fAfVu OVA-
L • ., l 

K,;{J <fVV[v8ov·Cfl~.J TOIJ ~~vroG KJ,;\,cll Ad,..~{1v Jrrotvfd..,. TO~ )\o'yc,.) lv-

) \/ } \. / ') 

~\[ Myo1i f OV/\lcAVO.\ <.{vro~ rfd\pJ..~~A-

/ '° , el (/ 
ou.,u(vol KJ..f G"\rvt: 11,, ·~ff~,U.f II iiffi"' 

..... ) / ) 

r,pt o,Kou,u..t..v~...J Tff pi)..,,z~{j\; .. trrt:) 

YPc-lf~Y I~ o(~ ri:}. O"}_f{i(v1.~v16'o{\/ r }) • .}~ &i rrpoof Kt/ y7·v r~!iv 1'-;J:s µ ry 



/r " / ..,\\) J JH1pti1-1wo1 Keil GOf"J()TlK~'I ,ol...A/\ Hi 

tcr-rpop1g~\J ~l<p~(~t1<,l," ~\/d...CfT16'~l ]-l.;{/ 

d1J..11>-.J6'J..J ;~;/ ?\oyo'i) € rr16p~o0p.£ eJ. 
' i' / ..., 1 / 1 / 

TG( Ycytv1ru(A_ J (ftJ./J..ffmvr-g TOli ((f-V"'tvo1.\ TO\ exofJi.vd... 

Since each idea that Zosimus expresses here is 

contained in Eunapius• words also, the final clause 

must also be taken as an interpretation of what Eunapius 
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was saying when he professed an aim different from other 

writers, who were concerned with petty details, and dif

ferent from that of the emperor in his own account. It is 

surely not a statement of Zosimus• own purpose in writing. 94 

Some 0 Eunapian 11 Chang:es 

In this section are discussed those passages into 

which Zosimus has introduced material which is not found 

in the corresponding fragment of Eunapius, but which never

theless appears to have been inspired by what Eunapius said 

elsewhere. 

Eunapius describes in fragment 7a95 the hatred of 

Constantius for Julian when the latter was in Gaul. Since 

the main account of Julian began in book 2, and since frag

ment 7a is from the first book, Eunapius must have included 

an account of Constantius' reign in book 1 and then, at the 

beginning of the second book covered some of the same 
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material again when he started to speak of Julian. It 

appears that he twice dealt with the subject of Constantius' 

hatred of the Caesar's successes in Gaul, as this subject 

recurs also in the fourteenth fragment. 96 Zosimus did not 

follow this arrangement: he gave only the one account of 

Constantius and Julian. However, it is interesting to note 

that Zosimus• words on Constantius• jealousy of the Caesar, 

which occur at a point in his account which corresponds with 

Eunapius• second treatment of this subject (viz. fragment 14) 

in his, bear a very close resemblance to what Eunapius had 

said in his first book, that is in fragment 7a: 

Fragment 7a. 

• • . c:rx, £ J" c\/ 
,: / '- / 
lizd..cr-rrp -~JA~pd-.-J. 

~{""' "' 'ffOI KJ).,_oz. 
/ 

l4J._ l 'f tf(H}C'fJ 1 

pJ.cr-t \(, &111rf f\clr"". t{ of5 
(._ 

0 

~ f' 'l'1 " r /'I (_ ' ·10 I K~I dU<JfOpw\/ Lmo 

~6D\/CV " •• 

_,.. 
,--~ 

Zos.3.8.3. 

l-ld,. J /~'J " Ki:J.(<fd.fOS. 1<'.Jfope-... TO(J 

~r-1:rwv <t-..J> Too 
c / / 

o<: tT ..t v rw v <r f~J.Acl cr-1 \J' 

:JI J' ,... (_ / 

DV fWV , [!VW ~ c l<w'I/ oHvno.S 

o<J\/£<fT~)..1') r0 <p6-0Vi.;::l ~ ,fi d £ 

T~" "~ • Tr'f d. y p .f t'v.J-../ c:& 1/u r 
1
o (rf::. 

r . / 
OolKV~f'l--E VOJ ~ •.• 

It may be that Eunapius repeated himself, using similar 

words: but since such artlessness is unlikely in Eunapius 

it seems that Zosimus recalled the passage in Eunapius• 

first book when he was composing his third. 97 

Zosimus• willingness to rearrange the material of 

his source in minor ways and to introduce thoughts and 

phrases of a Eunapian character into his epitome at points 

where Eunapius himself had not used them are demonstrated by 
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a comparison of the passages devoted by the historians to the 

rivalry between Rufinus and Stilicho. 

Fragment 63. 98 os.s.1.1-3. 

'{' 
o ures 

' :, ,'\ 

TTJ..p o<.VTOU 

' (_ J / ,) ·-, / / 
Koll O - l (5' rr oTryS lU 8 O~ 6\JV 1J prr~O" TO I Ki{ TfJ yop iotJ 

rrirr.\«cry{v~s tv>,.6ycu S1: nvwv ~<ptt}>l{vwv 

) r / ' c. > r / -> r ..... r. 
EV71opc.uyivry£.. Koll O ~01KOL/'1.[VO~ '1)0IK€1TO) TOO 

,,, ,.., " r " 
TOVTOU_.5 

1 
TwV JJ..f.V cw.p[al.l.1 

) ./ ,, / \ ~ / c_/ ' ... ,,. lXWP'1'1"U 6()-lCrpoK:,('.1<,oLJ TfAfO'l(~lo(.i, W6TE K<AI 0[pd-.fT{l)QVTw'4 ,t<.J.I TOJT~ 

lvJ' pinolcJ.. ["JfDG""lol ~ lf"7jt 1T6\ fl I ~di 01od. d1Jf6t1"lol Tb 6UKOfc{Yi-{w6ol I cr1.{-

J / CfJ , ,, } r" 1' ·, " ·" / (., J r, . 
(K~o-r,ryp1cA. lCUy'i1'vi ndvfl.i [OtKol:)OV 4 l'<a{I O p.,:,V 9:'tvyovft.JV I LUpw·./ Gl TJ-

)/ ( ,... Jt r) ;' r / 
roucd...cpo5 KOpttv'J cl._pT1 ol XAJJAUvd..i TclS Ti. 

t.~ITu-p0f00i lV'dc.-6uKc'TO i.(,}'1 ffEpCVoi.l!l xru6.i..;1 
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There are two points to be made about the above 

passages. Firstly, while Eunapius mentions the use of 

sycophants to spy on the wealthy and trump up charges against 

them, Zosimus dismisses these in a pair of phrases : Tw" Jtt" 

But he returns at a later point, when he is dealing with the 

enmity between Eutropius and Stilicho to make the same char-

ges in a similar way as Eunapius above: 

:J / ) 'J \ JI qq 
~xovn_,.JI/ n~ c(vTOuJ tfpi I , 

It is of course possible that Eunapius simply repeated the 

charge; but that seems unlikely. The second observation to 

make on the above passages is that the phrase Twv ~~~fwV 

does not occur in Eunapius, although the lexi-

cographer points out that much more abuse of Rufinus was to 

be found in Eunapius. In any case the idea of the destruc-

t . f th •t· 1 h . E . lOO F" 11 ion o e ci 1es occurs e sew ere in unap1us. 1na y, 

it might be noted that Eunapius here makes both Rufinus and 

Stilicho guardians of the young emperors whereas zosimus at 

5.4.3 makes Stilicho claim this distinction for himself 

alone. But there is naturally no difficulty in supposing 

that Eunapius mentioned both claims--one his own, the other 

that of his subject. 

In fragment 47101 Eunapius speaks of the general 

Sebastian who requested of Valens only two thousand troops 
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for training, when asked to take over operations against the 

Visigoths. Both historians describe the scene in much the 

same terms, but each attributes a slightly different metaphor 

to Sebastian: Eunapius says: tr)\~ 80,S o? fl E_ T ,..z Kc<.\ (1 \/ is 
~vc1..ywy(a..1 J'u'cr~o\ov " o>..:ywv dt Jpx.oJA!Vw".J ls ro KJ..AOV ••• 

while Zosimus has: 7Tot1duiywy16dJ dl o>fymJi KrJ..J Ef,5 TO 
' .. :, ,,... 8 /\ .) .... ) /J J/ \ J.PP rv wrro\/ n Tov 117 A!O.S. c{YJ..y.J.. y E iv o 0 ocpo pol. uo i<o(\ov ~ c c 

The metaphor used by Zosimus does not occur in Eunapius 

here, although Eunapius does use the adjective "masculine 11 

of Valentinian Ir. 102 This raises an interesting point. 

Zosimus makes a number of rather depreciatory remarks about 

women at various points in his work, 103 and these were con

sidered by one modern scholar as *'foreign to a man like 

Eunapius 0
•
104 But we read in the Vitae sophistarum of 

' / (. / Chrysanthius • wife that she ,riv yuvci..tK[JolV urrep ryvt.yKE.. 

/ 105" 
cpu6iv. It seems likely then that Zosimus • remarks about 

women as well as his metaphorical use of terms describing 

the sexes were taken from Eunapius. 

A similar minor point may bring this discussion to 

an end. Eunapius speaks of the quality of mercy in a ruler 

in a fragment that seems to have formed a part of his 

account of the punishment of Procopius• followers. 106 He 
J/ 

speaks of the oyKoS of the throne, and al though this idea 

does not enter into Zosimus• discussion of these punish

ments (4.8) Zosimus uses it a few chapters before of 

Valens (4.4.1). 
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some Apparent Points of Disagreement 

This discussion of Zosimus• manner o~ drawing 

material from Eunapius concludes with several cases in which 

Zosimus appears to be at odds with his source. 

Both historians tell of Magnus Maximus• use of bar-

barians in his campaign against Theodosius: 

Fragment sa. 107 zos.4.45.3. 
e,10 ;, '\ D ,.. / 

Tl f-TTI OcOOOQ10l.l 

,, r ... (, Q / a > \ ' / ' ' /" " - -... 
TO OllVCV CJ/ t--'...:.p,s.1~po1 e:rri TO y£yovt J fltfl Tot HA/\olTd. Kv(.1 l<XJ 

0"$v19rs ;v{ Sp r:J-f-O\J 6'6tp1cr~ 11<.:l.J f v fl'lo1. \Ci Sov( 't A(u..vJJ. 0uv[ cpvyov; 
/ ) ' ' r ' ,.,_ ;, /n. r/ " ' J<c)..Tf<lUOi\/ [ti{ fcl...S Mo<.K.ld0VJKoU TOlJ ernro VI oarst.r:nv fcJvrooJ 

J / 
d- rro Kpu rno'\/Tf s ~ 

A major difference occurs in what follows. zosimus goes 

on to state curtly that C~ld- rrt6"1.s Jv~$7lTDGp..tvc, µ 1xJ.v11 

1.(.d..r~ T~ rro~u d"iff8/p~o-~v .,u..(poi, and then proceeds to des

cribe Theodosius• preparations for the campaign against 

Magnus. When he takes up the subject of the emperor's 

drive against these barbarians (in chapters 48 and 49) his 

account centres around a romantic anecdote which highlights 

the emperor's personal bravery. Eunapius on the other hand 

launches into a lamentation on the slackness and corruption 
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of the times and with this the fragment comes to an end. 

Since Eunapius begins this lamentation with the statement 

that the empire would have been invincible if the government 

had opted for war instead of Tpuf{ , one is drive.n to conclude 

that his version of events differed from that of Zosimus. 108 

Zosimus• account consists of two parts, bisected by 

the story of Maximus• downfall. The first expedition against 

these bandits occurred at the time of Theodosius• prepara-

tions for the war against Maximus in 388, and the second 

expedition on Theodosius• return from Italy in 391. 109 

Zosimus himself implies that the remnants of the bands that 

survived the first Roman attack utilised Theodosius• absence 

to harass the people of Macedonia and Thessaly, 110 but one 

would not infer from his narrative a lapse of three years 

between the two ca:mpaigns. But in Eunapius• fuller account 

of events much may have been made of the sufferings that 

resulted from these protracted depredations. 

Zosimus seems guilty here then of anticipating 

events. In his brief account it was convenient to portray 

the two expeditions almost as if they were a single, success

ful campaign, interrupted by the drive against Magnus 

Maximus. For Eunapius, however, who lived through these 

times, the failure of the emperor's first campaign in 388, 

and the consequent sufferings of Roman subjects, provided a 

suitable subject for moralising comment. 
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Eunapius and Zosimus appear at first sight to offer 

differing versions of the fate of the general Timasius, a 

victim of the eunuch Eutropius. In fragment 72 Eunapius 

~K{.3oi..>..2vv TOO ~/cu ••• and goes on to speak of the demise of 

the general Abundantius. 111 It seems very likely that: the 

phrase To0Tov ToG"'our{>V 
jl 

CVTc{ refers to Timasius because in 

Zosimus• account of Eutropius' victims the downfall of 

Timasius (5.8) preceded that of Abundantius (5.10.5). 

Eunapius then seems to say that Timasius was killed 

while Zosimus says that he was exiled to the Oasis. But the 

apparent contradiction is not difficult to resolve. As 

J.B. Bury pointed out, exile to the Oasis was a penalty 

equivalent to death; 112 and Zosimus alleges that neither 

Timasius nor his son, who endeavoured to rescue him, was 

ever heard from again. 113 In the light of Zosimus• account 

has a rather different connota-

tion from what it would have if it stood alone.114 

There is no contradiction between the statements 

of the two historians. 

Eunapius says that the first instalment of· .his 

History contained a partial account of Alaric's invasion 

of Greece. The Visigoths were admitted through Thermopylae 

by: 



) /() '- C A l, "' e I", \, / 
ol..G'"[ p £ I~ Kati O TW V i cpo (vo(Vn k'.LJ\J f. CJ_}lW ',/ rrrx_p~f p,J. Y El--! VD_j'lCJ 

, / J /15 I -

K<>Z 1 <f'LI v cf f 6'°' ;-w.i. 

Zosimus attributes the Goths' ability to slip through the 

pass to complicity on the part of the commander stationed 

there, Gerontius, and of the proconsul Antiochus. 116 

Apropos of this passage of Zosimus L. Mendelssohn 

commented videtur Eunapius guae de monachis ThermopYlas 

aperientibus scripserat fsc. Vitae sophistarum loc. cit~7 
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· H · · t lt , 117 in 1stor1arum pare a era ••• correxisse. But there is 

not necessarily any inconsistency between the two historians. 

To be sure, zosimus says nothing about monkish impiety or 

the breach of hierophantic law. But he mentions the passage 

through Thermopylae only briefly: and it is quite possible 

that in condensing a longer narrative in his source he 

omitted some facts which were of less interest to him than 

to Eunapius. 

This consideration will explain some other cases 

where inconsistency has been seen between the historians. 118 

In narrating Julian's revolt against Constantius Eunapius 

seems to have devoted much attention to the part played by 

· a· ·a 1 · 119 h"l · h in 1v1 ua conspirators, w 1 e Zosimus on the ot er hand 

speaks vaguely of Tlv 1<-\silp x wv -r1v{s •120 Eunapius seems 

also to have portrayed Constantine's death, in the History, 

as divine retribution for his promoting Ablabius, 121 while 

Zosimus says nothing of this and in fact barely mentions 
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h 
, . 122 

t e emperors passing. In neither case, however, does 

Zosimus• version run counter to what remains of Eunapius• 

account, and there is therefore no real inconsistency. 

Conclusion 

The detailed comparison of passages undertaken in 

the pages above allows some conclusions about the relation

ship between the two histories. Zosimus• primary aim was 

to condense Eunapius• material, and in condensing he omitted 

a great variety of details. He curtailed narrative and 

reflective passages, he pruned character sketches, he toned 

down style. Sometimes he abridged well, at other times his 

epitome was quite incompetent. Zosimus did allow himself 

to make minor modifications from time to time in the material 

that he took from Eunapius, and occasionally he introduces 

to his epitome comments that were not directly suggested to 

him by the passage which he had before him. But almost all 

of the changes he made were either inspired by what he had 

read elsewhere in Eunapius, or they are in the nature of 

passing comments of the most trivial kind, readily explic

able in terms of the difference in time between the two men. 

Hence two factors will suffice to explain the 

majority of variations between the historians: a difference 

in taste and a difference in time. The former explains 

Zosimus• simpler style; the latter his lack of interest 

in people, his lack of involvement with events, as, for 
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example, the reign of Julian. On the whole it is surprising 

how few and how slight are the changes that the passage of 

time moved Zosimus to introduce into his epitome of Eunapius. 

Certainly this study provides a strong warning 

against any tendency to attribute originality to Zosimus. 

Powerful arguments will be needed to exclude Eunapius as the 

source of any passages of Zosimus for which we do not have 

Eunapius• version. 
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Notes 

1 Photius, Bibliotheca codex 77 = 1, 159-160 Henry. 

2 This is shown by the anonymous note introducing the 
excerpts from Eunapius in the Excerpta de sententiis (71, 
3-11 Boissevain). This seems to be the statement of a man 
compiling a world history based on efrcerpts from previous· 
writers. See c. de Boor, "Die v{tJ... it<:J'oo-1s des Eunapios", 
RhM 47(1892), 321-323. ·W.R. Chalmers, "The NEA -'£K6.0~II. 
of Eunapius• Histories", ,£g N. s. 3(1953), 165-170, rejects · 
de Boor•s idea that the second edition was not from Eunapius, 
but accepts de Boor's argument that the selections of 
Eunapius in the Excerpta were based on a late compilation 
which included Eunapius among other historians. See also 
below, Appendix 2. 

3 The basic study of the relationship between the 
Souda and the Excerpta was made by c. de Boor, "Suidas 
und die Konstantinische Exzerptsammlung. I 11

, ByzZ 21(1912), 
381-424 and 11 II 11

, Byzz 23 (1914-1919), 1-127. 

4 On the excerpter's excisions see c. de Boor, 
"Suidas und die Konstantinische Exzerptsammlung. I 11

, 

ByzZ 21(1912), 384-386. 

5 For an example of this see below note 9 of this 
chapter. 

6 It should be noted too that the excerpts in the 
Excerpta de sententiis seem to preserve the order of 
treatment in Eunapius• original. 

7 For some examples of this see below Appendix 4, 
note 11, and below pp.28f£ 

8 Excerpta de sententiis 91, 10-17 Boissevain. 

9 Since Rufinus would surely have been as much the 
villain in Eunapius• version as he was in zosimus•, it 
seems possible that the phrase o,~ rr£p; ,r:N f3"'-~1}.[i,1.,. GJrc{5c'i:r1c·./ 
is a periphrasis designed to obviate the need to introduce 
yet another proper name into the extract. Moreover, since 
the aim of the plot was to ensnare Proclus it seems 
unlikely that mention of his name was reserved for this 
point in Eunapius • narrative. The phrase TrpoK>-a" ro0vc.,,u.ot 

must then be an exegetical note inserted by the excerpter. 
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lO Souda s. v. z:: l)\ bJI< Cs = 4, 337, 3-4 Adler. 

This is the only fragment of Eunapius in the souda 
which does not, according to Adler, derive from the Excerpta 
Constantini. The first portion was apparently taken from 
the Synagoge (cf. Anecdota Graeca edited by L. Bachmann, 
1, 363, 11, an'cr'other testimonia cited by Adler). The 
second part is regarded by Adler as a gloss. Now the locust
eating propensities of the Seleucis were commonly remarked 
upon in antiquity (see, for example, Photius, Bibliotheca 
codex 223 = 4, 28 Henry, and Hesychius ~· 6'E)\~vkLi = 
4, 19 Schmidt), and it might therefore be thought dangerous 
to speculate on the provenance of either part of the Souda's 
statement. But the phr~se xd,,:..JJ'ov >...c)._rpJooov looks very much 
like Eunapius, for as w.c. Wright said in Philostratus and 
Eunapius: The Lives of the Sophists (Cambridge, Mass., 
1921, repr. 1961), 322, 11 He ••• uses poetical and grandiloquent 
words for the simplest actions, such as eating and drinking." 
TYPical examples are: x~vd2iv,,,, ... ~v<ctpDpc'tTo T~J To1.i.vf'}.'J 

60~{~~ at Vitae sophistarum 91, 14-15 Giangrande and oof~ 
.;_pvtSi.fa.'E\Jo1 f.ri..vJd·J ibid. 46

1 
13 Giangrande. The adverb is a 

favourite one of Euliapius \Vitae sophistarum 42, 15 
Giangrande, and locc. citt., and History fg. 16 = Souda s.v. 
'Jou\ri:1..v6.s. = 2, 643, 8 Adler and fg. 67 = Souda ~· XJ.vd rv-
= 4, 785, 27 Adler) and the verb was in vogue in late prose; 
see LSJ ~· 

11 Excerpta de sententiis 78, 6-11 Boissevain and 
Souda !.!..Y• (ytAv rwJ111 = 1, 524 I 28-30 Adler. 

12 , 
Souda ~- ;.\"~fx tV = 1, 214, 22-24 Adler. 

13 See Appendix 1 below. 

14 Souda ~· l<.tip'i'vvs = 3, 33, 11-24 Adler. 

15 Excerpta de virtutibus et vitiis 1, 195, 22-196, 2 
Buttner-Wobst. A parallel version is found in the Excerpta 
de insidiis 112, 30-31 de Boor. John of Antioch drew 
heavily on the later chapters of Zosimus• first book, as 
a comparison of the historians shows. See the remarks of 
L. Mendelssohn, who gives these passages as chapters 72 
and 73 in his edition of Zosimus: Historia nova 53-54. 

Adler. 

16 
Fg. 47 = Souda .:!i.Y.· [ e:fl~<ST1;;1.,,v[s. = 4, 332, 20 



Adler. 

476, 6 

Adler. 

17 Fg. 47 = Souda s.v. L£~~~T1~vDJ = 4, 332, 4-22 
£!. Zosimus 4.23.1:--

18 See Appendix 1 below. 

19 Fg. 66 souda .!.:.Y.. E.) / = 2, 475, 26-= vTpom os 
Adler. 

20 F g. 67 = Souda ~- XcAvJov = 4, 785, 27-786, 

21 / 

46 

3 

Fg. 69 = Souda s. v. Tfr.p, tS' rr~, p~Be..t.S = 4, 108, 
29-32 Adler. The last three fragments deal with Eutropius; 
so also Souda s.v. D.E.1 uu..(vt..t = 2, 30, 26-27 Adler, and - /-' / 

perhaps also Souda ~. L fTd..dWV = 4, 414, 16-24 Adler. On 
the last passage see Adler's note ad loc., and c. de Boor 
"Georgius Monachus als Quelle des Suidas 0 , Hermes 21(1886), 
15, note I. On Zosimus • account of Eutropius see below pp.61f.-b7 .. 

Adler. 
22 7 T .,, Fg. O = Souda ~. , fLo..tS"co s = 4, 551, 1-12 

23 / 
Fg. 76 = Souda ~· /\E.wv = 3..l 249, 1-5 Adler; 

,A,n.6'-r~ -r£1 = 1, 275, 6-8 Adler; b.,") u X t:\JJ~ [ ro = 2, 91, 15-1 7 
Adler. f!.. Zosimus S.14.2. 

24 Fg. 84 = Souda s.v. ~p{3o ... .'~~K 10s = 1, 339, 2-15 
Adler. Cf. Zosimus 5.25.3:-- . 

25 Excerpta de sententiis 87, 1-10 Boissevain. 

26 Eunapius says in the Vitae sophistarum 22, 18-19 
Giangrande that he had treated this matter in the History. 

27 Zosimus 2.40.3. 

28 Excerpta de legationibus 593, 32-594, S de Boor. 

= 2, 168, 26-169, 3 Adler. 
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30 Excerpta de sententiis 85, 13-14 Boissevain. The 
Souda .!.:..Y.• Moi.pK 1oi.v6s = 3, 326, 23 Adler gives the added 
information that he was with Musonius. 

Jl Fg. 45 = Souda s.v. /V\ouowv1os = 3, 416, 21-29 
Adler; and Excerpta de sententiis 85, 15-86, 4 Boissevain. 
f!. Zosimus 4.20. 

32 Fg. 77 = Souda .2..:..Y.. LOU ~d. p prix 10 s = 4, 398, 
22-399, 3 Adler. 

33 Fg. 83 = Excerpta de sententiis 99, 17-100, 2 
Boissevain. 

34 Excerpta de sententiis 76, 14-77, 7 Boissevain. 

35 Excerpta de sententiis 71-75 Boissevain. 

36 Excerpta de sententiis 77, 24-78, 5 Boissevain. 

37 Excerpta de legationibus 593, 20-31 de Boor. 

38 See my discussion, below pp. s,~60. 

39 souda !..!..Y.• 'toLJA1~v6s = 2, 643, 7-20 Adler. 

40 Eunapius, History fg. 1 7 = Souda ~· Z:o...xov"oTw.s 
= 4, 316, 22-29 Adler. This passage confuses information 
about Salustius and Julian, providing a good example of the 
conflation of different texts in the lexicon. 

41 Excerpta de sententiis 80, 3-10 Boissevain. 

42 Excerpta de sententiis 80, 11-16 Boissevain. 

43 Zosimus 3.11.5. 

44 Excerpta de sententiis 80, 30-81, 15 Boissevain. 
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45 . Excerpta de sententiis 81, 16-82, 3 Boissevain. 

46 Excerpta de sententiis 82, 4-19 Boissevain. 

47 Excerpta de sententiis 8,, 20-26 Boissevain. The 
Souda s.v. )lov~1~v6s == 2, 643, 20-25 Adler introduces the 
same oracle with the note that this foretold the death of 
the "sinner" Julian. 

48 z . osimus 3.29.1. 

49 Two examples will suffice: G. Reinhardt, "Der 
Perserkrieg des Kaisers Julian", X Jahresbericht des 
herzoglichen Friedrichs-Realgymnasiums und der Vorschule 
des Fridericianum fftr das Schuljahr 1891-1892 {Dessau, 
1892), 3 and 9; and L. Dillemann, "Am.mien Marcellin et les 
pays de,l'Euphrate et du Tigre", Syria 38(1961), 121, 
11Le d~sir de ne pas ternir la gloire de son heros ••• 11 This 
was an error that I. Reitemeier did not make. See his 
"Disquisitio in Zosimum eiusque fidem 11 in Zosimus xxxvii. 

SO Zosimus• account of Julian is of course favourable. 
Some of the fictions no doubt reflect Eunapius• eulogistic 
pen: the founding of the Constantinopolitan senate 
(3.11.3); the invention of the helepolis (3.18.2); and the 
statement that the whole army accompanied the body after 
his death (3.34.3). 

51 Fg. 28 = Excerpta de sententiis 83, 5-9 Boissevain 
seems to begin a new book, as Mai observed <.!P· c. Muller, 
!!:!§. 4, 26). Fg. 29, which refers to events at the very end 
of Zosimus• third book, is from the Excerpta de legationibus, 
hence its position in the order of Eunapius• fragments is 
debatable. It looks probable that Zosimus began his fourth 
book where Eunapius also began a new one. 

52 
Fg. 9 = Excerpta de sententiis 77, 8-23 Boissevain. 

Zosimus does however refer to Julian's writings, and·it·may 
be, as L. Mendelssohn claimed (Historia nova 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 
9, 11, 16 and passim) that he had himself looked at some of 
Julian's writings. Clearly it was Eunapius who inspired him 
to do so. 

53 
Excerpta de sententiis 84--,13-85,12 Boissevain. .£!• 

Zosimus 4.20.3. See also Appendix 2, below. 



54 Excerpta de sententiis 93 Boissevain. 

55 Excerpta de sententiis 94, 1-16 Boissevain. 

. . 
56 II Soc. Muller,!!:!§. 4, 46. 

57 Excerpta de sententiis 79, 24-80, 2 Boissevain. 

58 Fg. 46 = Excerpta de sententiis 86, 5-18 
Boissevain. 
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59 Souda s. v. o:6ufvddS = 4, 629, 22-23 Adler. Two 
other passages 1n~e lexicon referring to Parthian military 
equipment may be from Eunapius. Souda !..:.Y• Tu>-.our.;;..1 = 
4, 605, 4-S·Adler refers to iron clubs; and Souda !..!.Y• 
X"!.oµr:J..<S'IY = 4, 792, 18-19 Adler refers to the use of animals' 
skulls as helmets. The latter may contain a reminiscence 
of Euripides, Rhesus 209. 

GO Excerpta de sententiis 80, 17-20 Boissevain. 
H. Sudhaus, De ratione guae intercedat inter Zosimi et 
Ammiani de bello a Iuliano imperatore cum Persis 9esto 
relationes (Diss. Bonn, 1870), 83 invites us to compare 
Zosimus• statement (3.26.1) that Julian halted for five days 
at Abuzatha. Adler relates two other passages in the Souda 
to these games: s. v. "EB11t-rv = · 2, 210, · 25-26 Adler, and 
~- rv)Av'IK0'1 lyw 1rrr-· = , 54 7, 9-10 Adler. 

61 Zosimus 3.27.2-3 refers to the rpo<p?j ;$.q>9ovcs. 
found by the Romans at Symbra after their withdrawal from 
Ctesiphon. W.R. Chalmers, "Eunapius, Ammianus Marcellinus 
and Zosimus on Julian's Persian Expedition", CQ N. s. 
10(1960), 155 plausibly suggests that Eunapius, History 
fg. 22.3 = Excerpta de sententiis 80, 21-23 Boissevain 
r (.lo / ., "' " K .,., ) e ·' " l Tl TC(f~UT1J c.Y TOIS rrpoocG'Tf!Oti Tl')O'j f Wv'TOS. d..<p OV!rl.... T&Jv 
t:rr1Tr, Sz.fw,.,' ·5v , ... ,) refers to the same incident, and that the 
topographical difficulty has been caused by the excerpter's 
interfering with the text. 

62 Excerpta de sententiis 80, 24-29 Boissevain. 

63 Excerpta de legationibus 595, 9-597, 28 de Boor. See 
especially 596, 27ff. for Eunapius• remarks on the ravages 
of the Goths. 
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64 zosimus 4.20.7 and 4.22.1. 

65 Excerpta de sententiis 87, 12-18 Boissevain. 

66 Excerpta de sententiis 87, 21-89, 4. It is 
interesting to note that another version of the story refers 
it to quite a different time (Lucian, Hist. censer. 1). In 
the Vitae sophistarum 25, 16-21 Giangrande Eunapius dates 
an attack on the theatre at Antioch to the time of Constantius, 
while Ammianus Marcellinus 23.5 relates the same story of 
Gallienus• reign. On the date see F. Paschoud, Zosime l, 
149-150. 

67 Cf. Vitae sophistarum 40, 18 Giangrande, where 
of vouv tx_ ovn.s. = "pagans... Similarly I Zosimus does not 

refer to the flaunting of their Christianity by barbarian 
immigrants as a pretext for gaining admission to the 
empire, as described by Eunapius, History fg. 55 = Excerpta 
de sententiis 89, 5-29 Boissevain. 

68 F g. 56 = 
Boissevain. 

Exceri,~ta de sententiis 89, 30-90, 7 

69 Fg. 78 = Excerpta de sententiis 96, 20-97, 2 
Boissevain. 

7° Fg. 87 = Excerpta de sententiis 100, 27-102, 18 
Boissevain. 

71 
Fg. 37 = Excerpta de legationibus 594, 11-595, 8 

de Boor. Cf. Zosimus 4.10.1-2. 

72 F 42 = Excerpta de legationibus 595, 9-597, 28 g. 
de Boor. Cf. Zosimus 4.20.5-4.21.l. 

73 Ibid. 595, 14-15 and 27. 

74 F 12 = Excer:eta de legationibus 591, , -593 I 19 g. 
de Boor. 



. 75 n.c. Scavone, 11 Zosimus and his Historical 
Models", GRBS 11(1970), 64-67 discusses Zosimus• use of 
speeches. 

76 See below pp~ 51-6 o .. 

77 Fg. 29 = Excerpta de legationibus 594, 6-10 
de Boor. 
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78 Eunapius, History fg. 45 = Souda s.v. /V\ov6~v,oS · 
= 3, 416, 21-29 Adler and Excerpta de sententiis 85, 15-86, 4 
Boissevain. Cf. Zosimus 4.20. These passages will be dis
cussed below pp .. bO -63 .. 

79 Fg. 80 = souda ~· ¢p;~1805 = 4, 758, 28-759, 6 
Adler. 

80 Excerpta de sententiis 92, 8-23 Boissevain, 
especially 2lff. 

Bl Fg. 60 = Excerpta de legationibus 597, 29-599, 7 
de Boor and Excerpta de sententiis 91, 18-24 Boissevain. 
Cf. Zosimus 4.56.3. R. Martin, De fontibus zosimi (Diss. 
Berlin, 1866), 21 noted a further slight discrepancy at 
this point. Eunapius attributes the dissension among the 
Goths to oaths taken before they entered the Roman service 
(Excerpta de legationibus 598, 2-7 de Boor), while Zosimus 
speaks of oaths given to the Romans themselves (4.56.2). 

82 Fg. Sa= Souda !..:.Y· 
,-~ / t Sc 10- TiAp.f vOS = 2, 315, 26-28 

Adler. 

83 JA / 
Fg. ~3 = Souda .!..:..Y.• nprcy~c-r11.s = 1, 12, 3-11 

Adler. Cf. Zosimus 4.33.1-2. Zosimus• eulogy of Arbogast 
is inserted at an earlier point in the man•s career than 
that of Eunapius. 

84 F 61 Souda .)Err > Jj 

2, 346, 11-13 g. = !..!..Y· 7J)A,.1 . ."T" I = 
Adler. 

85 For example Vitae so:ehistarum 7, 18; 7, 19-20; 
20, 17-18; 23, 12 Giangrande etc. 
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86 Fg. 29 = Excerpta de legationibus 594, 6 de Boor. 

87 Similarly in the Vitae sophistarum 86, 23-24 
Giangrande Eunapius distinguishes. from the Antioch in 

• .,A / (... " ' ' E J / c, "' N/ f3 ~yr1, rwnox £lei,,. .,w" ry UITEp TOY U<fPol.T~V, ?JV 'luV 1<St,-:J1"\/ 

ov Ofa-d.._ "$ 0 \-1<5' '" .. 

88 Zosimus 3.36.3. 

89 Excerpta de legationibus 597, 4-5 de Boor. 

90 R. Martin, De fontibus Zosimi (Diss. Berlin, 
1866), 20-21 notes Zosimus• error without trying to explain 
it. I note that in 4.24.3-4 Zosimus also links Macedonia, 
Thessaly, Moesia and Pannonia as a single geographical area. 
A similarly ignorant use of the word· 11 Pannonia 11 seems to 
occur at 2.45.3. See L. Mendelssohn, Historia nova 102. 

91 Eunapius, History fg. 12 = Excerpta de legationibus 
591, 9: 21 and passim. Cf. Zosimus who uses ?fyovp.evo.s -
once ( 3. 7. 6) and t3al<r, X€6.s once ( 3; 7. 7}. Eunapius, History 
37 = Excerpta de legationibus 594, 14; 27. Cf. zosimus 
4.10.1. --

92 Zosimus 3.6.3; 3.13.4; 3.22.5; 3.25.5. It should 
be noted that in the passages cited in the previous note 
Eunapius generally qualifies the word ~~~·~£~ when applied 
to a barbarian leader; the simple ~ e~<SIAl~.S is reserved for 
the emperor. The difference between the historians then is 
a matter of degree. 

93 Excerpta de sententiis 77, 9-23 Boissevain. 

94 The connection between these passages was seen· 
by R. Martin, De fontibus Zosimi (Diss. Berlin, 1866), 22, 
and was examined by E. von Borries, u_nie Quellen zu den 
Feldzugen Juliana des Abtrunnigen gegen die Germanen 11

, -

Hermes 27(1892), 203-204. See m~re recently M.F.A.·Brok, 
De perzische Expeditie van Keizer Julian (Groningen, 1959), 
14-15. 

95 Fg. 7a = Excerpta de sententiis 75, 30-76, 13 
Boissevain. 



96 Fg. 14.4 = Excerpta de sententiis 78, 28-79, 3 
Boissevain. 

97 On Eunapius• striving for variation see·w.R. 
Chalmers, "The N£A 'EKA0:2..ii of Eunapius • Histories 11

, 

CQ N. s. 3(1953), 169, note l. 
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98 Fg. 63 = Souda s.v. fou~~vos = 4, 300, 29-301, 15 
Adler. ~. Zosimus 5.1.1.---

99 zosimus s.12.2. 

100 f . . t f 42 c. Eunap1us, His ory g. = 
legationibuS:-597, 16-18 de Boor. 

Excerpta de 

101 7 ';'" P. / 22 Fg • 4 = §~ ~· L:[ f-"J.'..."G"TIC\'10~ = 4, 332 1 4-
Adl~r; Excerpta'de sententiis 86, 22-31 Boissevain. Cf. 
Zos1mus 4.23.2. 

102 
History fg. 53 = Souda ~· ~A ~poy~crT1)S = 

1 , 12 , 9 Adler. 

103 Zosimus speaks of Zenobia•s "manly spirit 11 

( 1. 39. 2) ; he says that Eusebia surpassed the female c:puo,.s 
(3.1.2); and he casts doubt on the intellectual level of 
women (4.47.2, cf. 5.24.2). 

104 R.T. Ridley, "Zosimus the Historian", Byzz 65 
(1972) I 283. 

!OS 99, 18-19 Giangrande. 

lOG · f 35 d t .. 83 26 32 History g. = Excerpta e sen ent11s , -
Boissevain. 

107 
Fg. 58 = Excerpta de sententiis 90, 28-91, 9 

Boissevain. 



!OB It was probably this divergence that led L. 
Mendelssohn to doubt that Eunapius referred here to the 
same events as Zosimus. See Historia nova 203. Eunapius• 
testimony has been sometimes overlooked, as for example 
by E. Stein and J.-R. Palanque, Histoire du Bas-Empire 
l(Paris etc., 1959), 521. 

l09 E_._Stein.:and J.-R. Palanque, Histoire du Bas
Empire l(Paris ~ •• 1959), 194. 

110 4.48.l 

111 Fg. 72 = Excerpta de sententiis 92, 24-28 
Boissevain. 

112 J.B. Bury, History of the Later Roman Empire 
1(2nd ed; London, 1923), 118. 

113 5.9.7. 
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114 But R.T. Ridley, "Eunapius and Zosimus", Helikon 
9-10(1969-1970), 591 is not favourable to the idea that 
Eunapius' phrase is metaphorical. 

115 Vitae sophistarum 46, 7-9 Giangrande. 

116 s.s.s. 

117 Historia nova 222. 

118 Cf. R.T. Ridley, 11Eunapius and Zosimus", Helikon 
9-10(1969-1970}, 590-591. 

119 History fg. 14.5 = Excerpta de sententiis 
79, 4-8 Boissevain: Vitae sophistarum 46-47 Giangrande. 

120 z . 3 9 osimus •• The phrase is at 3.9.1. 
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121 Vitae sophistarum 22, 13-19 Giangrande. 

122 zosimus 2.39.1. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE INFLUENCE OF EUNAPIUS ON OTHER PARTS OF ZOSIMUS' NEW HISTORY 

Introduction 

nonnulla male omissa, alia 
perturbate ac confuse dicta, 
passim aliena intermixta, id 
guod in iis maxime locis 
accidit ubi in religionis 
suae superstitiones inciderat. 

Reitemeier, Disguisitio xxviii 

The passages discussed in the previous chapter 

revealed Zosimus as almost wholly dependent on Eunapius, and 

suggested that many of the variations that he made from time 

to time in the material he drew from Eunapius reflected ideas 

already present in his source. The present chapter will con-

sider how far these conclusions seem to be borne out in those 

parts of the History where Eunapius was the source, but for 

which his account fails. 

Since this dissertation is concerned above all with 

the problem of originality on zosimus• part, this chapter 

will concentrate on possible changes made by Zosimus in his 

epitome of Eunapius. First some examples of minor changes 

will be given, and an effort made to account for these. 

Then the study will consider the evidence for major diver

gences from Eunapius. It should be noted here that the 

passages particularly concerned with the idea of decline are 

reserved for the next chapter. 

-56-
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Julian's Gallic Campaigns 

Some light is thrown on zosimus• method of epit-

omising Eunapius by a comparison of the historians• accounts 

of Julian's Gallic campaigns. The relevant sections are in 

Zosimus 3.3.1-3.B.2, and Eunapius, History, fragments 9-13. 

Although little has survived of Eunapius• account, there are 

several points of contact with Zosimus• narrative. These, 

together with an analysis of each historian•s account, indic-

ate some of the ways in which Zosimus used the material he 

drew from Eunapius. 

Eunapius res ordine narrasse videtur said 

M d 1 h 'th . t•f· t' l en e sso n, wi some JUs i 1ca ion. The tenth fragment 

refers to the campaign in 358 against the Salian Franks 

(and the Chamavi). 2 Fragment 12 deals with Julian's nego-

tiations with the Chamavi, and the Caesar's need to grant 

peace for the sake of the grain supply from Britain. Al

though this fragment is from the Excerpta de legationibus 

its insertion at this point by c. Muller seems justified. 3 

Fragment 13 relates an otherwise unknown incident involv-

ing the Alamannic king Vadomarius and his son. This should 

probably, as Muller saw, be dated to 359. 4 

On the other hand, Zosimus• account of the Gallic 

campaigns is highly condensed and confused. Into his fourth 

chapter are compressed all of Julian's campaigns against 

the Alamanni after the battle of Argentoratum, those of 357, 

358 and 359. It is probably a telescoping of material, 
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taken from different parts of Eunapius• narrative, that has 

caused Zosimus to confuse the chieftains Chnodomarius and 

Vadomarius, and partly to conflate the capture of the former 

with the incident involving the son of the latter. It is 

also interesting to note that this part of Zosimus' narra-

tive is dominated by an anecdote telling how the Caesar dis

ciplined cowardly soldiers in his army. 5 

Immediately after this account of the Alamannic cam-

paigns zosimus mentions Julian's arrangements for the trans

port of grain from Britain to Gau1. 6 Eunapius had referred 

to this in connection with the negotiations with the Chamavi, 

who do not enter into Zosimus• account until a later point. 

This is a further product of careless abridgement. A 

chronological error in the fifth chapter likewise shows how 

far Zosimus was unaware of the damage done to his narrative 

by his casual telescoping of events. In 5.3 he says that when 

Julian reorganised the grain fleet he had just turned 24. 

Now at this time Julian was 27. 7 Since it is surely unlikely 

that Eunapius did not know the real age of his hero, one must 

conclude that Zosimus inserted the comment in the wrong con-

text. 

The sixth and seventh chapters deal with events of 

358. In his account, which seems to agree in general with 

fragments 10, 11 and 12 of Eunapius, Zosimus has mistakenly 

substituted the name 0 Quadi 11 for "Chamavi". The origin of 

this confusion, which certainly did not occur in Eunapius, 
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is to be attributed to careless epitomising of a long section 

of Eunapius in which would have occurred some references to 

Constantius• drive against the Quadi and Sarmatae on the 

Danube, inserted into his account of Julian in Gaul. 8 

Chapter 8, which concludes this part of zosimus• 

account, contains some astonishing anachronisms. He begins 
c' 

by referring to the Batavian regiment as ~ " J ' vuv up 

iTrp100-~tG8o<1 .. The statement has obviously been 

copied directly from Eunapius without any concern about its 

applicability to Zosimus• own day, when Roman control in 

Gaul had long since come to an end. 9 After alluding to the 

fears of the barbarians who lived beyond the Danube, that 

Julian might march against them, Zosimus goes on to mention 

Sapor•s attacks on the eastern provinces in 359, but he 

wrongly dates the siege of Nisibis to this campaign. 10 Did 

the same error occur in Eunapius? That possibility cannot 

be excluded. But one can perhaps see a motive for this 

distortion. The account of the successful defence of 

Nisibis, coming immediately after that of Julian's paci

fication of the western provinces, sets the stage for the 

introduction of the jealous Constantius and his campaign 

to isolate the young Caesar: 

/ JF ('. A C. 

6f"O.JA~<5"1v OVTwv, <;ffVu.11 0 

q,etv~. 
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The fact that the chronological distortion has a part to 

play in Zosimus• account, and further the fact that Zosimus 

has already been seen in these chapters to have committed 

several errors that did not occur in Eunapius, may tend to 

favour the view that Zosimus erred here also. 

Finally, at 3.8.4 Zosimus repeats what he had al

ready said in 3.5.4 about Constantius• plan to remove troops 

from Julian's force. 

It seems that in this section of his work Zosimus 

partly abandoned Eunapius• order of events and rearranged 

his material in a very condensed form. This part of Julian's 

career was spent in the western provinces which had been 

lost in zosimus• day and were thus of less interest to him 

th t E . 12 an o unapius. 

Musonius 

zosimus seems to have been generally content to adopt 

the sequence of events he found in Eunapius. Hence the ex-

tracts from his work in the Excerpta de sententiis present 

essentially the same sequence of treatment as Zosimus. The 

later historian made no effort to rearrange his account 

when confronted with a digression in which Eunapius intro

duced something out of strict chronological order. More 

than this, he sometimes wantonly disregarded the chronology. 

Zosimus describes Isaurian depredations as occurring 

late in the reign of Valens, at about the same time as the 
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appearance of the Visigoths(~. 376). Eunapius also speaks 

of trouble with the Isaurians in his account of this em-

peror•s reign, but he makes it quite clear that the events 

are dealt with out of chronological sequence. 13 Eunapius• 

account seems to refer to an Isaurian inroad dated by 

Ammianus Marcellinus to 368. 14 The suspicion arises then 

that all three historians dealt with the same events: 

Ammianus at the correct point, Eunapius out of sequence, but 

with a note on the chronology, and Zosimus, like Eunapius, 

out of sequence but without an explanatory note. Although 

there are no real points of contact between Eunapius and 

Zosimus here, the latter, like Ammianus mentions the 

feebleness of the troops as a factor in the success of the 

!saurians: 

Ammianus 27.9.6. zosimus 4.20.2. 

Is it possible that Zosimus merely overlooked 

Eunapius• clear note that the incident was treated out of 

sequence? such an error would not seem improbable in a 

h . t . l"k Z . 15 1s or1an 1 e osimus. But a comparison of the surround-

ing narratives of Eunapius and Zosimus suggest that more 

than a simple oversight is present here. 

Zosimus 4.20.1-2 (!saurian troubles)= Eunapius, 

History fg. 44 and 45 = Excerpta de sententiis 85, 13-

86, 4 Boissevain. Zosimus 4.20.4-21.1 (Appearance of 



Huns and Goths)= Eunapius, History fg. 41 = ExcerEta 

de sententiis 84, 23-85, 12 Boissevain and fg. 42 = 

Excerpta de legationibus 595, 9-597, 28 de Boor. 

Since Zosimus proceeds directly from a discussion of the 

Huns (Eunapius fg. 41) to the admission of the Goths into 
/l 

the empire (Eunapius fg. 42), it would seem that Muller's 
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arrangement of the fragments is correct. However that may 

be, the order in the Excerpta de sententiis itself, where 

the first mention of the Huns and Goths precedes the account 

of the !saurian troubles is the reverse of Zosimus• treat-

ment. Now there is no reason to suspect that the excerpter 

has reversed the order of events. This reversal of treat-

ment was made by Zosimus. It should be noted too that 

Zosimus• words, in particular the quite tight construction 

of the narrative, point to design rather than carelessness: 

+.20.t o~~\tv,o( df TOV {3J..<S1>,.{o1.. rrOAAO\I rroAX~xoBc.J fff pi-

TO~ 

('._, .... .,-1 ~ e "' 
urrt.p rov ,crrpov L.Kv 1Ko1.J. 

Zosimus seems to have deliberately rearranged 

Eunapius• material. The paragraphing in Mendelssohn's 

text underlines the clear flow of ideas in Zosimus• narra-

tive: chapter 20 flows quite naturally into chapters 21 

and 22. Chapter 20 presents the emperor as beset on all 

sides by military difficulties; chapter 21 narrates a horrid 

omen that boded ill for the empire, and chapter 22 shows 
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the empire gaining a slight respite after some initial suc

cessful skirmishes with the Goths. 

It may well be that in this distortion of events 

Zosimus was merely taking to its logical conclusion a ten

dency already visible in Eunapius• narrative at this point. 

Eunapius implies that there was some common denominator 

between his account of Musonius and the Isaurian troubles, 

and the main part of his narrative, which dealt with the 

Goths: 
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It would seem then that in describing the depredations of 

the Goths Eunapius was reminded of earlier troubles with 

the !saurians. He was moved to include an account of the 

latter at this point although he warned the reader that 

these events were not contemporaneous with those of his 

main account. zosimus rearranged the material he took from 

Eunapius, working it up into a single narrative without 

indication of the difference in time involved. Zosimus• 

twentieth chapter maximises the effect of chapter 21 which 

contains the omen revealing the empire's coming demise. 16 
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Eutropius 

The comparison of Zosimus' account of the eunuch 

Eutropius with the relevant fragments of Eunapius showed 

Zosimus to be less interested in abuse of him, although, 

like his source, he imputes base motives and designs to 

him. 17 Part of the reason for this difference consists in 

the differing tastes of the historians; but an analysis of 

each account suggests that another factor may also be 

operating here. 

It will be convenient to begin with Zosimus. 

Eutropius is introduced as tis ,~v rrtp'1 ,ry" ~J..01)•d><~J 

8t:p"'rrd~v ,0vouxwv(5.'b.L) when his aborting of Rufinus' plot to 

arrange a marriage for Arcadius is described. The plot is 

related in a non-commital way, and Eutropius disappears for 

a few chapters to reemerge as the focal point of chapters 

8-12, which recount the story of his eminence. Then, in 

chapter 18, his downfall is described. 

Eutropius enters chapter 8 on a fairly positive note. 

He was instrumental, Zosimus says, in the demise of Rufinus, 

1.1..d.Kw" Jcpcpfrwv ... ot:)(n05, and while he used his enemy's fall 

for personal aggrandizement he honoured his pledge to the 

man's wife and daughter that they be permitted to go to 

Jerusalem (8.2). From 8.3 to the end of 10 Zosimus narrates 

Eutropius• ruthless elimination of rivals at Constantinople: 

Timasius, Bargus and Abundantius. Although the occasional 

comment expresses censure of Eutropius here: E~Tptmo..1 cfe.-
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it is not until 10.4 

that Zosimus pauses to condemn him with real vigour: 
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Chapters 11 and 12 show Eutropius at the peak of his 

career. His clash with Stilicho produces open enmity between 

the men, and this provides the subject matter for chapter 12. 

After this Eutropius drops from sight. His greed is given 

as the cause of Gainas• resentment, and this gives rise to 

the account of Gainas which dominates chapters 13 to 22. 

Eutropius appears only once more, in chapter 18, where his 

abrupt fall is described. Zosimus• final assessment pays 

no small tribute to the eunuch: 
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The circumstances surrounding his death, especially the 

violation of oath on the part of his enemies, contrast 

unfavourably with Eutropius• own conduct earlier. 

Thus zosimus' account falls into three parts: 

chapter 3 introduces the eunuch: chapters 8-12 describe 

the peak of his career; and chapter 18 his fall. In this 



little drama Eutropius enters and leaves on a more or less 

favourable note, while most of the censorious comment is 

contained in the middle section. While this is admittedly 

the longest section, it is not necessarily the part of the 

story that will most affect the reader's view of the man. 
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There are several indications that Zosimus• account 

of the eunuch is rather different from that of Eunapius. 

The fragments of Eunapius give the impression of a very vio

lent picture of the man. The Souda states that ~oA~v 

If, as is most probable, fragments 66 and 69 correspond with 

the beginning of Zosimus• eighth chapter, 19 then it would 

seem that Eunapius• attack on the eunuch began at an early 

point in his account. Moreover, it was observed above that 

Zosimus reserves for the climax of his account of Eutropius 

some comments that he seems to have extracted from Eunapius• 
20 

account of the enmity between Rufinus and Stilicho. This 

last point may tend to support the idea that in these chap

ters Zosimus departed a little from the path taken by his 

predecessor. 

The portrait of Eutropius in Zosimus is undoubtedly 

based entirely on Eunapian material. Eunapian also is the 

final tribute to the eunuch who may have seemed preferable, 

if a choice had to be made, to the enemies of the empire. 

The difference between the accounts seems to lie in the fact 

that zosimus• was more moderate and perhaps a little more 



dramatic. Whereas Eunapius seems to have heaped abuse on 

the eunuch from the beginning, and probably only moderated 

his stance towards the end, zosimus who could write with a 

complete text of Eunapius before him knew how the story 
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would end, and was prepared to be a little more generous to 

the man. It is the generosity of detachment, of course, and 

that could scarcely be expected in a contemporary. 

The Auri Lustralis Collatio 

One of the few remarks that zosimus makes that be-

yond doubt do not come from Eunapius occurs in the second 

book, where he is speaking of Constantine. In a chapter 

devoted to Constantine's fiscal policy, Zosimus bewails the 

introduction by this emperor of three new taxes--the 

lustralis collatio, the munus of the praetors and the follis 

senatorius~
1 

He concludes his remarks on these taxes in this 

way: 
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The natural interpretation of this passage is to take 

~ JrrolfTl)<flS as referring to all three taxes. Hence Zosimus 

was writing after the abolition of the lustralis collatio, 

which took place in 498. 22 
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An attempt has been made to relate Zosimus• remarks 

on this tax even more closely with this event. F. 

Paschoud23 drew attention to a passage in the Panegyricus 

in imperatorem Anastasium of Procopius of Gaza which treats 

the deplorable aspects of the tax while praising the em-

peror for abolishing it: 
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With these comments of Procopius Paschoud compares Zosimus• 

statement that Constantine did not exempt even whores from 

the lustralis collatio: 00 J\: r~s d0<TTU Keis iTt1.1p~_s. fStu 

and his view that all three taxes 

led to the ruin of the cities: Tv<.l,_) Tott:l..VTJ..iJ 

-rcU rrc,AE\~ [$£d.,.{rr~v1rr£v. The similarity of the first idea 

is indisputable, of course: but in the case of the second 

one may doubt whether Procopius' Greek should be taken as 

implying "que cet impcSt est fatal aux villes 11
• Procopius 

speaks of the tax's "intermittent oppression of the cities", 

but he does not say anything about ruin or depopulation 

like Zosimus. The use of the term rr6},. £.lS as by Procopius, 

is in fact a normal manner of referring to the empire in 

the later Greek writers. 25 
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The reference to the inclusion of the harlots in 

this tax would be a compelling argument for a close con-

nection between these writers were it not for the fact 

that it occurs in yet other writers of quite different 

epochs. Both Cedrenus and Zonaras speak of the tax in 

. ·1 . d . 26 terms s1m1 ar to Procopius an Zos1mus. Cedrenus was 

• f h" . f t" 27 d h" k d Zonaras source or tis in orma ion, an is remar s e-

serve consideration: 
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Cedrenus gives other information, some of it quite mistaken 

but some facts (notably the embassy of the Jerusalem monks 

and the Tpa..yt;Jd\d.. of Timothy of Gaza which were instrumental 

in having the tax abolished) which do not occur in either 

Procopius or Zosimus and therefore represent an independent 

tradition. 

The similarity between the accounts of Procopius 

and Cedrenus is greater than that between Zosimus• and 

Procopius•. Both of the former writers mention the tax in 

connection with its abolition and both praise the emperor 

for his act. 28 Zosimus• remarks on the other hand are 

motivated by the institution of the levy. Indeed he does 

not directly mention the abolition; rather he says of all 

three levies of Constantine that they remained in force "for 

a long time". 
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Apart then from the oblique reference to the aboli

tion of the taxes there is nothing in Zosimus 2.38 that 

might not have come from Eunapius. The latter would surely 

have dealt with the fiscal policy of an emperor whom he 

detested. It should be noted also that Libanius, writing 

at much the same time as Eunapius, mentioned the lustralis 

collatio. 29 The mention of lamentations and instruments of 

torture is part of the standard stock of T6rro1, familiar to 

h . 1 h' . l 0 k E . 3o E . 1 h a r etor1ca 1stor1an 1 e unap1us. unap1us a sos ows 

b t th ft f th . • . . 31 d "t concern a ou · e a e o e empires cities; an 1 may 

be that the mention of whores was customary in connection 

with the lustralis collatio. It would seem then that the 

supposition that Eunapius was the source of 2.38 (which 

would then reflect conventional comment on this tax) pro

vides the most reasonable explanation of the similarity 

between Zosimus' remarks on the lustralis collatio and those 

of Procopius and Cedrenus. 32 

The Mime and the Pantomime 

A.D.E. Cameron and w. Goffart independently came to 

the conclusion that Zosimus' comments on the theatre con

stituted an allusion to contemporary events. 33 Zosimus 

cites the pantomime dance as an example of the evils introd

uced by the monarchy. 34 TWice he alludes to Theodosius• 

addiction to mimes, and he attributes Stilicho's failure 

against Alaric to the same cause. 35 Both Goffart and Cameron 



saw these remarks as referring to the bloody riots that 

attended the obscure festival rwv A(yop-{vwv Bpu,Gv' and had 

led to the exile of the dancers in 502. 36 
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Goffart comments that "the mime was a live issue in 

- - n this L!£!.!· Anastasius~/ reign. But the mimes had been a 

live issue throughout the whole empire. In the first and 

second centuries virtually every emperor had had a hand in 

exiling or recalling them; some emperors had done both. 37 

The Historia Augusta and Herodian testify to the interest 

of such third century emperors as Elagabalus, Aurelian and 

Carinus. 38 In the late empire a considerable literary con-

troversy developed which crossed the lines between Christians 

and Hellenes. 39 Christian sophists from the same city spoke 

both for and against the mime. 40 

It is quite possible that Zosimus took some of his 

references to the mime and the theatre from Eunapius. 

Eunapius is known to have disliked both Theodosius and 

Stilicho, who, as pointed out above, are singled out by 

Zosimus for special criticism for their addiction to mimes. 

The mime had certainly been an issue in Theodosius• day. 

After disturbances at Antioch this emperor was moved to 

close the theatre there, 41 and at least one of Theodosius• 

great contemporaries, the Christian John Chrysostom, in

veighed repeatedly against the theatre. It is by no means 

unlikely then that Eunapius also expressed disapproval of 

the mimes and pantomime. He is known to have disliked the 
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theatre. In the Vitae sophistarum he launches into a violent 

attack on the Dionysia which he held responsible for the 

death of Socrates. 0 The Athenians 11 he says, 11 would not have 

condemned him--
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The censorious attitude to mirth may remind the reader of 

Zosimus' _µ.·;;uo I 
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While the comments on Stilicho and Theodosius occur 

in parts of his account where Eunapius was Zosimus• main 

source, there is another passage on this subject which is 

situated near the beginning of the first book where Zosimus 

may not have been excerpting any particular source. Zosimus 

is talking about the results of Augustus• introduction of the 

monarchy which had led to strife lasting up to his own day 

( p.,(y.,p1 ToGcf c: ) : 
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Here may be an original sentiment on Zosimus• part. But is 

that likely in a historian of such noted lack of origin

ality? compare the following passages--
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Clearly the view of the mimes as the bringers of 

and l°'f~x~( to the cities is a recurring theme in rhetorical 

literature. It may well have occurred also in the writings 

of Eunapius who was, after all, a most rhetorical historian. 

The point has already been made that Zosimus was 

prepared to copy a phrase like µfxp1 -r.oCc\E. without 
47 thought as to its applicability to his own day. Thus its 

use with reference to factional strife by him will not help 

to date his work. 48 It would seem then that Zosimus• 

references to the mime and the pantomime were taken over from 

Eunapius. 

Constantine 

In chapters 30, 31, 32 and 35 of the second book 
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Zosimus describes the foundation of Constantinople and 

Constantine's building programme in the new city. At several 

points he makes comments that appear to bridge the gap be

tween Constantine's time and his own day. Do these comments 

represent his own additions? 

Referring to Constantine's attempt to found a new 

city near the old site of Troy, Zosimus says that a part of 

a wall was built--
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But Sozomen makes a similar comment at a point in his history 

where he was drawing on Eunapius, 50 and therefore Zosimus• 

remark will also have been taken at second hand from this 

same source. 

Zosimus refers to the marble passageways that led 

out of the old city of Byzantium, 51 the statues of the 

Dioscuri in the Hippodrome and the grain dole as if with 
/ A ~I h the pen of a contemporary ( µ.EXP I vuv) o(XP' TCOO( ) • S, He 

also refers to the walls of Theodosius II and the rapid 

growth of the city in the fourth century which led to the 

building of houses on piers in the water. 53 Now while 

corroborating information is lacking on the first two, 

topographical features mentioned above, 54 it would seem 

that the only information here that cannot have come from 

Eunapius is the reference to the city walls. These were 

begun in 413, 55 some years after the completion of Eunapius• 
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first book. Otherwise Eunapius seems a likely source. He 

writes about Constantinople in several places in the Vitae 

sophistarum, not always favourably. 56 The depreciatory tone 

then of the latter part of chapter 35, with the reference to 

buildings on piers, 57 may indicate his acerbic rhetoric. 

More interesting in some ways is the section dealing 

with Constantine•s administrative reforms (2.32.2-2.33.2). 

Zosimus attributes to Constantine a system of four praetorian 

prefectures whereas in fact the number fluctuated during 

this emperor's reign. Now in Eunapius• day there operated 

a three-prefect system, and it seems a priori most unlikely 

that Eunapius would in his work have described any other 

system than this. w. Ensslin suggested that Zosimus' account 

was coloured by the theoretical division of the empire into 

two in his own day. 58 Developing this view of Ensslin, F. 

Paschoud has recently conjectured that Zosimus modified 

Eunapius• account by splitting the Illyrian prefecture into 

two, thus arriving at a quadruple division overa11. 59 

There is a difficulty with this view, as Paschoud saw, in 

that Zosirnus gives the Pannonias to the East, when they in 

fact belonged to the West in the later system. This might 

be due, he thought, to ignorance, or to territorial preten

ces on the part of the eastern empire. 60 
A greater problem 

with this view, however, is that it involves supposing an 

independent development of ideas in a historian who else-

where consistently refrains from attempting more than a 
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summary of his source. A plausible alternative is available. 

A. Chastagnol pointed out that at the end of the reign of 

Constantius and at the beginning of that of Julian there 

existed a system just like that described by zosimus. 61 

It is possible that Eunapius recalled while he was writing 

about Constantine a system that operated while he was very 

young, and which he mistakenly believed to have been a 

legacy of this emperor. 

w. Goffart saw a similarity between Zosimus• remarks 

on the decline of the praetorian prefecture and those of 

John Lydus. 62 The latter devoted the third book of his 

De magistratibus to an account of this magistracy, in the 

service of which he passed his career. Like Zosimus Lydus 

saw Constantine as weakening the praetorian prefecture, 

but except in this very broad sense there is no real simi

larity between their remarks. Lydus, for .example, says 

nothing about Zosimus• quadruple division of territory, 

and unlike Zosimus he continues his account of the office's 

decline down to the time of Justinian. 63 He felt that the 

prefecture was still strong until Arcadius, and that it 

was not till the time of the emperor Anastasius that the 

final degradation of this once proud institution took 

place. 64 One might ask why zosimus confined himself to 

speaking of Constantine if he had sixth century develop

ments in mind. The answer is surely that his remarks on the 

prefecture like almost everything else in the longest section 
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of his work were taken over from Eunapius. 

The account of Constantine presents the same familiar 

aspect: it is basically an epitome of Eunapius containing 

the same kind of anachronistic detail, transcribed from 

Eunapius, and the same kind of minor and erroneous changes 

that are visible in other parts of his account. 65 The only 

certain insertion on Zosimus• part is the reference to 

Theodosius• walls, although some other topographical details 

may also be from Zosimus himself. It may be objected that 

Zosimus• copious account of Constantine could not have been 

taken entirely from Eunapius• first book which covered all 

the emperors from Aurelian to the accession of Julian. The 

reply to this must be that we do not know how long Eunapius• 

individual books were; and in any case Eunapius may be sus-

pected of having devoted considerable attention to this 

emperor whose reign was so significant for the religious 

history of the later empire. 66 

Julian's Persian Expedition 

Mendelssohn's claim that Zosimus• account of 

Julian's Persian expedition (3.12-3.34) was taken from 

Magnus of Carrhae has been to date probably the most 

successful attempt to find evidence of a change of source 

within the epitome of Eunapius (i.e. Zosimus 1.47-5.25). 67 

Mendelssohn was an extraordinarily gifted scholar, and since 

his edition of Zosimus is still the standard text, the 



praefatio, in which this and other views are proposed, was 

bound to command great attention. In many ways, however, 
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his theory about these chapters illustrates the great scho-

lar•s strengths and weaknesses. 

Mendelssohn was led by the similarity between the 

account of this campaign in Ammianus Marcellinus and that 

in Zosimus to conclude that both drew on the same source. 

He rejected the idea of a direct connection between Eunapius 

and Ammianus on the grounds that the two men were very 

68 different in spirit and taste. And he pointed out that 

there is no visible connection between the fragments of 

Eunapius relating to the campaign and the narrative of either 

Ammianus or Zosimus. He suggested that the common source of 

the latter two was the account of Magnus of Carrhae, an ex-

tract from which, describing the campaign, occurs in 

Malalas. 69 The fact that a large part of this extract 

diverges markedly from the accounts of zosimus and Ammianus 

he explained by claiming that Malalas had mistakenly attri-

buted this section to Magnus when in fact it had come from 

1 . . 1 . t 70 some ecc es1ast1ca wri er. Finally, Mendelssohn declared 

that Zosimus had already, at an earlier point in chapter 

three, signaled his intention of changing source (at 3.2.4). 

The argument is certainly seductive, and it enjoyed 

'd t t t' 71 a wi e accep ance a one ime. But the sophistry whereby 

Mendelssohn sought to excise much of the extract attributed 
72 to Magnus by Malalas, the dearth of fragments of Eunapius 



pertaining to this campaign and the undeniable connection 
73 between Zosimus 3.2.4 and Eunapius, History fragment 9, 

are all fatal flaws in the theory, and there does not seem 

to be anyone nowadays who has written on this problem and 
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who accepts Mendelssohn's theory. The most complete recent 

survey of the matter concludes that Eunapius was here also 

Zosimus• source. 74 

Conclusion 

What kind of historian was Zosimus? He is the kind 

of man who convicts himself of total subservience to his 

sources. His account of Stilicho is uniformly derogatory 

up to 5.25. Thereafter it takes on a more positive tone, 

culminating in a subdued tribute in 5.34. At 5.26 Zosimus 

changed his source and with it his judgement of one of the 

leading figures in the later part of his history. 

This impression of Zosimus as an historian is sup-

ported by the passages discussed above which indicate that 

the conclusions reached in the first chapter of this dis

sertation will hold good for the whole of Zosimus• epitome 

of Eunapius. The divergences that have been found here 

between the historians are all of familiar kinds. There 

are first of all those which are to be attributed to Zosimus• 

incompetence. The comparison of the historians• accounts 

of Julian in Gaul provides abundant evidence of sheer care-

lessness on Zosimus• part, especially in chronology and in 

the confusion of names and the telescoping of events. At 
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another point, however, Zosimus may be suspected of acer

tain disingenuousness in a chronological error he makes. By 

dating to Valens' reign Isaurian inroads which had really 

occurred earlier he heightens the drama of the emperor's 

military predicament, faced as he was with trouble from the 

Visigoths in the north. Similarly, Zosimus• account of the 

eunuch Eutropius seems to have been a little more moderate 

and dramatic than that of his predecessor. In neither case, 

however, does Zosimus• account represent more than a minor 

change in the intensity of Eunapius• interpretation. 

None of the passages which have been regarded in the 

past as wholly or largely Zosimus' own work--the account of 

the lustralis collatio, of Constantine's building programme 

and administrative changes, of Julian's Persian expedition--

was found to contain more than the odd phrase that cannot 

have come from Eunapius. 

In the words of R. Martin • • • statuendum est zosimum 

a cap. XLVII lib. I usque ad cap. XXV lib. V praeter Eunapium 
75 alium scriptorem non secutum esse. 
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9 Perhaps it could be offered in Zosimus• defense 
that the dOKLI seems to indicate some reservation about the 
statement. It should be noted also that at 3.7.2 Zosimus 
referring to Trier says that "it is the biggest city beyond 
the Alps 11

• 

10 Cf. Zosimus 2.45.2. 
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11 H. Hecker; 11 Zur Geschichte des Kaisers Julianus: 
eine Quellenstudie", Wissenschaftliche Beilage zum Programm 
des koni lichen G nasiums zu Kreuznach (1886), 40 proposed 
to change ~rJ..v to krr{pCAv a change accepted in principle 
by L. Mendelssohn, Historia nova 122). This seems to me to 
miss the point of Zosimus• Greek. Zosimus has just been 
discussing eastern affairs in chapter 7. The point of 
the phrase <fvi<.oovrw·.J J'~ ell/Al TWV J,(~rJ, Try'/ lfcJ..v lv 0ouxr1 
is that Constantius• mind was now free from worries about 
his own sphere of command, and able to develop his jealousy 
of Julian. 

12 The point is made by H. Hecker, ibid. 17. 

13 The documentation is given above in chapter 1, 
note 78. 

14 Ammianus Marcellinus 27.9.6-9. See C. Muller, 
FHG 4, 34. See also note 14a, below p.88. 

·15 On Zosimus• chronological inexactitude see R.T. 
Ridley, 11 Zosimus the Historian", ByzZ 65(1972), 288-289 
and 297-299. 

16 On this omen see below pp. 99-102. 

17 For documentation see above chapter l, notes 19, 
20 and 21. 

18 The lexicographer's remark appears at the end of 
fragment 66 = Souda .!.!..Y.• E~rptrr,os = 2, 4 76, 5-6 Adler. 

19 Both fragments of Eunapius appear to correspond 
to the first sentence of Zosimus 5.8. The first sentence 
of fg. 66 = Souda !?..!..Y• E"~rplrr10.s = 2, 475, 27-30 Adler 
compares Eutropius with Rufinus, like Zosimus 5.8.1; and 
fg. 69 = Souda s.v. 1T£pi<iTTttpt)l..ec..(s = 4, 108, 29-32 Adler - / /\ / refers to the eunuch• s new power, kd-.f~ )<:P"'- ri, ,wv {3o1.cr1~ E1wv, 
s._£. Zosimus loc. cit. ,wJ €.v Ti) d.uA-fJ rrpa1..rro_;..,..{vw,\/ KUfliOJ 
~v. . 
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20 See above p. 36 .. 

21 Zosimus 2.38. 

22 See Joshua the Stylite, Chronicle 22_Wright and T~ 
Noldecke, "Die Aufhebung des Chrysargyrums durch Anastasius 11

, 

ByzZ 13(1904), 135. 

23 F. Paschoud, Zosime 1, xvi-xvii. 

24 Procopius of Gaza, Panegyricus in imperatorem 
Anastasium 13. 

25 I note that Malchus also speaks of the destruc
tion of parts of the empire in terms of the destruction of 
the cities. See fg. 11 = Excerpta de legationibus·571, 33 
de Boor, and fg. 16 = Excerpta de legationibus 574, 32 
de Boor. For 1r6)..E.1s == 0 the empire 11 see Zosimus 4.26.9. 

26 Cedrenus 1, 627 Bekker; Zonaras 14.3.11-1+. 

27 See P. Sauerbrei, "De fontibus Zonarae quaestiones 
·selectae11

, Comrnentationes philologae Ienenses 1(1881), 37. 
A. Chastagnol, 11 Zosime 2.38 et l'Histoire Auguste", Bonner 
Historia-Augusta-Colloguium 1964-1965 (Bonn, 1966), 75, 
note 108 omits Cedrenus from his list of authorities on the 
raising of the tax. 

28 Their source was probably a declamation, perhaps 
the 7;:i"'Ni(i1-- of Timotheus of Gaza. Dionysius of Halicarnasus, 
De Thucydide 5, 351, 22 Usener-Radermacher refers to Pericles' 
Epi taphios as a -rpc<..yti!cf (a.._~ 

29 Orationes 46.22 = 3, 389w390 F8rster. A Chastagnol, 
11 Zosime 2.38 et l 1 Histoire,Auguste 11

, Bonner Historia-Augusta
Colloguium 1964-1965 (Bonn,·1966), 43 considered Eunapius the 
source of Zosirnus• material, but he felt that Zosimus was 
influenced by Anastasius• lifting of the tax (ibid. 75-76). 
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30 zosimus• remark on the grief caused by this tax 
fv ;Sti'vh, Gdvovs ii"'~ 1ricf;.'I' rr6.\,v i<.o<t bcSup)'\<90.S. 2.38.2 is 
similar to the comment he makes on the effects of Theodosius• 
taxation fv riE·IVJ t:Y Tl cl"',.). Ti)V TW'i {,Jpriplv\/ <ptA"'1'/ Brwrrid,V 17Ef1-

/ ,!} } / i' A /\ ' ,.,, > \ 
AtAtl_rf\ tVO'/ ·rp' I [ KfopcurlV? v • . . """' iTo{ffJ.. fTCAl5. P',1..f iTod ~,P (Jj 

ofµ wy~5 '"'-"'-I 6p1vw v, J.-v' J.µ£i::rTOS. , " • 4. 32. 2-3. The 11 eye-
wi tness" element probably comes from Eunapius the only one 
of the two historians who saw the effects of all these taxes. 

31 Cf.. Eunapius, History fg. 42 = Excerpta de 
legationibus 597, 16-18 de Boor. 

32 It may be·convenient to mention here the view of 
w. Goffart, 11Zosimus, the First Historian of Rome's Falln, 
~ 76(1971), 424-426 that Zosimus' attack in this chapter 
on Constantine for fixing a minimum outlay for the praetor
ship (2.38.3) reflects his remoteness from the circumstances 
of the fourth century when aristocrats gladly undertook 
such burdens. But in the Scriptores Historiae Augustae 
Aurel. 15.4-6 and Car. 20.4-21.1, the author of which was a 
contemporary of Eunapius, occur complaints similar to those 
of zosimus. On the date of the Scriptores see R. Syme, 
Ammianus and the Historia Augusta (London, 1968). 

33 A.D.E. Cameron, "The Date of Zosimus' New 
History"~ Philologus 113(1969), 108-110; w. Goffart, 
11 Zosimus, the First Historian of Rome's Fall",~ 76(1971), 
422-423. 

34 zosimus 1.5.4-1.6.1. 

35 Zosimus 4.33.4; 4.50.1 (Theodosius); 5.7.2 
(Stilicho). 

36 The Bryta (dr ~rytae) are known only from the 
Excerpta de insidiis 168, 26-34 de Boor<~ Malalas fg.·39), 
and 142, 29-143, 4 de Boor(= John of Antioch fg~ 101), 
and from an entry in the Souda l!.!.Y• Md...You p.1..s. = 3, 308, 
31-309, 5 Adler. 

37 See E~ Wust, "Mimos 11
, E_!! 15 (1932), l 749-1 760, 

and "Pantomimus O , PW 18, 2 (1949), 864-869. 



38 Scriptores Historiae Augustae, Aurel. 50, .£!!.• 
16, 19; Herodian 5.7.6-7. 

39 On this controversy see H. Reich, Der Mimus 1 
(Berlin, 1903), 204ff. 

4° Choricius of Gaza delivered a still extant 
speech in defense of the mimes, while his great teacher 
Procopius of Gaza praised Anastasius• measure against the 
dancers. See the latter's Panegyricus in imperatorem 
Anastasium 16. 

41 · 
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Libanius, orationes 20.6-20.7 = 2, 424 Forster, 
23.26 = 2, 506 Forster; John Chrysostom, Homilia de statuis 
in PG 49, 176. 

42 Eunapius, Vitae sophistarum 19,6-14 Giangrande. 

43 Zosimus 4 •. 33.4. 

44 zosimus 1.5.4-1.6.1 Cameron•s paraphrase of this 
passage in 11 The Date of Zosimus• New History", Philologus 
113(1969), 108,·involved a misunderstanding of the Greek. 
Cf. F. Paschoud, Zosime l, 132-133. It should perhaps also 
be noted that in the same article he confused the two 
Syrian chroniclers: ibid. 109 - for 11 John Malalas" read 
"John of Antioch 11 and vice versa. 

45 John Chrysostom, In Matthaeum hornilia 38 (al. 
39) in E_Q. 57, 427. 

46 Choricius of Gaza, Apologia mimorum 114. 

47 Z . 1 6 1 osimus ••• See above p .. 59 .. 

48 In any case, factional strife was common in the 
sixth century. Justin I exiled the dancers: see Malalas 
416-417 Dindorf. For further arguments on Zosirnus• date 
see below Appendix 3. 

49 Zosimus 2.30.1. 



SO Sozomen 2.3.2. For Sozomen•s use of Eunapius 
here see G. Schoo, "Die Quellen des Kirchenhistorikers 
Sozomenos", Neue Studien zur Geschichte der Theologie und 
der Kirche 11 (1911), 81. A. Alf6ldi, "On the Foundation of 
Constantinople, a Few Notes",~ 37(1947), 11 rejected 
the account as legendary. 

51 Zosimus 2.30.4. 

52 zosimus 2.31.1, 2.32.l. 

53 zosimus 2.35.2. 

54 See R. Janin, Constantinople byzantine (2nd ed: 
Paris, 1964), 63 and 194. 

55 See R. Janin, ibid. 32-33, 265-283. 

56 see for example Vitae sophistarum 19, 22-20, 15 
Giangrande. 
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57 This may well be a rhetorical n5rro.s • I note that 
Horace complains in a similar tone at Odes 3.1.33-34. F. 
Paschoud Zosime 1, 236 looks for a cause in natural history. 

58 w. Ensslin, "Praefectus praetorio 0
, E! 22 (1954), 

2429-2430. 

59 zosime 1, 232-233. 

60 L. Varady, "Additional Notes on the Problem of 
the Late Roman Dalmatian Cunei 11

, AAntHung 11 (1963), 395 
sees Zosimus as reflecting eastern pretences to Illyricum. 

61 A. Chastagnol, Le Bas-Empire. Textes choisis 
(Paris, 1969), 171, note 3. 

62 w~ Goffart, '*Zosimus, the First Historian of 
Rome's Fall",~ 76(1971), 423-424. 
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63 John Lydus, De magistratibus 3.40ff. 

64 Ibid. 3.45-46 and 49. 

65 I cannot accept the view of H. Peter, Die 
geschichtliche Literatur uber die r8mische Kaiserzeit bis 
Theodosius I und ihre Quellen 2{Leipzig, 1897), 168 that 
Zosimus• picture of Constantine is neither his own nor that 
of Eunapius, but that he 11 scheint nur die allgemeine 
heidnische Vulgata des Orients wiedergegeben zu, haben". 

' ..... rrep I 
d.\J dp cs . . 

67 Historia nova xxxix·-xlvii. 

68 

ibid. xl. 
quid enim polito Graeco cum hispido milite? 

69 Malalas 328-332 Dindorf. 

7o . f t D . f 't . t t• b t qui or asse omn1nus ui, an in eres 1ng u 
unsupported conjecture. 

71 For a summary of the literature see F. Paschoud; 
Zosime 1, xlv-1. Noteworthy were the attempts of w. Klein, 
"Studien zu Ammianus Marcellinus 11

, Klio Beiheft 13(1914), 
58-134 and A. Klotz, "Die Quellen Ammians in der Darstellung 
von Julians Perserzug", RhM 71(1916), 461-506 to recon
struct Magnus• account from a comparison of Ammianus, 
Zosimus, Libanius and Malalas. 

72 
A particularly convincing refutation of this part 

of Mendelssohn's argument was made by L. Dillemann, 11Ammien 
Marcellin et les pays de l'Euphrate et du Tigre", Syria 38 
(1961), 122-125. 

73 See above pp .. 32-33 .. 
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74 F. Paschoud, Zosime 1, liv-lvi. 

It may be convenient to mention here also zosimus• 
account of the campaigns· between Constantius and Magnentius. A. 
Olivetti~ "Osservazioni sui capit9li 45.-53 del,· libro ·II di Zosimo e 
sulla loro probabile fonte", ~ 43(1915), 321-333 plausibly 
suggested that the account was derived from the cento of the 
poetess Petronia Proba. Olivetti did not, however, consider 
Eunapius• role in the genesis of this passage. It is most 
probable that he was the intermediary between Proba and 
Zosimus. See also N.H. Baynes, "A Note of Interrogation 11

, 

Byzantion 2(1925), 149-15. 

75 R. Martin, De fontibus Zosimi (Diss. Berlin, 
1866), 30. 

Additional Note 

14a J. Rouge, HL'Histoire Auguste et l'Isaurie au IV 
siecle", ~ 68(1966), 295-296 argues that Zosimus• implied 
dating (ie ca._ 376) should be accepted. But he appears to· 
have overlooked the evidence of Eunapius.· So also R. Syme, 
Ammianus and the Historia Augusta (London, 1968), 51. 



CHAPTER 3 

EUNAPIUS AND ZOSIMUS ON THE DECLINE OF ROME 

Introduction 

This chapter seeks to establish how far Zosimus• 

ideas about the decline of the empire were taken from 

Eunapius. In the following pages the passages in which 

Zosimus broaches this subject will be discussed with a view 

to determining whether they are from Eunapius or not. The 

basic premise, demonstrated in the preceding chapters, is 

that Zosimus has taken virtually all of his material and 

interpretation from Eunapius, and that therefore it will be 

necessary to produce convincing arguments to exclude the 

possibility of Eunapius• authorship in any passage in which 

Zosimus was abridging his account. An attempt will also be 

made to determine how far Zosimus• ideas on the decline of 

the empire have affected other parts of his history in which 

he was not epitomising Eunapius. 

First to be reviewed are two passages in the first 

two books which Zosimus links together, and which appear to 

state his aim in writing. Then the other passages, in which 

he deals with religion and politics, are grouped according 

to certain common themes. In the concluding sections of the 

-89-
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chapter the theory of decline in Zosimus• work is discussed, 

and an attempt made to explain its origin. 

Palmyra 

A key passage in Zosimus• work seems to occur in 

chapters 57 and 58 of the first book. Zosimus introduces 

these chapters as a digression from his main narrative, and 

in so doing he refers the reader back to the proem: 

·;ITldpo~i) cpa...(vo_f".od rr-0111ool_p.£vOJ (,) J,). T~v c:tp"'] p.{vrpl 
> , /e I 
['-I rrpo 01,1-w-::i ,A,01 rrpo r::rs:1\/. 

But the digression does more than look back to the promise, 

contained in the last two sentences of the proem, to reveal 

the history of the empire's decline. It repeats and clari-

fies that promise: 

"' TOU 

(_ ./ 

fU:\v( TT ~\.{V'l)l 
/ ;, [,' Ji ) 

} / 

o(y10T£t"S T01ot0T1J ~ C:IT[t rJ..\/ El.~ t l(f /VOV~ 

) / " / ) ,0 c. 
~Wf--d..(wv 

) \ ' ol<f' i KW far:I I TOUJ xpovcVJ H 01~ 11 otp X"1 KJ.Ta. 

\ 

/3t(_p ~«-PW th~~ d~ -'\/ ·, J \ 
dto(~ e~p (v) {3pd..xu o ,yov Tl} /.Zcl.1 d..vr-o 

clvo-
)\ -0 / ,;-
,) V 010.5 TL W 

' TOOJ 

The first sentence of this passage clearly antici-

pates the digression on the secular Games at the beginning 

of the second book; for there Zosimus repeats the same idea 
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in much the same language: 

TOiSrw..J ~rrivrw.J f sc. the Secular Games/ · k!.ctT~ 6to'r'av 
.) 

ETT1-

/ '.) \/ , L c:.p / ) / 3 
TfA.0Up_(v'i.,J'" E.q>UAatTTETO P.,f:.V 1) Wflol.lWV o{PX'YJ. ~. 

/ r~ ~ ~ e/ 4 
TOUTOU d e- ]4- '7 1f> Uf' o(. X £\/TO j .... 

The second sentence promises a discussion not only of causes 

but also of oracles; hence it anticipates those digressions 

in the later chapters which deal with this subject. Chapters 

57 and 58 of the first book then can be seen as providing 

the key to Zosimus• work, and when taken with the proem and 

the digressions on the Secular Games and on oracles, as con-

stituting a kind of structural back-bone to the whole work. 

Accordingly it is essential to determine how far this 

"structure" is Zosimus• own production. 

It will be noticed that Zosimus introduces the cen-

tral passage in a way that might, at first sight, seem to 

indicate a change from his main source: a reason is given 

for the digression and Zosimus lapses into the first person. 
,)oT 

But this fact isAcompelling, because the introductory formula 

occurs in at least one other digression which Zosimus copied 

directly_ from the source he was epitomising at that point. 5 

In an earlier chapter mention was made of the fact 

that a part of the digression in 1.57-58, namely the note on 

the Seleucis bird, was taken from Eunapius. 6 These birds, 

with their ominous appearance and devouring of the locusts, 

play an integral part in the digression. It is difficult to 

see that they can have played any other part in Eunapius• 
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history than this. Hence the material in zosimus• digression 

is likely to be from Eunapius and probably also the inter-

pretation. 

More difficult to decide is the question of whether 

the cross-references to the proem and to the subsequent 

parts of the work were also taken directly from Eunapius. 

Of these, the proem and the oracles will be discussed below, 

and attention now focused on the passage about the Secular 

Games. 

The secular Games and the Pontiffs 

The account of the Secular Games, which seems to have 

marked a digression from Zosimus• main narrative, occurs at 

the end of the lacuna between the first and second books. 7 

L. Mendelssohn considered that this digression was an 

insertion on Zosimus• part and that it must have been 

derived from a source other than Eunapius because of the 

doctrinae veteris illic conspicuae copia et accurata rerum 

annorumgue notitia, which he regarded as inconsistent with 

Eunapius• authorship. 8 The judgement is typical of this 

scholar's attitude to Eunapius. 9 

Eunapius devotes much attention in his proem to 

refuting the idea that exact chronological reckonings are 

essential in an historical work: 
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But in this discussion he deals only with the question of 

how exact a chronological framework is necessary to draw 

out the true significance of events: 

rr~ o'iv )v5yo.s npcs tcrrop(a,J Tf\nJ rf J(vc{I Kol.I y1vw'6'kt1Y 

ir-1 T~V [\] 2..o!.Adyll,IVI VcAv}J.rx;/d\"'v lv(KiAJV o~ CIE\>.ivt.s kuvcu 

,, s~ / 1- " -> /"-' ., , 'ot , OT iH. AAOVTOj; Ti Of [I\ _:i ·1V • ., .. KTA 

He states his own procedure in the conclusion to this long 

discussion: 

' r, 
TO o l 

' :JI 
To e:pycv 

, / , c\ 

Kat T J XPO\fO\Jj , 0 I 

) / ,i 
ri !\ 1) 6 f CJTf po\/ , 

) > ' 
KtlT tv1i:Avr-o'1 

\. 
K~J 

,., 
TOJ_J 

Eunapius was deeply concerned with moral values, and morali-

sation seems to have been one of the motivating factors in 

his work. His main quarrel with the chronologers was that 

all their calculations did not elucidate moral issues. One 

may wonder then whether Eunapius would eschew 

AO'(l6"p.01 in a digression where they were an integral part of 

the argument. 13 Zosimus gives a number of precise dates in 

the section of his work which was derived from Eunapius. 14 

It is interesting to note that Aurelius Victor also 

deplored the non-celebration of the Secular Games. 15 Now 

Victor computed from the celebration of Philip the Arab 

which was not mentioned by Zosimus. Nevertheless the 

similarity of the historians• interpretation is striking. 
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Victor says: adeo in dies cura minima Romanae urbis. It 

should be remembered that he flourished not long before the 

time when Eunapius was writing. ·Perhaps the later historian 

was merely adapting to his own purpose a common-place criti-

cism made by pagans of his time. 

Eunapius• first book dealt with events from the close 

of Dexippus• account until the accession of Julian, a span 

f th · ht lG mh t th b o more an e1g y years_; _ "'' e accoun mus ave een 

rather sketchy, as Eunapius himself seems to admit. 17 Would 

there be room for such a long digression as that on the 

Secular Games?18 The answer to this question is that we do 

not know how long Eunapius• individual books were. They may 

have been far longer than those of Zosimus. Moreover, 

Eunapius can be expected to have treated matters of interest 

to him in some detail. The proem to the first book for 

example is quite long. It would plainly be improper to see 

in the length of the digression a serious impediment in the 

way of attributing it to Eunapius. 

In Zosimus• fourth book--a digression_occur.s .. on _ 

the etymology of the word pontifex and the history of the 

office of pontifex maximus. 19 The digression is motivated 

by Zosimus• observation that Gratian was the first of the 

Roman emperors to refuse the title pontifex maximus. 20 

Zosimus links this sacrilege with the emperor's subsequent 

assassination on a bridge by the henchmen of the usurper 
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Magnus Maximus, and this linking of historical events is made 

by means of a very fine pun. Zosimus reports that one of the 

priests, piqued at the emperor•s refusal, commented: 
Ii .> ' pc0A.t Tai.. I rrovrt'<p E ~ 

c (3o(C, I \ l 0-i .) / e 
f I _µ ry 0 OVO)'lo("°$f6 ol.1

1 

II 
/ / 

id. )(lOT d,.. yEV11<f ETo{/ rrovT(rpl ~ µi3 ,µos, 

Now while the second half of the digression points 

clearly to the pen of a contemporary like Eunapius who no 

doubt took the story from a malicious but witty friend, it 

is less clear that he was the source of the antiquarian 

material in the digression. Mendelssohn was led to believe 

that Zosimus got the information from elsewhere because a 

. · 1 . L d • D 'b 21 s1m1 ar passage occurs in y us e mens1 us. 

We see in both digressions an interest in Roman lore 

which L. Mendelssohn denied Eunapius and which he, and more 

recently w. Goffart22 compared to that of John Lydus. But 

one may wonder whether either scholar has paid sufficient 

attention in this case to the writings of Eunapius. The 

historian knew something about the Roman Republic for he 

11 d t M · d 11 · th · 23 th v· a u es o arius an Su a in e History. In e 1tae 

sophistarum occur a few glosses that indicate also that 

Eunapius had at least some knowledge of the Latin language. 24 

Clearly a certain decision cannot be made about the origin 

of either digression in Zosimus: but the balance of probabil-

ities including the consideration of what has above been 

demonstrated about Zosimus' method of working seems to favour 

the view that Eunapius was the author of these passages. 25 
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An Oracle and Some Omens 26 

Chapters 36 and 37 of book 2 form a digression in 

which Zosimus produces an old oracle prophesying the future 

greatness of Constantinople. He begins as follows: 

I<« f }LO( 110:\hlK1~ ; .. rr~A e £ 8otv}'l~O-~ I nw_s. ,Et-) TO()O'Gro 

B £ / "\ >~ / / ) arw,......·1 
t) .)i\VT!WV TTOMU.S ~U~7J?-fV7)5 ...... rrpopp7101) tK VL v 

otJ f)A tol-. ~ ~ cl._ V 6p0 rrot~ ;J ~ e1 ... ,. TfO}.. '\:J TE. (d,(f3Aou5, 
(.. \, 

!<fTO PI Kii .l i<o{J 
/\ \ ) \ /~ .,,, 

XP1(J?WV <SuvrJ..ywycH olV(Al~o<-1) y.,povoV 

TOVTWV ~ rr0p {tV Ju{ ffo{V11 (1',f ~ I (,\{ frvx ov 

TIV~ I I ~~AA,~ ... ~ 

In chapter 58 of the first book Zosimus promised to produce 

oracles in the course of his narrative, but there is some 

suspicion that this passage was largely copied from Eunapius. 

In the fragments of Eunapius• History there occur two 

27 oracles, and these may lead us to believe that Zosimus 

took over from Eunapius the plan of illustrating his theme 

wit~ oracles. 

Of modern scholars R. Martin thought that 2.36-37 

was copied from Eunapius, 28 but L. Mendelssohn argued that 

there was no reason to doubt the truth of Zosimus• asser

tion that he had researched the digression himself. 29 More 

recently F. Paschoud defended Martin's position. It is 

most unlikely, he observed, that no-one before Zosimus had 

advanced a pagan version of the fortunes of Constantinople. 

He comments, "la fortune de Constantinople etait un fait 



30 incontestable et tres frappant". Paschoud's view un-

doubtedly carries great weight. Even at the turn of the 

fourth and fifth centuries the city had grown enormously. 

Eunapius himself, writing in the Vitae sophistarum, makes 

reference to this fact in a passage that may well indicate 

a first-hand knowledge of the city: 

> r, ,... Di' '- ,... ,.... > r" ' J :, A> / cv o (._ rots Kot o ·~ p.cAS. ),(,.,(! po,_\, ov o i HJ o<. rr .. 1 )' u rrroo 

\ (1 e ,"\ L \ ./ J ) r\. \ ) c .JJ\ / t:, _/ 

Tf;vry 0_5 Twv 01\Kcl..GWV 1 OUClt. ·r-o £~ no1o{J ol1Td..6'7)J) 

[ .... , rh .,,, " /\ J/\ ' /_,., .) e "' uplot.S T[. Ko(f lJ)O)VU<.~5 Kol/ T(..)V <,\./\/\..._." E V(.J\/ 6vfL-

,,, \ "'8 ./ ..... _) '\ / <pE.poµEvov rrAYJ os 01TDu 
I 

KolTcl o(fiC\.ywy-ryv <pop0v
1 

ijlrr\'io~1 Ki{) i<Of(odl T~V ),lEeUoV'Tq_ dlJV\{Tol/ J'~'fA_oV
1 

CV },( wv <f 1o(VTl'I05 , 
) e / ) .. 

d.\J pw n-w'\/ 
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HS To 

With Zosimus• 
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These passages may suggest that Zosimus• digression on 
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Constantinople's greatness was probably inspired by Eunapius. 

The difference between the historians' views of the city, so 

far as any can be detected, lies perhaps in the greater 

degree of pre-eminence that zosimus attributes to 
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Constantinople. For Eunapius Rome was still 

'P / 3J 
WJA1')~ 

The eighteenth chapter of book four is a digression 

which recounts some untoward omens that followed the death 

of the emperor Valentinian. There was a thunderbolt at 

Sirmium, and earthquakes in Crete and Greece caused the 

destruction of several cities. But the city of Athens was 

saved by the hierophant Nestorius who was warned of impending 

disaster in a dream. Placing a statue of Achilles beneath 

the Athena Parthenos he carried out rites due to both the 

hero and the goddess, and in this way the city was saved. 

Zosimus cites as his authority for the incident a 

hymn of the philosopher Syrianus. The one clear date in 

Syrianus• career is that he became Diadochus of the Neo

platonists at Athens in 431/2: 34 but there is no reason to 

think that he was a young man at that time, nor is there 

any reason to think that the hymn may not have been written 

within a decade or so of the event. Now since the part of 

Eunapius• History dealing with this may have been written at 

35 any time up to the first decade of the fifth century, 

it is by no means impossible that Eunapius was the inter

mediary whereby zosimus learned of the incident. 36 Eunapius 

is known to have been very interested in the Neoplatonists, 

· f h v· h" t 37 and omens abound in the pages o t e 1tae sop is arum. 

Another miraculous story involving the city of Athens 

occurs in a digression in the fifth book. 38 Zosimus alleges 



here that the Gothic host of Alaric was confronted at the 

city gates by the awesome sight of Athena Promachos and 

Achilles, arrayed in battle dress, and prepared to defend 

the city. So great an effect did this have on the Goths 

that they offered terms and the city was saved. Zosimus 

concludes with a reference to his previous account of the 

salvation of Athens. This, and the reference to the same 

pair of Athena and Achilles, may lead one to suspect that 

the source once again was Syrianus, via Eunapius. 39 

Another miracle is connected with the fire which 

was lit at Constantinople by the supporters of John Chrys

ostom.40 zosimus refers to the statues of Jupiter and 

Athena before the senate-house e) (.\ 
Kc{ c 
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Since a passage in a later work seems to confirm the survival 

of these statues to a later date, one cannot convict zosimus 

here of the kind of anachronism that he makes elsewhere. 41 

But the story must surely be based on contemporary comment 

d th t . f ,,, t . t t E • 42 an e men ion o rrpcvo1ot.. seems o poin o · unapius. 

The omens and the oracle reviewed thus far seem to 

have been lifted directly out of Eunapius• text. But there 

remains one which cannot have been thus taken from Eunapius. 
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A grisly anecdote is related in the fourth book. The 

army of the emperor Valens, on its fateful march north to 

confront the Goths, came upon the mutilated body of a man. 

The victim's face gave signs of life, but no answer was 

forthcoming to questions put even by the emperor himself. 

Eventually the body disappeared, and the portent was inter

preted by the experts as meaning that the Roman empire would 

suffer torture and ultimate destruction. 43 

A clue to this anecdote is provided by an analysis 

of the narrative in which it occurs. Zosimus, after des-

cribing how word of the Gothic devastations in the north 

reached Valens at Antioch, continues: 
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He then goes on to narrate the omen as described above, 

concluding with the promise to reveal the course of the 

empire's destruction in his narrative. Then, in the very 

next sentence, he takes the reader back to Valens: 
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There is a contradiction between that which intro-

duces the omen and that which follows. In the former 

passage Valens is portrayed as having left the city, but it 

is implied that he is still there in the narrative which 

follows. 46 That this confusion is zosimus•, and not that of 

Eunapius, is clear from a comparison with the corresponding 

fragment of Eunapius. Concluding an account of the Gothic 

inroad which differs from Zosimus• mainly in its greater 

elaboration of details, Eunapius says: 
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Eunapius was beyond doubt Zosimus• immediate source 

for all of these events, and the main difference between the 

two versions is Zosimus• portent, and the confusion of the 

surrounding narrative. This confusion must be attributed to 

the fact that the portent was introduced at this point into 

his epitome of Eunapius. 

It remains to decide whether zosimus found the 

anecdote in another source, and interpolated it into a 

narrative mainly drawn from Eunapius, or whether this is not 
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rather another example of Zosimus• re-arranging material 

taken from Eunapius. It may well have been that Eunapius 

mentioned the incident at the appropriate place, some time 

after the initial skirmish with the Saracens, and that 

Zosimus telescoped events. In the absence of a compelling 

reason why the anecdote may not have been from Eunapius, the 

latter conclusion must preva.11. 48 

The fragments of Eunapius• History present no miracu

lous stories. But marvellous tales abound in the Vitae 

sophistarum. Iamblichus, for example is said to have con-

jured two youths from the spring at Gadara in Syria. 

commenting on this story Eunapius says: 

' KoU ITd..pd.. Jo5;TEfd... 
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Eunapius objected in principle only to the more extreme 

miracle-stories. Hence his History probably provided the 

source for all of the material treated above. 

One modern scholar feels that zosimus was much less 

attached to paganism than his predecessors in the fourth 

century. 50 One may readily admit Zosimus• almost legalistic 

insistence on the performance of the traditional ritual, 

and if one compares the New History with Eunapius• Vitae 

sophistarum one misses the earlier writer's emotional 

involvement with the pagan cults. This is of course partly 
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due to the difference in the times at which the men wrote; 

for during the sixth century paganism vanished almost 

completely. 51 One might however ask whether considerations 

of genre would not have made Eunapius much less ready to 

mention his own beliefs in his History than in the Vitae 

sophistarum. It should be noted too that the same scholar 

who pointed to Zosimus• coolness in religious matters also 

admitted that some fourth century pagans were, like Zosimus, 

more interested in 11principle than piety 11
•
52 

Zosimus on the Monks 

The mention of the word 11monks" in the fifth book 

produces a short but vitriolic explanatory note: 
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At first sight the passage might seem to date to the sixth 

century, when the orders had attracted large numbers of 

recruits and secured extensive land grants. Nevertheless, 

there can be little doubt that Eunapius was the source of 

the outburst. In the Vitae sophistarum he bitterly attacked 
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the monks, blaming them for Alaric's entry into the southern 
54 part of Greece. 

The Army 

In his long and highly critical account of the reign 

of Constantine Zosimus devotes a chapter to the emperor's 

military reforms. He concludes this chapter with the 

following remarks: 
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Of the two ideas expressed here, the destruction of the 

cities and the corrupting influence of the theatre, the 

former occurs in the fragments of the History, 56 and the 

1 t . th V"t h" S? a ter in e 1 ae sop 1starum. It may well be then that 

some such remarks as these occurred also in Eunapius• 

narrative of Constantine. 

In concluding his description of the disastrous 

Roman retreat from Persia after Julian's death, Zosimus 

pauses in melancholy reflection. He laments the unpreced-

ented cession of lands to a hostile power, and the words that 

he uses can recall the remarks made by Ammianus Marcellinus 
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when he reached the same point in his narrative: 

Ammianus 25.9.9. Zosimus 3.32.1. 
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Since a similar passage occurs also in Eutropius, 58 the ideas 

involved may be said to reflect contemporary comment, and 
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Eunapius• hero-worship of Julian seems reflected in the 

remark of the normally far cooler Zosimus: 
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The observation that in 3.32 Zosimus was imitating 

Eunapius may help to explain why his chapters on the Persian 

expedition, while not from a different source than the rest 

of his narrative about Julian, do seem to mark a change in 

his technique as an epitomator in this part of his work. 

It would seem that Zosimus gave much greater attention 

proportionally to the account of the Persian expedition 

than either Ammianus Marcellinus or Eunapius. In Zosimus the 

expedition dominates his account of Julian, whereas in 

Ammianus and apparently also in Eunapius it was dwarfed by 



the Gallic campaigns. These observations can be shown in 

a table: hi 
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Eunapius 

Ammianus 

Julian's early career 

7 pages (Muller) 

8 books 

The Persian campaign 

3~ pages (Muller) 

2 books 

Zosimus 11 chapters 21 chapters 

Since we are relying on indirect excerpts from 

Eunapius the figures attributed to him are not exact; but 

it is surely most unlikely that his account of the last 

phase of Julian's career was twice as long as that of the 

early years. 

What is the reason for Zosimus• comparatively greater 

interest in the Persian expedition? That is partly a matter 

of neglecting the far western provinces, lost in Zosimus• own 

day. One might also speculate that Zosimus was moved by 

problems on the eastern frontier in his own day (whenever 

that was) to show more attention to this campaign. But the 

lack of certain references to contemporary events makes this 

idea unattractive. More likely, it was a '.development of 

Eunapius• own view that the demise of this expedition marked 

a decisive turning-point in Roman fortunes. Zosimus may 

have seen a proportionately more detailed account of this 

part of Julian's career as a means of emphasising his 

source's viewpoint. 
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Perhaps then this is a further example of Zosimus• 

tendency to improve upon his predecessor. But even here 

Zosimus exhibits his usual incompetence: and we miss in his 

account any mention of Julian's deliberations before 

Ctesiphon. 

Religion and Military Debacle 

At several points Zosimus connects the abandonment 

of pagan ritual and the empire•s military difficulties, 62 

and this connection of ideas in each case seems responsible 

for doing damage to his narrative. We begin with an example 

from the reign of Constantine, and then look at several in 

the reign of Theodosius. 

The connection of sacrilege and military disaster 

seems responsible for the rather odd sequence of ideas in 

2.31. This chapter forms a part of Zosimus• description of 

the new Rome built by Constantine in the east. From a 

general description in chapter 30 of the new city's topo-

graphy Zosimus proceeds to discuss individual buildings in 

31, including various cult statues which Constantine set up 

near these. After expressing his outrage that Constantine 

would dare to change the pos~ of the statue of Rhea: 
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Zosimus briefly mentions the statue of Tyche and the houses 

built for senators, and concludes the chapter by asserting: 
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While the material for the chapter was no doubt taken 

from Eunapius, and perhaps also the ideas, the confused 

arrangement, and in particular the juxtaposition of ideas 

and events may well be Zosimus• own work. 

Chronological confusion is apparent at many points in 

the account of Theodosius• reign. Here are some examples 

corresponding in some ways with the passage on Constantine 

just discussed. 

In 4.25-27 Zosimus introduces the reign of Theodosius, 

after telling in the last sentence of chapter 24 how Gratian 

appointed the new emperor. Chapters 25 and 26 describe dan-

gerous military threats which were averted by the cunning of 

the emperor's commanders. In 25 Zosimus speaks of an invasion 

of Thrace by Goths and Taifali which was aborted by the 

stratagem of the Gothic deserter Modares, and in 26 he tells 

how Gothic hostages stationed in various cities in the east 

were massacred by the Romans in the aftermath of Adrianople. 

Both of these events are placed before the accession of 

Theodosius by Ammianus Marcellinus. 63 
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Beginning chapter 27 with the words: 
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he launches into a long attack on Theodosius. The first 

subject for abuse is the emperor's administrative reforms. 

The implication is that these were carried out at the 

beginning of the reign, whereas other evidence in Zosimus 

places them near the middle(~. 387-388). 64 Zosimus goes on 

to revile the emperor's extravagance, and concludes with a 

gloomy picture of the empire's decay. 

The account has a certain dramatic unity. In chapter 

24 the new emperor is presented to us: chapters 25 and 26 

show the military perils of the empire which is saved by the 

emperor's generals; in 27 and 28 the emperor comes to the 

front, to be portrayed as a debauched monster: and 29 pro-

vides a suitably gloomy conclusion to the section. 

Zosimus dates Theodosius• drive against the pagans 

to the early part of his reign instead of the correct date 

in 391-392.
65 

This emerges from a study of the passage, 

4.33-4.34 in which he mentions the emperor's religious 

measures. In 4.33.2-3 he criticises Theodosius• policy of 

accepting barbarian deserters into the Roman army, even 

after they had shown· ·.themselves quite unreliable. He passes 

in 33.4 to general criticisms of the corruption and depravity 

of Theodosius• reign, and finishes by saying: 
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Taking up the narrative again as if after a digression 

chapter 34 begins with a familiar formula of Zosimus that 

seems to indicate a meddling with chronology: 
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A further example consists in a doublet in the 
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fourth book which provides a most interesting insight into 

Zosimus' technique as an epitomator. The passage, which 

consists of chapters 35 to 39, may be analysed as follows: 

4.35.1. Promotus defeats a barbarian flotilla on the 
Danube. 

4.35.2-6. The revolt of Magnus Maximus. 

4.36. Digression on the pontiffs. 

4.37. Theodosius recognises Magnus Maximus; closure of 
the temples. 

4.38-39. Detailed description of events mentioned in 
4.35.1. 

The same event is mentioned twice, and in each case 

it serves a different purpose. At 35.1 Promotus• victory 

is part of a rise in Theodosius• fortunes as emperor: 

' To{ 
)\ / 
f /\ o( i 1 c..J )J..d,.. Tal 

In the second case the account, even though it describes a 

Roman victory, illustrates the historian's pessimism, which 

is clearly expressed at the beginning: 
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Zosimus• pessimism is also expressed at the end of the 

account where he criticises the emperor's generous treatment 

of Gothic prisoners, and his plan to use these in the war 

. t M • 68 agains aximus. 

In the absence of Eunapius • account i.t must in the 

final analysis remain uncertain as to whether the chrono-

logical errors and doublets in Zosimus• account are his own 

k h f h
. 69 wor or tat o is source. Eunapius professed himself 

contemptuous of chronology, and asserted that his account 

would be based on reigns rather than years. But where 

Zosimus• account can be compared with his one is generally 

struck by the greater accuracy of the earlier historian and 

the slovenly technique of his successor. 

Eunapius was a contemporary of Theodosius: he had 

lived through the emperor•s reign and was in a position to 

write of events at first hand. Is it probable that he mis

placed important events as often and as completely as 

zosimus• epitome suggests? That seems unlikely because 

Eunapius shows himself elsewhere concerned with presenting 

events in their true sequence. 70 

The origin of the multitudinous confusions in 

Zosimus• account of this reign probably lies in the histori-

an's tendency at times to telescope events when confronted 



with a long narrative. Another tendency, noted above, to 

take to their logical conclusion any interpretations and 

ideas placed on events by Eunapius may be suspected of 
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operating here also. If Eunapius connected Theodosius• 

impiety with the empire's military troubles, one would ex

pect Zosimus to press home the point in any way he felt 

possible. It was shown above that Zosimus was at times 

prepared to redraft Eunapius• material when it suited his 

purpose. It is quite probable that such redrafting on a 

large scale was responsible for producing a narrative of 

Theodosius• reign that one might be tempted to dub 

"impressionistic 11
• 

Zosimus and Eunapius on the Decline of the Empire 

At several points in his history Zosimus pauses to 

reflect upon the decline of the empire. Concluding his 

remarks on Jovian•s shameful treaty with the Persians, he 

alleges that the result of the emperor•s concessions was--
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Later he states that Theodosius• refusal to continue state 

subsidy of the pagan cults was the immediate cause of the 

empire's territorial losses: 

(._ 
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Similar remarks are to be found in some of. the passages which 

have already been discussed above. Most scholars have re-

garded these comments as zosimus• own contribution to pagan 

historiography and have felt that they indicated a date in 

the latter half of the fifth century, at the earliest. 73 

It is to be observed that Zosimus• pessimism is 

expressed in very general terms. Though we hear much of 

the destruction of cities and the barbarisation of provinces 

Zosimus provides neither names nor dates. 74 One would not 

of course quarrel with the view that all of his remarks are 

consistent with a date in the sixth century, but one may 

wonder whet~er the tendency to overlook a possible earlier 

origin for these ideas has not been due to the doubtful 

benefit of hindsight. 

Eunapius lived through the crucial forty years after 

the battle of Adrianople. During this time the Visigoths 

established themselves as the permanent, wandering guests of 

the empire, cutting a fearful swathe of destruction through 

the Danube provinces, Greece, Italy, Gaul and Spain. In the 

first decade of the fifth century the Vandals crossed the 

Rhine and proceeded towards the south of Spain. Britain was 

all but abandoned. So severe was the disruption at this 



time that Eunapius complains of poor communications with 

the West. 75 
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Eunapius• works are replete with pessimistic comments. 

His lamentation on the destruction caused by the Goths in the 

north culminates in the following: 
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Here is a passage that might have inspired Zosimus' repeated 

remarks about the·destruction of the cities. 

A venomous denunciation of the emperor Theodosius 

ends with the remark: 
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An obscure calamity in Theodosius• reign showed that man

kind was 11beset by the furies 11
:
78 and it may be to the same 

emperor's reign that Eunapius referred when he spoke of how 

1 1 d b b . . d 79 peop ewe come ar arian 1nroa s. 

Another fragment deals with a certain Perses, a 

prefect of Rome, who made public mockery of the Roman 

government by exhibiting some tablets in the Circus: 
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The prophesies of the pagan Antoninus characterise 

the prevailing gloom of the Vitae sophistarum: 
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In the same work Eunapius expressed his heartfelt sorrow at 

the destruction of Greece by the Goths,82 and more than once 

he referred to the troubled time in which he lived. 83 

Libanius was moved by the death of Julian to expect 

the imminent collapse of the empire. 84 Speaking of the fate-

ful battle of Adrianople Arnmianus says: Negant antiguitatum 

ignari tantis malorum tenebris offusam aliquando fuisse 

rempublicam. 85 Did Eunapius see the significance of this 

battle for the empire's fortunes? And if so when did the 

empire's decline become apparent to him? The main problem 

in discussing Eunapius• view of the time in which he lived 

is that we do not know when he began writing his History. 

A remark attributed to Julian--
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shows that the account of this emperor was probably written 

after Adrianople, and it indicates also that the early part 

·of the History was not without some dark presentiment, even 

though it was largely devoted to praising Julian. But this 

only provides a terminus post quern, and since the terminus 

ante quern for the part of the History dealing with events up 

to 396 is the uncertain date of the Vitae sophistarum 

(before 414) it is quite possible that Eunapius did not begin 

composition of his work until well into Arcadius' reign, and 

much of it may not have been written until after 410. 87 At 

this time the state of affairs might well provoke a pessimist 

to think of the doom of Palmyra and the abandonment of the 

Secular Games. As for the later books of the History it will 

suffice to recall that Eunapius was still working on them 

after 414. 

Eunapius' Christian contemporaries were also pro-

foundly disturbed by the troubled times in which they lived. 

It is known that the sack of Rome added momentum to St. 

Augustine's disillusionment with the church's years of 

success during and after the reign of Theodosius I--the 

tempora christiana--and put him on the path to thoughts that 

would crystallise in the De civitate Dei. His friend Orosius 

composed his Historiae adversum paganos to refute pagan 

claims of Roman decline. The works of these and other 

Christian writers which lie outside the scope of this thesis 



provide the intellectual context within .which the pagan 

view of the empire's decline must be set. 88 

Olympiodorus 
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References to the abandonment of paganism continue 

in the part of Zosimus• account which is derived from 

Olympiodorus. In S.38 Zosimus tells how divine judgement 

came upon the general Stilicho and his wife Serena and 

punished them for acts of impiety. The latter, taking advan

tage of Theodosius• drive against the pagans, stole the 

necklace of Rhea from the temple of the Great Mother. 89 

While removing the precious bauble she incurred the curse of 

an indignant priestess, and at a later date when the Gothic 

host threatened Rome she was ordered hanged by the senate on 

suspicion of treachery. Bosimus comments: 
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Stilicho's fate was determined by a curse upon which he 

stumbled when stripping gold from the gates of the Capitol. 

The inscription was as follows: misero regi servantur. His 

execution then showed that he was not able to escape 

Since Zosimus quotes Latin only in the section of his 

work where he was following Olympiodorus, the latter must be 

the source of the tale about Stilicho. He may also be the 

source of the anecdote about Serena, although L. Mendelssohn 
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argued that this was taken from Eunapius. 90 He based himself 

upon the fact that Zosimus refers here to a visit by 

Theodosius to Rome in 394, a visit that has been generally 

(if not correctly) held to be a fiction limited to the 

E · z · t a·t· 91 unapius- os1mus ra 1 ion. Where there is uncertainty 

about major issues a small point may be offered. In his 
:J / 

remarks on Stilicho there occurs a term, ~rropr1r~, which is 

much beloved of Eunapius. 92 Perhaps then Zosimus was to 

some extent under Eunapius• influence when he wrote this 

chapter. 93 

A little later Zosimus devotes almost a whole chap

ter to the religious background to Alaric's first siege of 

Rome. 94 He tells how certain seers offered to invoke the 

elements against the Goths by means of pagan rituals. The 

bishop of Rome was prepared to look the other way, but no

one was found to participate in the ritual, and the Etruscans 

we~e invited_ .. to .depart.. Sozomen also alludes to these 

events, and since he was drawing upon Olympiodorus, among 

others, it is clear that Zosimus must also have taken the 

story from the latter. 95 

In the same chapter Zosimus waxes indignant at the 

stripping of religious statues to ransom the city. 
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Notable among the statues was that of Virtus, says Zosimus. 

Its abuse· :symbolised the death of Roman courage. The use of 

a Latin word here points once again to Olyrnpiodorus. From 

Olympiodorus also, no doubt, is Zosimus• approval of 

Generidus the pagan who opposed the law forbidding non

Christians to wear cingula in the palace. 96 

The fragments of Olympiodorus reveal two further 

stories of a pagan stamp. He tells how a statue in Sicily 

was invested with the power to prevent barbarians from cross-

ing to the island, and also how three silver statues buried 

in the earth in Thrace sufficed to ward off the barbarians 

from the empire. In each case the removal of the statues 

1 d d . 97 e to isaster. 

Although Zosimus may have in some minor ways altered 

the material of this kind which he drew from Olympiodorus--

perhaps by a more radical interpretation, or by an insertion 

like the story of serena--it is nevertheless a surprising 

fact that Olympiodorus could write so unashamedly about his 

own paganism in a work dedicated to the fious emperor 

Theodosius II. we find in his work a consciousness of the 

empire's military problems and a tendency to link these with 
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the abandonment of pagan ritual such as were also manifest 

in the work of Eunapius. Whether or not Olympiodorus was 

inspired by Eunapius, his work was clearly a congenial source 

for one like Zosimus whose account was so much under Eunapius' 

influence. But Olympiodorus seems to have differed from 

Eunapius in one important way. He appears to have written 

under the influence of the successful instalment of 

Valentinian III on the western throne by Theodosius II. He 

was writing at a time of upswing in the empire's fortunes. 98 

Eunapius on the other hand dealt at first hand with the 

crucial years after 378; and, whenever he was writing, and 

at whatever point he planned to lay down his pen, his narra

tive was moulded by the feeling of despair which these events 

produced. 

Polybius and Zosimus on the Rise and Fall of Rome 

Earlier in this chapter attention was drawn to the 

fact that Zosimus refers to his proem in the important 

fifty-seventh chapter of the first book. 99 The question 

must arise as to Zosimus• sources for the introduction to 

his work. A comparison of zosimus• proem with that of 

Eunapius reveals that the two introductions have virtually 

nothing in common. Zosimus• remarks are very brief. He 

begins by remarking that Polybius described how the Romans 

after six centuries of obscurity rose in the space of fifty

three years to world dominion. He goes on to explain this 



in terms of Neoplatonic ideas of causation, and concludes 

with the promise to clarify by his account the present 

"barrenness 0 of affairs. Eunapius• very long proem deals 
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mainly with the place of chronology in historical writing; 

and at the point where our text breaks off he seems to be 

launching into a full-scale eulogy of Julian. 100 

Just how far then Zosimus• first chapter was derived 

from Eunapius• proem must remain uncertain. The Neoplatonic 

elements may come equally well from either Eunapius or 

Olympiodorus. 101 Zosimus• reference to Polybius, on the 

other hand, does not seem to have been taken from him, for 

Eunapius neither mentions nor imitates the Achean historian. 

Moreover, while it must remain a moot point whether Eunapius 

went on in the lost part of his proem to speak of the decline 

of the empire, it is at least clear that Zosimus emphasises 

this idea in a way that Eunapius can hardly have done in his 

rambling introduction. 

Zosimus was stylistically very much under the influ

ence of Poiybius. 102 But he owed nothing at all to Polybius 

in areas where we would expect the Achean•s influence to be 

flt t . 1 1 . l 0 t 0 1 . l03 H h" e , par 1cu ar yin po 1 ica science. e says not 1ng, 

for example, about the cyclic nature of constitutional 

history, or about the theory of the mixed constitution. 

Therefore his claim to have been inspired by Polybius must 

be interpreted in the narrowest, stylistic sense, while 

.Eunapius can still be seen as the real source of zosimus • 
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theory of decline. 

In several places Zosimus appears to equate the for-

tunes of the empire as a whole with those of the city of 

Rome. In the proem he dates the period of Rome's rise from 

the time when : 

c. "-{) .... ) "' 
~ ~. OJ rwpol.101 • •. O{UTOt.S. "' TOUS 

In a later book he appears to equate the fall of the city 

with the fall of the empire: 104 and in the section where he 

was following Olympiodorus he refers to Rome as 

rrAc1ovwv 

The reappearance of enemies before the city's walls, and in 

particular the sack of the city, would probably have marked for 

Zosimus an important epoch in his work. 

Behind these remarks lies a more or less coherent 

theory which extends beyond the part of Zosimus• work which 

was a direct epitome of Eunapius. But it may well have been 

that in the later books of his History Eunapius showed the 

same preoccupation with the fortunes of this city as Zosimus. 

Zosimus was in a position to develop Eunapius• ideas by 

giving them greater prominence than his source, especially 

in the early books where he was following parts of Eunapius• 

work that were probably written before the sack of Rome. He 

was also able to bring his account down a little further 

than his predecessor, although it is ironical that neither 
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man was able to treat that great event that must have formed 

a milestone in their accounts. It is also true that Zosimus 

began his account at an earlier point than Eunapius. This 

chapter will therefore conclude with a discussion of the 

first 46 chapters of Zosimus• first book. 

Zosimus 1.1-46 

F. Paschoud plausibly suggests that in the first 

few chapters of book 1 Zosimus was drawing on his own knowl-

d d . . t. th h . f. 106 e ge an 1mag1na ion ra er tan a speci ic source. It 

is therefore significant that ideas of a Eunapian character 

are prominent. Mention was made in a previous chapter of 

Zosimus' outburst on the pantomime dance which seems to 

reflect Eunapius• pen. 107 The attention shown to Alexander 

in the fourth chapter probably also echoes Eunapius' interest 

in him. 108 

In the fifth chapter Zosimus reaches Augustus, and 

he here launches into a powerful attack on the very institu-

tion of monarchy. In these remarks, which are by no means 

. . th l"t t f th 1 t · l09 unique in e 1 era ure o e a e empire, one can see 

some trace of Eunapius. One of the chief grounds given· for 

the insufficiency of the monarchy is: 
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With this sentiment may be compared Constantius• motive, 
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mentioned no doubt also by Eunapius, in appointing Julian as 

Caesar: 
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For such remarks the fourth century, with the tendency to 

division of the imperial power becoming slowly more pro-

nounced, provides the likely context. 

The other criticisms of the monarchy made here--the 

corruption of administrators, the possibility of tyranny with 

the selling of justice and slavery of citizens--look like some 

of the themes in Eunapius' own work. 111 This chapter was 

no doubt suggested to Zosimus by his reading of Eunapius. 

But contrary to what has been said from time to tirne, 112 

11 republicanism 11 is not a part of zosimus• theory of decline 

because Zosimus does speak well of a good number of emperors: 

the Antonines, Septimius Severus, Decius, and Claudius 

Gothicus. 113 

Although the loss of Zosimus' source for these 

chapters makes any discussion rather tentative enough has 

been said to indicate that Eunapius• ideas played a part 

here also, at least in the first few chapters. Aside from 

these there is little in this section of Zosimus• work that 

can be said to promote his idea of the empire's decline. 

In fact it is not until he reaches his account of Palmyra, 

where Eunapius became his source, that he broaches the 

subject again. 
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Apart from the "Eunapianisrns 11 in the first half

dozen chapters the first 46 chapters of book l have little 

to do with Zosimus• idea of decline and their inclusion 

must be due to some other reason. A tentative suggestion 

about this is reserved for the Conclusion. 
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Notes 

1 I have inserted a comma into Mendelssohn's text as 
I feel that this clarifies a passage that has been a source 
of trouble in the past. See for example F. Paschoud's 
discussion in Zosime 1, 166. Zosimus is surely referring to 
the last few lines in his proem where he promises to 
elucidate his idea of Roman degeneracy. 

2 Zosimus 1.58.4. 

3 Zosimus 2.7.1. 

4 Zosimus 2.7.2. 

5 At 5.29 Zosimus introduces a digression about the 
Argonauts with the words ~51ov Ji P1 ·rro1.pd. J'p""p..t1v'. ~ A similar 
digression occurs in Sozomen 1.6 who, like Zosimus,·would 
have taken it from Olympiodorus. See J~ Rosenstein, 
"Kritische·Untersuchungen uber das Verhaltniss zwischen 
Olympiodor, Zosimus und Sozomenus", Forschungen zur deutschen 
Geschichte 1(1862), 200-201. 

6 See above p. 11. 

7 zosimus 2.1-7. 

B H. t . . . is oria nova xxxv11. 

9 calculorum omnisgue gravitatis osor, Historia 
~ xxxvii, nullius guae in rhetorem Theodosiani aevi cadere 
Eossunt vitii in historia fuit expers, ibid. xxxv. 

10 History fg. 1 = Excerpta de sententiis 72, 34-35 
Boissevain. 

11 Ibid. 73, 5-7 Boissevain. 

12 Ibid. 74, 11-13 Boissevain. 
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13 R.C. Blockley, 11 Dexippus of Athens and Eunapius 
of Sardis", Latomus 30(1971), 712-713 argues that Eunapius 
showed more attention to chronology from book 2 on than in 
the first book. 

14 Zosimus 3.10.4, 4.52.1, 5.10.5, 5.17.4, 5.18.8, 
5.21.6. 

15 Liber de Caesaribus 28.2. 

16 on Eunapius• starting-point see Photius, 
Bibliotheca codex 77 = I, 158 Henry. The proem to the 
second book of the History, which introduces Julian as the 
focal point of the account is fg. 8 = Excerpta de sententiis 
76, 14-77, 5 Boissevain. 

17 lli2· 76, 14-16 Boissevain. 

18 On Eunapiu~ bk .. 1 and Zosiinus·see F. Pasc.;:houd, ·uzosime 
2.29 et la version paienne de la conversion de Constantin", 
Historia 20(1971), 349-350. Elsewhere, in Zosime I, 192 he 
argues that Eunapius may have been Zosimus• immediate source. 

19 Zosimus 4.36. 

20 zosimus• account, the only one of this incident, 
is defended by J.-R. Palanque, "L'empereur·Gratien et le 
grand pontificat paien", Byzantion 8(1933), 41-47. Recently 
A.D.E. Cameron, "Gratian•s Repudiation of the Pontifical 
Robe 0

, ~ 58(1968), 96-102 argued that Zosimus confused 
separate embassies to Gratian in 367 and 383. 

21 Lydus, De mensibus 3.21. See L. Mendelssohn, 
Historia nova xxxviii and 192. 

22 w. Goffart, 11 Zosimus, the First Historian of 
Rome• s Fall", ~ 76 (1971), 423. 

23 Fg. 14.2 -- E t d t t•• 78 21 24 xcerp a e sen en i1s , -
Boissevain. 
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24 ?1< !\1$i,.,,J' -ry'v ~Aspp1J,(1" Kol..AoVC'"I (.Pwµ~rol 
}{c>!.Td. -r6 rr~rpimt Tl]J y/\4Jrrrµ Vitae sophistarum 4 7, 3-4 Giangrande. 
See also ibid. 56, 4-5 Giangrande. A short discussion of 
Eunapius'~itude to the Romans is to be found in I. Opelt, 
"Das Nationalitatenproblem bei Eunapios von Sardes", !.!.§.. 
N. F. 3(1969), 32-33. 

25 So R. Martin, De fontibus Zosimi (Diss. Berlin, 
1866), 23, on the secular Games digression. 

26 ·The subject was dealt with by H. Piristi, 
0 Prodigien, Wunder and Orakel beim Historiker Zosimus", 
XVIII Jahresbericht des furstbischoflichen Privat-G nasiums 
am Seminarium Vincentinum in Brixen Brixen, 1893. Piristi 
dealt with the problem of sources only where indicated by 
L. Mendelssohn (e.g. 6). Otherwise he was content to discuss 
Zosimus• statements as if they were the historian's own 
ideas ( e • g. 2 5 ) • 

27 Fg. 26 = Excerpta de sententiis 82; 20-26 
Boissevain; fg. 27 = Souda ..!:.!.• .lJov~1G\.vJs = 2, 643, 25-32 
Adler. 

28 De fontibus zosimi (Diss. Berlin, 1866), 23. 

29 Historia nova xxxiii, xxxviii, 92-93. 

30 F. Paschoud, Zosime 1, 109. 

31 
Eunapius, Vitae sophistarum 19, 25-20, 5 Giangrande. 

32 Ibid. 82, 14-15 Giangrande. 

33 1..E.!.g. 7, 3 Giangrande. According to Ammianus 
Marcellinus 16.10.13-17 Constantius II was stunned at the 
greatness of the city when he visited it. 

34 On Syrianus•·life and writings see K. Praechter, 
"Syrianos", E! 4A (1932), l 728-1732. 
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35 see below Appendix 2. 

36 I must disagree with F. Paschoud when he says 
that "la chronologie ne permet guere d'admettre qu'Eunape 
ai t pu ci ter Syrianos ·· dans la premiere partie de son oeuvre 
historique," Zosime 1, lvii. 

37 See below p. 102. .. 

38 zosimus 5.6.1-3. 

39 The reference to 8£1(1(.. rrptvatrJ... at 5;5.8 may also -
indicate Eunapius. £!• Vitae sophistarum 23, 15-16 and 56, 
18-19 Giangrande. 

40 zosimus 5.24.7-8. 

41 Codinus, Excerpta 16, 2-3 Bekker. On the author-
ship of this work see K. Krumbacher, Geschichte·der 
byzantinischen Literatur (2nd ed; Munich, 1897), 423-424. 

42 See above note 39 of this chapter. 

43 zosimus 4.21.2-3. 

44 Zosimus 4.21.1-2. 

45 zosimus 4.22.1. ·Perhaps, as L. Mendelssohn 
Historia nova 176 suggested, the word 0 Saracens" has fallen 
out of this sentence. 

46 The Saracens leave the city to engage the Goths 
after receiving their orders (4.22.1). The story of 
Sebastian (4.22.4-23.6) implies that the emperor was still 
in a state of preparation, and at 4.24.1 it is implied that 
.he is still in the city. 

47 . t f 42 His ory g. = 
20-25 de Boor. 

Excerpta de legationibus 597, 
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48 With the personification of the empire in this 
omen compare the metaphorical ~v~rrvtw used of Asia after 
it was deserted by Tribigildus, at 5.18.9. Perhaps this 
word also was taken over from Eunapius. 

49 Vitae sophistarum 14, 19-23 Giangrande. 

SOW; Goffart, 11Zosimus, the First Historian of 
Rome's Fall 11

, ~ 76(1971), 416-417. 

51 See E. Stein and J;.-R. Palanque, Histoire du 
Bas-Empire 2(Paris etc, 1949), 370-373. 

52 The religious coolness of certain senators in 
the later period is well demonstrated by F. Paschoud, 
"Reflexions sur 1 1 ideal religieux de Symmaque 11

, Historia 
14(1965), 215-235. 

53 Zosimus 5.23.4. 

54 Vitae sophistarum 46, 6-9 Giangrande. Attacks 
on the monks occur also at ibid. 39, 13ff., and at History 
fg. 55 = Excerpta de sententIIi 89, 18-22 Boissevain. 

55 Zosimus 2. 34. 2. The phrase 6''1Tff.,""-cA.,v'.. 4n ~<Yccp~s 
is used of Julian by Eunapius, History fg. 10 = Excerpta 
de sententiis 77, 29 Boissevain. 

56 History fg. 42 = Excerpta de legationibus 
597, 16-18 Boissevain. The view of the cities as in a state 
of decline occurs elsewhere in Zosimus: 1.37.3: 2.38.4; 
2.49.1; 4.59.3; 5.17.2. we note in the account of Julian 
that his reign was beneficial to the cities, 3.5.4. There 
is satisfaction too in the mention of the destruction of 
two Persian cities: 3.15.2; 3.22.7. With the exception 
of 1.37.3 these remarks all fall within the epitome Eunapii. 
The passage of Eunapius cited above makes it likely that he 
inspired most of them, and I cannot agree with F. Paschoud 
Zosime 1, 131 when he attributes the comments to Zosimus 
himself. 

57 Vitae sophistarum 19, 6ff. Giangrande. The 
passage is quoted above,p.72. 
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58 Eutropius 10.17.2. 

59 In the Vitae sophistarum 50, 13-15 Giangrande 
Eunapius says how he had described Julian's Persian expedi-
t . . h. H. t . r. i:'' ' "" / :, ' _.,., ion in 1s is ory; ws oc: T~ rrpJ..yfAr:J.-TrA <ruvTovw!:;. cAno Twv 
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There is certainly no justification for seeing in Zosimus 
3.32 a reference to events of Zosimus• own day. Cf. W. 
Goffart, 11 Zosimus, the First Historian of Rome's Fall", 
AHR 76(1971), 421-422. On zosimus• date see below Appendix 
~ 

60 Zosimus also asserts at 3.34.2 that a great change 
in affairs was brought about by Julian's death. 

61 H. Hecker, "Zu Zosimus", Wochenschrift fur 
klassische Philologie 8(1891), 825 drew attention to the 
curious lack of balance in·zosimus• account of Julian's 
career. I cannot, however, agree with his view (ibid. 126) 
that Eunapius was not the source of Zosimus' acco~of 
Julian in Gaul. 

62 My attention was drawn to this by P. Schultz, 
De Stilichone iisgue de eo agunt·fontibus Claudiano et 
Zosimo (Diss. Koenigsberg, 1864), 37. 

63 zosimus• account of Modares seems to be a version 
of events related by Ammianus Marcellinus 31.8.3-10.1 as 
occurring before Adrianople. On the massacre of the hostages 
see Ammianus Marcellinus 31.16.B. 

64 See R.T. Ridley, 11 Zosimus the Historian", ByzZ 65 
(1972), 298. 

65 Codex Theodosianus 16.10.10-12. 

66 Cf. Toifrwv 
pp. 60-b3. -
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67 Zosimus 4.38.1. 

J / tv To0ro1i, 4. 20. 3 and above 
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68 It seems to me unnecessary to suppose with 
o. seeck; Geschichte des Untergangs der antiken Welt 
S(Berlin, 1913), 519 that the two parts of the doublet are 
from different sources. 

69 Doublets arose ~aturally from the manner in 
which ancient historians sometimes inserted alternative 
versions of a passage into their working-draft. See H. 
Schone, 11Verschiedenes", .fil:!!1 73 (1920), 137-139 and K. Latte, 
"Eine Doppelfassung in den Sophistenbiographen des Eunapios 11

, 

Hermes 58(1923), 441-447. 

70 · t h. "t . d' Eunapius asser s is own veraci yin recor ing 
events of which he was himself a witness, History fg. 28 = 
Excerpta de sententiis 83, 5-9 Boissevain. His reliability 
is well defended by I. F. Reitemeier, "De Zosimi fide", 
Bibliotheca philologica, edited by J. c. Volborth, 2 
(Leipzig, 1780), 226-227. 

71 Zosimus 3.32.6. 

72 Zosimus 4.59.3. 

73 This has been the general view since I.·F. 
Reitemeier, "Disquisitio in Zosimum eiusque fidem", in 
Zosimus xxiv. 

74 w. Goffart, "Zosimus, the First Historian of 
Rome's Fall",~ 76(1971), 412-441 presents the thesis that 
Zosimus saw the empire as having already fallen (cf. the 
title of the article). But at p. 426, note 68 heiiiakes the 
stul·tifying admission that Zosimus "never says this in so 
many words and his various statements on the decline of the 
Empire are not so categorical as to exclude the interpretation 
that he merely thought the Empire to be suffering grave mis
fortunes11. 

75 History fg. 74 = Excerpta de sententiis 94, 
1-16 Boissevain. 

76 Ibid. fg. 42 = Excerpta de legationibus 597, 
16-19 de Bo~ 



77 Ibid. fg. 56 = Excerpta de sententiis 90, 6-7 
Boissevain.-

78 Ibid. fg. 54 = Excerpta de sententiis 89, 1-4 
Boissevain.--
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79 Ib1.·d-. fg. 49d -- s d }E / \ 2 331 ,,. 19 OU a .!.:.Y.. rr l K I' u rs E" ::: ' ) - -
Adler. 

SO Ibid. fg. 78 = Excerpta de sententiis 96, 25-28 
Boissevain.-

81 Vitae sophistarum 36, 8-13 Giangrande. With 
Eunapius' T~ ~rr, y~s µ_~)... 1 tS""T~ compare Zosimus' remark on 
the barbarians who took Trebizond and destroyed T~ n irf.';;.. 
~'f) Td. O~KodrJfa{AA~fd,.. fld..l TT'J...v o Tl rrpc.1 K,~) .. >-.os ? ;UEyfeo.s 
"'JtS"K-71To (1.33.3). Eunapius• remarks on the Serapeum may be 

a reply to the lost account of Theophilus of Alexandria. 
See T. Orlandi, "Uno scritto di Teofilo di Alessandria 
sulla distruzione del Serapeum?" PP 23(1968), 295-304. 

82 Vitae sophistarum 45, 10-46, 11 and 58, 8-59, 4 
Giangrande. Eunapius_nrobably inspired Zosimu~· remark about 
tpe,,, destryctio~ ·o~ the Greek people ,,at 5. 5 •}: l Kfrv "S-V T1 "._ _fs 
GKEl\i'OV ,P...t.-X(J/ TOV vov .\"-.,J..ToltSTpor,y dtOO\/T~ TO/J. Bcw_14-fvc1s Vfd-\f, ... 

83 Vitae sophistarum 53, 11-13 and 99, 22-2+ 
Giangrande. 

Forster. 
84 Libanius, Orationes 18.298 = 2, 366--367 

85 Ammianus Marcellinus 31.5.11. 

86 History fg. 22.1 = Excerpta de sententiis 
80, 11-16 Boissevain. 

87 
On Eunapius• date see Appendix 2, below. 



88 The bibliography on Christian historical · 
apologetics, especially on the work of St. Augustine, is 
immense. on the latter's change in outlook as a result 
of political troubles, see R. Markus, Saeculum: History 
and Society,in the Theology of st. Augustine (Cambridge, 
1970) 22-44, especially 37 ff. A·good discussion of the 
whole subject is made by W; Kaegi, Byzantium and the 
Decline of Rome (Princeton, 1968). 

89 In the Scriptores Historiae Augustae, Heliog. 
7.1 reference is made to Elagabalus• profanation of the 
rites of the Great Mother. The passage may be a covert 
reference to Serena. 

90 Historia nova 266. Mendelssohn applied his 
arguments to the story of Serena also. 

91 w. Ensslin, "War Kaiser Theodosius I zweimal 
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in Rom?" Hermes 81(1953), 500-507, tried to isolate the 
evidence for a visit in 394 to Eunapius-Zosimus, and F. 
Paschoud, 11R~flexions sur l'ideal religieux de Symmaque", 
Historia 14(1965), 234 suggested that this visit was an 
invention born of a desire to show the emperor's deference 
to the senate. If this were so Eunapius• veracity would be 
greatly impugned. But A.D.E. Cameron, "Theodosius the 
Great and the Regency of Stilicho", HSPh 73(1969), 247-
280 has argued in favour of a visit at the later date. 
A part of his argument is the view that 5.38 is from 
Olympiodorus: but he does produce some other evidence as 
well, including the testimony of Prudentius, which, while 
hardly compelling, does throw some doubt on Ensslin's view. 

92 History fg. 55 = Excerpta de sententiis 89, 25 
Boissevain: fg. 52 = Souda s.v. l..Tid.Tr;;.._ = 4, 426, 26-28 
Adler: Vitae sophistarum 29-;-T-2 Giangrande. 

93 With the anecdote about Serena and the necklace 
one might compare the story of Festus who dreamt that he 
was carried to·Hades by a noose: Eunapius, Vitae 
sophistarum 56, 7-19 Giangrande. 

94 Zosimus 5.41. 
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95 sozomen 9.6. on his use of Olympiodorus here see 
J. Rosenstein, 0 Kritische Untersuchungen uber das Verhaltniss 
zwischen Olympiodor, Zosimus·und Sozomenus 11

, Forschungen zur 
deutschen Geschichte 1(1862), 190-192. 

96 Zosimus 5.46.3-5. 

97 Olympiodorus fg. 15 = 1, 171 Henry; fg. 27 = 
1, 177 Henry. 

98 The point is well made by J.F. Matthews, 
"Olympiodorus of Thebes and the History of the West (A.D.407-
425)", 91!2. 60(1970), 97. 

99 See above pp- 90-92. 

lOO Eunapius, History fg. 1 = Excerpta de sententiis 
71-75 Boissevain. 

1 O 1 Zos imus al 1 udes to ~cr-r p ~at. l Kt v>f 6 t ,.s both in 1 .1 • 2 
and at 3.11.2. The Neoplatonic idea of J J'.J.(µ,wv occurs at 
4.4.3: S.35.5; 5.41.5. On the Neoplatonism of Eunapius see 
W. Schmid, 11Eunapios aus Sardes", PW 6(1909),·1125-1126 
and on that of Olympiodorus see E.A. Thompson, 11 0lympiodorus 
of Thebes", CQ 38 Cl 944), 43. 

102 Polybius is cited thrice, at 1.1.1; 1.57.1: 
5.20.4. L. Mendelssohn notes a Polybian sentiment at 5.36.2: 
see Historia nova 263. Although the general similarity of 
Zosimus• style to that of Polybius (as compared with that of 
Eunapius) needs no demonstration I offer here a few words 
that Zosimus may have taken from his acknowledged mentor: 
£rr1nJ9~$i.,..1 1.54.2; dv6'~vacrxt.T£W 2.10.4; cpwp~ot4ol.l 2.12.3; 
K<>1iop6~ra1..rot 2. a. 2; o{VO\.cr'"rrJo?oll 2 .15. 3: (JV}llT A'11PW01S 2. 30. 2; 
xiool~ 2.31.3; f,£yJ.) .. <><u'£Jo14-a...1 2.46.1; rrpovC}lfJW 3.27.3; 
otpv1..y((:(.. 3.2.7.4; yc.vvfro1...r<:J. 3.28.3. See LSJ ~· 

103 -w. Kaegi, Byzantium and the Decline of Rome 
(Princeton, 1968), 103-108 shows how little Zosimus took over 
from Polybius• political ideas. 



104 zosimus 4.59.2. For a similar sentiment in a 
contemporary of Eunapius see Jerome, Commentaria in 
Ezechielem 1 = E!:, 25, 15-16. 

105 Zosimus 5.50.2. 

lOG See F. Paschoud, Zosime 1, xl. R. Martin, B!! 
fontibus Zosimi (Diss. Berlin, 1866), 13-14 considered a 
source-study of these chapters a waste of time. 

107 See above pp. 70-13, 
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!OS History fg. 24 = Excerpta de sententiis 82, 7-9 
Boissevain: fg. 35 = Excerpta de sententiis 84, 1-2 Boissevain. 
Similarly Zosimus' comparison of Julian and Alexander will 
be from Eunapius, see Zosimus 3.3.3. 

109 See·w. Goffart, "Zosimus, the First Historian· 
of Rome's Fall",!!:!! 76(1971), 414-415, note·l3. w. Kaegi, 
Byzantium and the Decline of Rome (Princeton, 1968), 108 
asserts that Zosimus is here echoing debates of the fourth 
century. See also~· 84. 

llO Zosimus 3.1.1. The fact that rather similar 
sentiments were expressed by Justinian should not lead us to 
suppose that Zosimus was-here referring to problems of his 
own day. Cf. w. Goffart, 11 Zosimus, the First Historian of 
Rome's Fall 11

, ~ 76(1971), 422, note 52. Goffart is not 
very consistent, for he dates Zosimus a generation earlier 
than Justinian. 

111 See for example History fg. 87 = Excerpta de 
sententiis = 100, 27-102, 22 Boissevain. 

112 so E. condurachi, "Les ideas politiques de· 
Zosime", Revista clasica 13-14(1941-1942),·119-120, 127, and 
z. Petre, "La pensee historique de Zosime", StudClas 7 
(1965), 269-270. 

113 Zosimus 1.7, 1.8, 1.23, 1.46. 



CONCLUSION 

Eunapius• own comments enable some inferences to be 

made about his aim in writing the History. In the intro-

duction to the first book he says: 
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These lines are clarified in the eighth fragment, the proem 

to the second book, where he tells how Oribasius encouraged 
(._ / 

him to write about Julian, and sent him a vrr~~v~µ~ of the 

emperor's career in which he had been an active participant. 2 

The first part of Eunapius• work then was dominated 

by the figure of Julian, and the account was largely 

determined by a desire to glorify him. But it is clear that 

Eunapius planned from the beginning to go beyond Julian's 

reign, for in the passage cited above he says both that his 

. (.. e> (. "' / . 
is a general account of o Kol 1JA...-A.S. Xpovo5 and that J. t was a 
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continuation of Dexippus• work. Eunapius must then have 

been motivated from the very beginning by more than a simple 

desire to glorify Julian. 

Scattered comments allow us to form some impression 

of Eunapius• motive in continuing his narrative beyond 

Julian's death. In the previous chapter were cited several 

pessimistic comments made by Eunapius about the state of 

affairs in his own day. Now it is precisely because his 

~istory was almost entirely devoted to the period of which he 

was a contemporary that these comments provide such a valu

able insight into his aim in writing. In the Vitae 

sophistarum, a work in which the decline of paganism is 

highlighted, Eunapius twice refers to his plan to continue 

his account of the destruction of Greece in his History. 3 

While it would certainly be going too far to conclude that 

such problems alone provoked him to take up his pen again, 

there seems little doubt that they played an important role 

in the later books of his work. 

The question arises as to how early in the History 

Eunapius• pessimism appeared. Of this there is at least one 

indication. Eunapius quotes Julian as remarking, at the 

time he was preparing for war with Persia, that the Goths 

(who at this time were not a source of trouble for the 

empire) could not be expected to remain quiescent for ever. 
~t- ,, r J ~ .,.. / " Eunapius exclaims: .s ,ocr-ovoE E-~iKVE1ro xpcvcv rGJv 

) /"\ L / 4 
q:vr~ 'l rrpovcto,,.. Just as Julian's reign would 
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remain a source of inspiration in the darker days of his 

successors, 5 so even the eulogistic account of his life was 

not without some comment on the tragedies to come. 6 

This much can be inferred from Eunapius• own 

writings. It is possible to go somewhat further by examining 

the evidence provided by Zosimus, in particular his method 

of working. Here are to be found some clear indications of 

the nature of Eunapius• work. In the parts of Zosimus' 

narrative for which fragments of Eunapius• History are ex

tant, there is scarcely a deviation of any significance by 

Zosimus from his source. Furthermore a search of Zosimus• 

summary of Eunapius for material that cannot or might not 

have come from Eunapius reveals very little indeed. If 

Zosimus followed Eunapius so closely in the choice of 

material, it would seem likely that he also took over 

Eunapius• interpretation. 

This supposition is supported by the fact that many 

elements in Zosimus• theory of the decline of the empire 

find close parallels in the writings of Eunapius: the 

denigration of Constantine and of Theodosius, the idea of 

the destruction of cities, the hatred of Christianity and 

the strong attachment to paganism. Other elements such as 

the barbarisation of the armies under Theodosius and the 

wastefulness of Constantine no doubt were taken over from 

him also. 
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It is clear then that the main constituents of 

Zosimus• viewpoint were present in Eunapius• work. This is 

perhaps as much as can be asserted with any confidence, and 

unfortunately it still falls short of proving that every 

passage in Zosimus that treats of the empire's decline is 

from Eunapius, or that Eunapius himself had worked out his 

views in quite the same way as Zosimus. 

Of the three cardinal passages in Zosimus• work, the 

proem and the digressions on Palmyra and the Secular Games, 

the latter two fall within the part of his work where 

Zosimus followed Eunapius, and may well have been inspired 

by him. The proem, on the other hand, has some demonstrably 

original elements, in particular the claim to be following 

Polybius, and the emphasis on the idea of the empire's 

decline, an idea that may well have been absent from Eunapius• 

proem. Yet ·even these seem to be mere flourishes. Zosimus 

got very little from Polybius beyond a few phrases and words: 

and if in his proem he was prepared to be more explicit 

about the purpose of his work than Eunapius he may have been 

doing no more than emphasising an idea that received abundant 

treatment in his source. It is ironical that Zosimus should 

acknowledge Polybius to whom he owed so little while he 

suppressed the name of Eunapius from whom he took so much. 

It would seem then that it was a careful reading of 

Eunapius• work that persuaded Zosimus to take up his pen. 



He would continue Eunapius• account with the help of 

Olympiodorus, an historian whose outlook was in some ways 

similar to that of Eunapius. Now an epitome of Eunapius 

and of Olympiodorus might have been adequate for his plan 
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to describe the decline of Rome, if he had planned to end 

his account with the sack of the city. But the unfinished 

state of the work leaves uncertainty as to the projected 

terminal point. Moreover, Zosimus prefaced his epitome of 

Eunapius with a brief survey of world history to the time of 

Claudius II. These chapters provide some background for the 

main part of the History, but in spite of some Eunapian 

sentiments they do not do a great deal to promote Zosimus• 

thesis, and their inclusion must be due to another considera

tion. It may be pointed out that Zosimus lived in a period 

that was fruitful in the production of world-chronicles. A 

writer like Malalas provided a convenient summazyof world 

history with a Christian point of view. Zosimus may have 

intended that his own work should provide a pagan foil to 

these Christian histories, a summary of history with the 

kind of interpretation that Eunapius suggested. It is 

perhaps unprofitable to speculate on the intended scope of 

his work, or on possible sources for the later period. 

Zosimus should perhaps then be seen as much as an 

epitomator as a philosopher of history, and it may be that 

the need for brevity often outweighed the desire to expatiate 

on theory. This must be the reason why he sometimes omitted 
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from his epitome passages of Eunapius that bore directly on 

his stated plan, 7 and also why some of the most significant 

events in the history of paganism are passed over in silence. 8 

But in Zosimus• chief vice, his servility, lies also 

his value. The material and ideas for the bulk of his work 

can be confidently regarded as stemming directly from 

Eunapius. Therefore the pagan side of the debate on the 

empire's decline, of which Zosimus is the main extant source, 

can be brought back from the sixth century to the early fifth. 

Zosimus• ideas make more sense in this earlier context, when 

they are contemporary with the works of Augustine, orosius, 

Jerome and the authors of the Historia Augusta, than they do 

when regarded as an isolated production of the sixth century. 

Photius• judgement is vindicated. The bulk of 

Zosimus• work is a mere paraphrase of Eunapius• History, 

differing only in its conciseness. 
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Notes 

1 Fg. 1 = Excerpta de sententiis 74, 16-22 Boissevain. 

2 Fg. 8 = Excerpta de sententiis 76, 14-77, 5 
Boissevain. 

3 Vitae sophistarum 46, 2-5 Giangrande, and 58, 13-59, 
3 Giangrande. 

4 Fg. 22.l = Excerpta de sententiis 80, 11-16 
Boissevain. 

5 Fg. 75.5 = Excerpta de sententiis 95, 17-23 
Boissevain. 

6 The argument would be much strengthened if it 
could be·proved that the remark on the Seleucis in the 
Souda· (4, 337, 3-4 Adler) was taken from Eunapius. See 
above, chapter l, note 10. 

7 See above pp. 22-24. 

8 One might cite here Zosimus• silence on the part 
played in the Gothic invasion of Greece by the monks and 
the violation of hierophantic law. Zosimus omits the 
destruction of the Serapeum which Eunapius mentions twice 
in the Vitae sophistarum (36-39 Giangrande), and might well 
have referred to in his History also. Zosimus is silent 
also on Julian's pagan revival although Eunapius naturally 
devoted much attention to this. Other matters he omits are: 
the pagan overtones in the Eugenius revolt, and the struggle 
over the altar of victory. These would surely have been 
mentioned by Eunapius. 
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Some Closely Parallel Passages 
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APPENDIX 2 

THE DATE AND EDITIONS OF EUNAPIUS' HISTORY 

The Date 

In the Vitae sophistarum Eunapius seems to say that 

he had already published the part of his History dealing 

with events up to the Gothic invasion of Greece in 395: 

J f' / 
Ko..) ct. 0 ( 11 Y"l TWV 

, e/ /\. 0 , 
E.TrJkf\iJ<f tvp.~,J r.zc<(.t<.WVJ WV Toi.. 

J'i c scc5'1i<o~ rrf s 

i}v lTrlTP !rrn 10 Gc;OV, ,\ c>-.fse.: ToU J () A >..>..~p1_x.os 
, / A rr .... "'\ e i 

TQl)~ (3o1.f R,o..pcuS J, ~ ,wv u )...w ,.J Tio.f 1 /\ E_" •• " 

Apparently the historian directed his energies to the Vitae 

sophistarum after completing the earlier books of the 

History; 2 but he planned to return to the latter at a later 

date. Photius says that he brought the account down to 404; 3 

and the surviving fragments show that he was still engaged in 

writing it after 414. 4 

F. Ruhl noted a tendency among Byzantine writers of 

universal history to close their accounts with the death of 

the sovereign whose reign preceded that under which they 

wrote. 5 Now Eunapius was not a world-chronicler in the 

sense of a Malalas; but his work covered a substantial period 

of time, and it was a continuation of the Chronicle of 

Dexippus. 6 Perhaps then Eunapius closed an early version of 

his History with the death of Theodosius, and published it 
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during the reign of his successor, Arcadius. It may also be 

that he formed the design of continuing it after Arcadius• 

death. 

The 11 New Edition 11 of the History 

Photius says that he had available to him two 

editions of Eunapius• History, and that the 11 new edition" 

was characterised by the excision of much of the blasphemy 

which marked the other. 7 Was Photius correct in his view 

that both editions stemmed from the pen of Eunapius himself? 

Recently w. Chalmers argued in support of Photius• view8 

and at the same time called in question the suggestion of B. 

Niebuhr and c. de Boor that the "new edition" represented an 

expurgation of Eunapius• work by Christian censors. 9 The 

present discussion seeks to support the view of the earlier 

scholars by replying briefly to the main points in Chalmers• 

argument. 

Chalmers begins: "if, as de Boor's theory suggests, 

the aim of the v{r:J.... e'1<JcG"1S. was to make Eunapius more 

acceptable to Christian readers, it is strange that Photius 

describes it as 
)I 

£ Tl 
( / 11 

UTrOCfollvov6rx.V. 

Photius• statement is equally difficult for Chalmers• own 

view that Eunapius was partly moved to produce a new edition 

of his work by the set-back to pagan ambitions after the 

battle at the river Frigidus. For Photius the main difference 

between the two editions was the removal of 0 much of the 
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impiety". It may be suggested that in the "new edition° only 

the most offensive passages were removed, while some that 

were less obnoxious were allowed to remain. 

Unproven as Chalmers admits is the view of V. 

Lundstrom that Eunapius produced two editions of the Vitae 

h . t 10 sop is arum. The most recent editor of this work considers 

that the variations in the manuscripts upon which Lundstrom 

based his theory were the work of a late Byzantine scholar. 11 

In fragment 41, which introduces a discussion of the 

Huns, Eunapius refers to an earlier account which he had 

already made of this people. 12 Since the excerpts in the 

Excerpta de sententiis are in chronological order, and the 

early books of the History dealt with the period before 

Julian's death when the Huns had not yet made their appear-

ance, Chalmers saw in this fragment a reference to an 

earlier edition of the History. But. ~since Eunapius refers to 

the earlier account as : 

·~ .,., /\ / 
T~ JAEV cvv rrpw,J.. n1s <5'vyypd..q''l'JS., ,, ~ 

it must be inferred that the earlier account was seen as 

a part of the same work as the later account in fragment 41. 

Moreover Eunapius later in this same fragment seems to say 

that he had envisaged excising the earlier account: 

and 
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On the whole then the evidence of the fragment is easier to 

reconcile with the assumption that the earlier account of 

the Huns was made at an early point in the same work which 

Eunapius was still engaged in writing than with the idea 

that it was part of an already published first edition of 

that work. Eunapius may well have made brief mention of the 

Huns in a digression on the northern tribes at an early point 

. h. H" t 13 
in is is ory. 

In the Vitae sophistarum Eunapius speaks of 

Constantine's placing Constantius in the care of Ablabius 

and remarks that this ' ToV 

i(p·~1a..1 •14 But fragment 14.1 indicates that there was a 

detailed account of Constantius in the second edition.15 

Chalmers felt that in the former case the first edition was 

indicated, and that this contained no special discussion of 

Constantius: and that in the second edition there was a 

separate life of Constantius. But the statement in the 

Vitae sophistarum may merely show that Ablabius• guardian

ship was not mentioned in the part dealing with Constantine 

or Constantius, but was reserved for special treatment in the 

account of Julian. Since Julian's early life was much 

influenced by Constantine's arrangements for the succession 

it would not be surprising if Eunapius gave substantial 

treatment to this subject in connection with the career of 

his hero. 
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Whereas Photius says that both editions of Eunapius 

covered the same period of time Chalmers believes that the 

"new edition" came down to a later point in time. He 

alleges that 11Photius only claimed to have read the second 

edition." This assertion is difficult to reconcile with 

Photius• remark about the two editions: 

l:.r:: 0 ) A 

i;_.:) Wv olV TW..J 
\ J \ } \ ~/ 

Ket) Tl)V lcA.cpcpd-v ex vd;, I\ f ~oZ)-\fVOi 

The arguments adduced to support the attribution of 

the "new edition 11 to Eunapius are not persuasive. Hence the 

traditional view of a later censorship of the work still 

seems preferable. It should be noted, however, that the view 

that Eunapius revised his whole work at a late point in his 

career will not damage the thesis presented in this 

dissertation. 
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i Vitae·sophistarum 46, 2-5 Giangrande; see also 
~· sa, 13-59, 3 Giangrande. 
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2 The passage thus provides a terminus post ~em· 
for the Vitae sophistarum. see also I. Opelt, "Eunapos", 
~ 6(1965), 930-931. 

3 Bibliotheca codex 77 = l, 158 Henry. 

4 Histor¥ fg. 87 = Excerpta de sententiis 
100-102 Boissevain. 

5 See below pp. , s b - , s 7. 

6 History fg. 1 = Excerpta de sententiis 74, 16-21 
Boissevain. 

7 Bibliotheca codex 77 = 1, 159-160 Henry. 

8 w .R. Chalmers, "The NE.A 1E1<A02. I! of Eunapius • 
Histories 0

, CQ N. s. 3(1953), 165-170. 

9 Dexip~i, Eunapii, Petri Patricii, Prisci, Malchi, 
Menandri historiarum w;ae supersunt, edited by I. Bekker and 
B. Niebuhr (Bonn, 1829 , xix; c. de Boor, "Die v{cJ.... e.1t<,fo(f1s 
des Eunapios", ~ 47(1892), 321-323. 

10 II v. Lundstrom, Prole7omena in Euna}ii Vitas 
philosophorum et sophistarumUppsala, 1897, 20-35. 

11 Eunapii Vitae sophistarum, edited by G. Giangrande 
(Rome, 1956), xix-xx. 

12 Fg. 41 = Excerpta de sententiis 84, 22-85, 12 
Boissevain. 
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13 Ammianus Marcellinus inserts into his narrative 
at the point where Julian was settling affairs in Thrace 
a descriptio Thraciarum et sinus Pontici regionumque ac 
nationum Ponto adjacentium (22.8). Ammianus thought nothing 
of adding details to an earlier digression: see, for 
example, 14.4.2. 

14 Vitae sophistarum 22, 15-19 Giangrande. 

15 Fg. 14.1 = Excerpta de sententiis 78, 1i-20 
Boissevain. 

16 Some difficulties remain. Why did some manu
scripts available to Photius contain both versions of 
Eunapius• work? Perhaps these were based on the censor's 
working copy. How did Zosimus escape a similar re-editing? 
Perhaps he toned down the impiety in the now lost first 
edition of Eunapius in the same way as he demonstrably toned 
down his predecessor's rhetoric in other ways. 



APPENDIX 3 

THE DATE OF ZOSIMUS 1 NEW HISTORY 

In the body of the dissertation a certain amount of 

evidence for Zosimus• terminus post quem was discussed. 

From this emerged only the fact that Zosimus was writing 

after 498: while attempts to connect him more closely with 

the beginning of the sixth century were rejected as having 

failed to take into account Eunapius• influence on him. 

Arguments about Zosimus• terminus ante guem have 

been a fruitful source of errors. The earliest surviving 

writer to mention Zosimus is Evagrius who wrote in the last 

decade of the sixth century. In an important passage he 

lists writers who dealt with secular history down to his 

own time: Charax, Ephorus, Theopompus, Dionysius of 

Halicarnassus, Polybius, Appian, Diodorus, Dio Cassius, 

Herodian, Nicostratus, Dexippus, Eusebius, Arrian, Asinius 

Quadratus, Zosimus, Priscus, Eustathius of Epiphania, 

Procopius, Agathias and John of Epiphania. After his entry 

on Priscus Evagrius says: 

C/A . . 1ttp 

./ ) r/ .., l 
ITclvot..pi o--rJ.. f.'1 a uo ,t:v\ 'i<Y1v ..... 

This statement has been generally taken as meaning 

that Eustathius• work was an epitome of those of the 
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preceding historians, 2 and this view is perhaps supported 

by L. Jeep's demonstration that Eustathius was Evagrius• 

source in some passages where Evagrius cites (in true 
3 Byzantine fashion) only the name of Eustathius• source. 
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If Eustathius• date can be determined this will narrow down 

the termini further. 

Jeep drew attention to the fact that Eustathius is 

said to have died while writing. Two sixth century sources 

mention this fact, in passing, while treating Anastasius• 

war against Cabades (502-503). Evagrius says of Eustathius: 

6uv c,1,p 1 8p E·~T~ 1 
1 

J' w cl £1<d.. rov 

'\ / 4, 
A. i_ \ O 1,iTWJ {3d.cr1 A£ l"'S . 

Malalas confirms the fact: 
" / ~} .,, ( / ' / 

7T£.pi OU fTOAcjAO<J 1.:.ucs-To{.6to~ 0 oOq>wroi.r-oi xpcvoyf&..<pOi 

,,. (/ , Je., ) ,, / ) 
cuvtypr:,.. lfo1...ro • o,rT1.) K.oU cu H,.'.S ETlA.Eu r1oe 1 .l{7JTL t:1..s 

./ ... )/ e ) " /--;;. s 
H >,._ E cOV Tt'JV EI( Ecfl\/ !'X.VTO U (;Uv'Tot .::,CX:J " 

Jeep concluded that Eustathius died in 502-503. But our two 

authorities say only that this was the latest year covered 

by Eustathius in his account: and both imply that he would 

have brought the account down further had death not intervened. 6 

F. Ruhl was the first to point out the faultiness of 
7 Jeep's argument. He went on to argue that the Byzantine 

historians, when they treated world history, 8 tended to 

close their accounts with the accession of the sovereign 

under whom they wrote. Since Eustathius treated events under 
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Anastasius, he must have intended to end with the accession 

of Justin I. Though clearly as illogical a development as 

the reasoning of Jeep which he had just rejected, Ruhl's 

argument has been universally accepted. 

Since it would be pedantic to cite exceptions to 

Ruhl's 0 law" from later Byzantine literature, 9 one can 

readily agree with this part of his argument. The fault of 

reasoning lies in the latter part. As Jeep was wrong to link 

the terminal point of Eustathius• account with the date of 

his death, so also was Ruhl incorrect in assuming that 

Eustathius did not intend to go beyond Anastasius• death. 

Eustathius may have been writing at any time in the sixth 

century. 

A.D.E. Cameron postulated a terminus ante quern for 

Eustathius in the 520s. 10 He based this view on Haury•s 

suggestion that Procopius drew on Eustathius• account of 

the siege of Amida. 11 But this view is fraught with 

difficulties. To begin with, not one fragment of Eustathius 

survives that might be compared with Procopius• treatment 

of these events: moreover Haury assumed--he did not prove-

the priority of Eustathius. 12 Until further evidence is 

produced of a connection between these historians Haury•s 

conjecture is better left out of consideration here. 

This discussion may be concluded with a note on two 

further passages in Zosimus which have been used to date his 

history. In the first of these Zosimus speaks of Nestorius 
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who in 375: 

~ ~ .. t:-~k~Vii\_ TOU ~
1
pwos c~. ~x1A\ [ll_s] ... " l,~rr[e1 Kf 

.'\ .:, 

TW (V 
"' 

"\ e r / /\ .)/\ e /\ ) /"\ U ol.,f 6 E VWVI Kol.. l Op V )AfV"';:' T1),i l"1 1) v'J.J o( y~/\)Acl rl , c " 

Mendelssohn thought that zosimus by not modifying 

with a T~TE was indicating that the statue still stood in 

his own day. 14 But that is to imply a precision that 

Mendelssohn himself elsewhere denies the historian, who far 

from up-dating the material in his sources was prepared to 

perpetrate gross anachronisms in his epitome. 15 Moreover, 

the fate of the Parthenos--whether it was destroyed by fire 

d t C t . 1 . t. 16 or remove o onstan 1nop e--is uncer ain. Hence Zosimus• 

remark is of no value in dating his work. The second passage 

to be considered here is his remark that none of the areas 

ceded to the Persians by Jovian had been retaken. 17 Some 

scholars have seen in this a veiled reference to Anastasius• 

. t h p . 18 war aga1ns t e ersians. Once again emphasis must be 

laid on the possibility that the remark occurred also in 

Eunapius. 19 

All attempts to this time to place Zosimus in the 

early part of the sixth century have failed. Jeep was the 

first scholar to place both Zosimus and Eustathius in this 

period and though his arguments were clearly erroneous his 

view has exercised a spell over subsequent scholars who have 

resorted to all manner of sophistry in an effort to justify 

it. All that we can say with certainty is that both men 

wrote between the last decade of the fifth and the last 
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decade of the sixth century, and that Eustathius probably 

wrote after Zosimus. 20 Evagrius' uncertainty about zosimus 

makes it likely that Zosimus lived a little while before his 

time: and the same can perhaps be inferred of Eustathius 

from the fact that Evagrius says no more about him than the chron

Jcler MQfnfas, and also from the fact that he refers to him 

as "Eustathius of Epiphania", whereas he calls John of 
. 21 . . . Epiphania "my fellow countryman". This argument 1s admit-

tedly fragile, but it seems to be about the best that can be 

done with the evidence. 

The above discussion indicates the danger of finding 

allusions to contemporary events in Zosimus. For any passages 

that ingenuity will from time to time suggest to be topical 

in intent it will have to be shown that Zosimus• source could 

not have been responsible. In point of fact Zosimus seems to 

have made very few references to events after the periods he 

treated; hence his silence also on any matter of sixth 

century history will not exclude the possibility that it was 

known to him. 
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Notes 

1 Evagrius 5.24 = 218-219 Bidez-Parmentier. 

2 R.T. Ridley, "Zosirnus the Historian", ByzZ 65 
(1972}, 278 expressed doubts about this interpretation of 
Evagrius' words. 

3 L. Jeep, "Die Lebenszeit des Zosimos 11
, RhM 37 

(1882) I 425-433 • 

4 Evagrius 3.37 = 13h ·.Bidez-Parmentier. 

5 Malalas 399 Dindorf. Eustathius must also have 
written before Malalas, but the latter's date is unclear. 
See K. ·Wolf, "Ioannes Mal alas 11

, PW 9 (1916), 1 795-1 796, and 
note 9, below. 

6 Jeep's argument was accepted by L. Mendelssohn, 
Historia nova vii and by c. Benjamin, 11Eustathios 11

, E,! 6 
(1909), 1450-1451. 

7 F. Ruhl, 0 Wann schrieb Zosirnos?" RhM 46(1891), 
146-147. So also T. Mommsen, "Zosimus", ByzZ 12(1903}, 533. 

8 This important qualification was overlooked by 
F. Paschoud, Zosime 1, xiii-xiv and by R.T. Ridley, 11 Zosimus 
the Historian", ByzZ 65(1972}, 278. 

g Ruhl's view that the Byzantine chroniclers custom
arily ended their accounts with the accession of the 
sovereign under whom they wrote is demonstrably true of many 
of the extant works of this genre. However, most of these 
are from the later centuries of Byzantine history. From the 
early period there survive only scanty remains of this 
important genre. The works of Domninus, Timotheus and 
Nestorianus, all major sources of Malalas, have perished; 
and John of Antioch survives only in fragments. Neverthe
less there are two clear exceptions to Ruhl's principle 
among early chronicles. The author of the so-called Fragmenta 
Tusculana of Malalas thrice refers to Justinian as J 8't:<r-rr6·1 11 s 
{Mwv (PG as, 1820-1821): _and the Easter Chronicle was composed 
during, and treated events of,-the reign of Heraclius. See 
Du Cange in Chronicon paschale, edited by L. Dindorf, 2 (Bonn, 
1832) I 16. 
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lO A.D.E. Cameron, 0 The Date of Zosimus• New History", 
Philoloqus 113(1969), 107. 

11 see J. Haury in Proco ii Caesariensis o era omnia, 
edited by J. Haury and G. Wirth, 1 Leipzig, 1963, xix. 

12 See his discussion of Procopius• sources, ibid. 
viiff. Haury thought that Evagrius mentioned Eustath'l"u's'i 
account of the siege rather than Procopius• because 
Eustathius• was fuller. But at 1.19 = 28 Bidez-Parmentier 
he referred to Eustathius rather than ~~--~o, , even though the 
latter's account was a mere epitome at this point. 

13 zosimus 4.18.3. 

14 Historia nova x, note 1. 

15 see above p~59. 

16 See G.M.A. Richter, Sculpture and Sculptors of the 
Greeks (4th ed: New Haven and London, 1970), 171. 

17 Zosimus 3.32.6. 

18 A.D.E. Cameron, "The Date of Zosimus •·New History", 
Philologus 113 (1969) , 108; W. Goff art t · "Zosimus, the First 
Historian of Rome's Fall",~ 76(19711, 421-422. 

19 Cf. above. pp. lo4- 105" 

20 This is similar to the conclusion of T. Mommsen, 
11 Zosimus", Byzz 12 (1903), 533. 

21 3.4• = 140 Bidez-Parmentier; foe. cit. noTe I 



APPENDIX 4 

A NEW FRAGMENT OF EUNAPIUS' HISTORY 

A.F. Norman produced a passage in the Souda which he 

believed to be from Eunapius: 1 

:, A. 2. 
Souda ~· c1..vc1...cr-x_ovor:J.. Zosimus 3.22.4. 

i St 1Tpwros ~vJ.rsx~v Td._..STryv [£ .. ~>..up1s yu1,rf] J,LfV o"3v ~ 

[k ToV ~p0ypa...ToS rrp~TWJ ( rrpC,Toj /\1endeJs.tohn) ~vc{£~1 £K~o·Jv 

~v .Mfyvo!,) ~vdpi~d'rys P,(A.~OU(f~\J Tfd.\(Jolj ~\JtiAEV. tv J€ Lov1T-
T[_ KlJ..'1 d Id._ <fipo'vTUS t.pcf.v TI01, {v 

.) 

OvK 

To>-..;41 T {s . ~tf 1 )AO) , 
) ' Of/ 

/ ('\. 
rouiw ot:.. 

L 

The grounds for attribution to Eunapius look reasonable. 

i1~fcptvrwJ is a favourite adverb of his; 3 and the adjectives 

are characteristic: Photius cites a list of seven adjectives 

ending in -d7JS which he found in Eunapius • History and which 

he regarded as offensive. 4 lvJ'p~d'1li appears twice in a 

fragment of Eunapius. 5 

A.D.E. Cameron questioned the sufficiency of the 

argument from style. 6 Other writers of the same period may 

have used a style like that of Eunapius; and we know of at 

least two other Greek writers, Magnus of Carrhae and 

Eutychianus of Cappadocia, who treated Julian•s Persian 

d •t• 7 expe 1 ion. He suggested that it may have been the latter 
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from whom the passage above was taken. 
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The criticism of arguments based mainly on style is 

not new. Long ago Boissonade sensed how tenuous some of 

9 his attributions were. Nevertheless, Eunapius was a 

favourite author of the Souda, and it seems that not very 

much literature of the fourth century made its way into the 

1 . 10 exicon. Norman's case is thus by no means proven, but it 

is as persuasive as can be expected in such situations, and 

as reasonable as many of the hypotheses that are woven by 

students of antiquity. 

A more serious objection to the attribution in this 

case is the fact that the passage in the souda conflicts 

with the information provided by Zosimus. In the former 

Magnus is the first to appear: in Zosimus he is second. But 

this difficulty is not insurmountable, for we know that the 

compiler of the lexicon was drawing only indirectly on the 

historians he cites, and that many of the extracts he pro

vides are truncated in form. This is a point that has been 

made in the first chapter of this dissertation, and is well 

illustrated by Cameron himself. 11 Zosimus in the passage 

cited above gives us information besides the names of the 

three men. He tells how the first killed a woman who had 

observed the entry of the three. It may be that Eunapius• 

description of this scene was rather longer than that of 

Zosimus, and that in the process of pruning which it under

went prior to entry into the lexicon the names and facts 

became confused. 
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There seems to be no good reason then why Souda ~· 
J ..... 
«v~~xovo.~ may not be regarded as a new fragment of Eunapius• 

History. 



Notes 

1 A.F. Norman, 11Magnus in Amrnianus, Eunapius and 
Zosimus: New Evidence", CQ N. s. 7(1957), 129-133. 

2 
1, 190, 7-8 Adler. 

3 The point is made by w. R. Chalmers, 0 Eunapius, 
Ammianus Marcellinus and Zosimus on Julian's Persian 
Expedition°, CQ N. s. 10(1960), 152. 

4 Photius, Bibliotheca codex 77 = 1, 159 Henry. 
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5 -History fg. 101 = 
13-16 Adler. 

,.... 
Souda .!.!..Y• A1 fv't..y i<.£ nJ = 2, 84, 

6 A.D.E. Cameron, "An Alleged Fragment of Eunapius 11
, 

CQ N. s. 13(1963), 232-236. Elsewhere the same scholar uses 
the stylistic argument to attribute Souda s.v. M;pkf~AoS 
= 3, 325, 31-32 Adler· to Eunapius: A.D~E. Cameron, "A New -
Fragment of Eunapius 11

, CR N. S.17(1967), 10-11. 

7 Malalas 328-332 Dindorf (Magnus): 332-333 Dindorf 
(Eutychianus). 

8 The suggestion is not a happy one. How does 
Dr. Cameron propose to reconcile the high-flown style of the 
passage in the Souda with such words as ~t~~ , rr~rruA£w·v and 

/ 

Kou (5 '1, 0 '-1 ~~p 1oi which occurred in Eutychianus • work ( see 

Malalas, 1..2.£. cit.)? 

9 Sentio quam levidense sit hoc argumentum, ••• fateor 
hoc argumentum non esse validissimum, cited by c. Muller, 
FHG 4, 56. 

lO A.F. Norman, "Magnus in Ammianus, Eunapius and 
zosimus: New Evidence", £Q N. s. 7(1957), 130. 

ll A.D.E. Cameron, "An Alleged Fragment of Eunapius 11
, 

CQ N. s. 13(1963), 235-236; "Pr±scus of Panium and John 
Malalas in •suidas'", .£!!_ N. s. 13(1963), 264. 
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